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PARAGLIDER TREE LANDINGS
Wayne Knight

I HAVE BEEN PARAGLIDING FOR OVER 17 YEARS AND HAD MY FAIR SHARE OF INCIDENTS . I HAVE
BEEN A TREE SURGEON FOR OVER 30 YEARS , SO AS YOU CAN IMAGINE I AM FAIRLY WELL AT HOME
IN THE ARBOREAL ENVIRONMENT. I HOPE THAT I CAN ADD A SMALL AMOUNT OF INSIGHT ON
THE SUBJECT OF TREE LANDINGS , SO THAT IT JUST MIGHT BE OF SOME USE TO A WAYWARD PILOT
OR TWO IN THE fUTURE .

I

f there is a paddock available, I
would recommend landing there
rather than in a tree . If you are tos-

sing up between the ocean and a
tree, it's your call, but I would always go
for the tree because my swimming is not
so good .
If you are going down over forest
and you know that you have to land
there, I have some very simple advice
as to how to survive the landing. I have
done this with very little drama. You act
in much the same way as you would land
anywhere. Your final leg should be into
the wind just the same as anywhere else,
but instead of looking for a nice open
area to land, you look for a nice trunk to
land onto. It is important that you pick
a specific tree with a trunk that
you can get to. Don't try landing on top of the crown,
because you will just fall
through. Don't shut your
eyes, scream in terror and
go into the trees wherever your
paraglider takes you. You most likely
would end up dangling from your
glider unable to move with the possibility

After you land, there are many ways
that you can go depending on your skills,
your gear and the situation . Communication is obviously high on the agenda . Tying onto the tree is a great idea if your
plan is to stay there until help comes. If
you have the confidence to climb down,
you need to get out of your harness. If you
want to tie in and have nothing that you
can wrap around the trunk and connect
to your carabiners, you could always undo
your risers, wrap them around a branch,
connect back to the carabiners and relax
back in your harness until help arrives.

I personally always fly with a Leatherman Wave mUlti-purpose tool. This has
a saw that is useful for cutting branches
to get your glider down. The needlepoint pliers are useful for emergency
dental extractions, but the knife-blades
could have you arrested in Victoria as
a psychopathic killer. A small pruning
saw would be better, but you can't have
everything with you when you fly in the
off chance that you will land in a tree.
If you fly a hang glider, I can't imagine
how you would get out of a tree landing
unscathed and I have no advice.

of it coming off in time and you hitting
the ground hard .
On your final leg stay positive, keep
your eye on that trunk, go straight for
it, flare just before you make contact and
wrap your arms around the trunk as you
hit it. Stay hugging the trunk until you
have calmed down and realised that you
are okay.

Photo: Matt Arnold
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form to convert my SAHPA HG rating to
a US one, while Alex managed to get his
H4 rating in Colorado. Southern California
pilots arranged for Greg Lawless to travel
1500 miles to act as our site monitor for
the weekend . (Big Thanks to Greg for his
time, resources and food!) It was left to
myself and Alex to see if we could get
ourselves to Yosemite by Friday night.
I found out I could get from Berkeley
to Yosemite via a nine-hour bus and train
journey. Alex was going to try to fly into
Fresno, hopefully in time to meet Jeff on
the way through.
My bus pulled into the valley at
B:30pm on Friday night. I was met by Jeff,
his truck loaded with gliders. We laughed
at the epic nature of our reunion and
headed to the campsite where I met the
others and caught up with Jeff over a
bottle of cheap red wine - just like old
times. Alex ended up being scheduled
for a trip on Friday and would eventually
show up Saturday after an absolute epic
involving unmentionable commercial
flight ops en-route so that he could get
into the gate early enough to catch the
flight to Fresno . He made it by seconds,
leaving his laptop on board the plane.
Nice one Captain! From there he would
rent a car and meet us in the valley on
Saturday afternoon.
Flying in Yosemite is tightly regulated .
It is only permitted from Glacier Point
and only for an hour a day. In order to
fly there you have to hold an advanced
rating from the USHPA and have an
approved site monitor with you from
the Yosemite Hang Gliding Club [http://
www.yhga .orgj . The Monitor radios
park rangers at Bam for clearance to fly.
Launches are allowed between Bam and
9am and all pilots must be on the ground
by 1Oam. Normally the weather and
clearance is a non-issue, but forest fires
were burning in the park and helicopters
were working to contain the blazes.
Smoke was thick in the valley. We kept
our fingers crossed and were happy to
be in pristine surroundings.
We got up at Sam and were on the
road in the dark before six. On the way
up we passed a black bear with two cubs
in the twilight. The air was crisp and
cold, warming by the minute from the
sun as we carried our gliders to the edge
of the rim and rigged in the early dawn
light. After rigging, we signed the waiver,
had our licenses checked, and received
a pre-launch briefing . The steep granite
slab launch faces east toward the rising
Photos: Jeff O'Brien
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sun with Half Dome directly ahead. A
breathtaking vista . For most, it's a life
highlight just to take in the view, we get
to launch right at it!
There were tense moments as the site
monitor wrangled with the park ranger
over the radio requesting permission .
Only with an understanding ranger
and a eloquent monitor was the fire
operations captain convinced to let us fly.
We efficiently donned our harnesses and
lined up to traverse the steep granite face
one at a time to launch. When it was my
turn, I sidestepped my glider out along
the face. You have to do this unhooked,
which is a bit nervy. When in position,
I hooked in and Greg gave me a hang
check, cleared and I was off.
The early morning air was buttery and
the valley spectacular in all directions - a
360-degree feast for the eyes. I saw Jeff
ahead and below, and after a tour of the
valley I met up with him next to a sheer
granite wall. We traversed the immense
face together for awhile, dwarfed by the
immensity, getting a couple of photos as
we flew. After breaking from our forma tion, I set up an approach first. Jeff was
seconds behind and beside me and we
alighted in the dewy thigh-high grass
of the meadow. We'd managed to pull
logistics together and had our flight.
We were missing our third amigo though,
and hoped the fires and fire personnel
would stay calm enough for one more
morning flight.
The rest of the day was spent relaxing in the shade swapping stories. We
stopped by the base of EI Capitan and
had a look through a photographer's
telescope. He was focussed in on a climbing party 2000ft off the valley floor, the
leader blazing up the face barefoot!
Alex had called to say he'd made his
connection, and before sunset the three
of us caught up for a ceremonial swim
in the crystal cold Merced River.
The next morning, twilight revealed
the valley full of smoke on our way up
to launch . We were hoping for Alex's
sake that we wouldn't be shut down by
smoke or firefighting aircraft. We rigged
in the shadow of Half Dome accentuated
with smoky yellow-orange dawn light.
The scene was ineffable. When the site
monitor called for clearance, the fire
operations captain granted our request.
The party was on and Alex would get his
flight! We lined up without delay. Jeff
was to launch first, with me immediately
after him . The plan was to hook up again
for some photo opportunities. Alex was

going to go third and just enjoy his first
flight at Yosemite.
Jeff and I took a tour of the granite
spires on the south side of the valley
peppered with giant fir trees. We glided
over sharp fins, thousands of feet high
just off the treetops. It's inspiring to see
such forbidding terrain from a bird's eye
view. Arduous or impossible to see this
terrain with human eyes any other way.
Approximately 12 minutes later we found
ourselves feet on the ground, legs wet
with dew, in the LZ. We watched the
rest of our mates make successful flights
punctuated with great landings.
Our objective had been realised, but
our journey not yet over. We hurriedly
broke down our gliders, then our camp.
Flash drives flew from hand to hand
transferring media from the weekend,
hugs and smiles were exchanged, and
Jeff gave me a ride out of the valley to
the train station . As I gathered my bags,
I spotted Jeff's new flying helmet unused
in the back seat. After a quick exchange
Jeff said, "Yea, I'll never transition to that

new helmet unless I just get rid of this
sweaty old thing." I replied, "Well why
don't you give it to me?" Jeff picked up
the sweat-caked scratched lid and said
with a smile, "If you want this slimy thing,

you can have it." I saw Jeff peering at
me from his rear view mirror with a wide
smile as he drove away. I walked away
toting my bags in the 105°F heat with my
new (stinky) full-face helmet on.

Internode 48th Australian Multi-Class
National Gliding Championships
Mandy Temple

IN EARLY JANUARY THIS YEAR THE WAIKERlE GLIDING
CLUB HOSTED THE 48TH MULTI - CLASS NATIONAL GLIDING
CHAMPIONSHIPS. IT WAS A COMPETITION WITH A WIDE RANGE
OF CONDITIONS ; DAYS OF HIGH TEMPERATURES , RECORD Pilots, 'staff' and crew

BREAKI NG TASK SPEEDS , DAYS WITH THERMALS TO 14500FT,

AND OF COURSE LOW BLUE WINDY DAYS - PROMPTING THE COMMENT "ON SUNDAY I NEVER GOT
BELOW 5000FT, TODAY I DIDN 'T GET ABOVE 4000FT. "

F

ifty three pilots from six states and five
countries competed . We had two pilots
from Finland, Germany, and New Zealand
and one from Denmark .
The organisers, most of whom had
never been to a competition before let
alone run one, were on a steep learning
curve, particularly in the first few days.
Their 'can do' attitude along with a
willingness to listen to advice from more
experienced campaigners (and Tim Shirley
the GFA Steward for the event), soon
won them the respect of all but the most
critical pilots. By the end of the two
weeks they were talking about bidding
again for next year.

GFA steward Tim Shirley
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The driving force behind the organisation was 'Team Hudson' supported by
the Waikerie Gliding Club Committee .
John, the club president, and his wife Jean
put in a huge amount of work behind the
scenes to make the event happen .
At the first briefing John raised the
issue of 'human factors' and urged the
pilots to think about the decisions that
they make . He used the example of the
plane landing in the Hudson River as a
good example. Terry Cubley interjected
and asked if he would like a few pilots to
land in the Murray River (which runs next
to the airfield).

New Zealander Chris Richards flying
for the Tasman Trophy

The highlight of the week for most
pilots were days four and five when we
had good South Australian conditions
with strong thermals to 14 500ft. Pilots
were doing ridiculous speeds around the
tasks, and comments such as, "a few years
ago my speed would have been a world
record, but today I finished midfield. "
Bruce Taylor, flying a Ventus 2CX,
did a speed of (170.9 raw), 162.3km/h
handicapped around the 502km task.
This was the fastest ever flown in an
Australian Nationals. This record stood for
24 hours. The following day Lars broke
Bruce's record by flying at (177km/h raw),
168.2km/h handicapped around a 470km

Standard Class winner Mike Durrant
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Bruce Taylor 18m winner

John Hudson Contest Director

task His stats were pretty impressive; 13 %
thermalling, 99 .7kt average cruise speed,
8.6kt average cl imbs, and an LD of 57 .
Peter Temple in his L58 did 165km/h.
Pilots were calling 9 January 'the day

a nasty surprise when they were found
to be significantly overweight and
received a large penalty.
The scoring was done remotely by
Heath L' Estrange in Adelaide and worked
well. I imagine it is easier for a scorer to
score in peace and not be bothered by
pesky pilots asking questions.
Another quirk was the gridding
which producing a form of segregation .

of the decade'.
No competition is without controversy, if you put a group of glider pilots
together they always have something to
complain about. I think Adam Woolley
first used the adjective a 'Whinge of
Glider Pilots'. The burning issues at
Waikerie were oxygen and weighing .
The good weather produced thermals
to heights well above 10000ft and a
significant number of pilots were flying
without oxygen. This produced a lot of
bar talk .
The weighing was done inside a
hangar which removed the two per cent
buffer allowed for outdoor weighing .
Weighing inside takes longer than driving
over a scale, so some pilots did not get
weighed at all during the competition .
Of those who did get weighed, four had

To maximise runway length the classes
were gridded separately with 18m and
Standard Class on the bitumen and 15m
and Open on the grass. The tugs were

landing between the grids so it was not
easy to cross from one area to the next.
This was not a problem, just a little odd
as you just didn't see certain people from
one day to the next.
Going into the last day the scores
were very tight in Standard and 15m
classes. Mike Durrant led Peter Temple
by 12 points, and Lisa Trotter was two
points in front of John Buchanan . In the
end John squeaked ahead of Lisa to win
by just four points, and Mike won the last
day to seal his first Nationals' win .
John Nichols representing Australia
won the Tasman Trophy.

Photos: Mandy Temple

Australian Agent
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John Buchanan, 15m Class winner
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he LS10 is the new sailplane I should
have bought in 2005 when I returned to
gliding after a multi-decade absence.
Instead I chose a TMG, thinking my wife
would love seeing Europe by air. However,
I quickly realised her appetite for risk
and excitement, flying in the mountains
and marginal VFR transits was completely
different to mine! So mid-2008 I started
to look closely at the top 18m machines
including ASG29, Ventus, JS 1 and Antares.
I wanted a turbo to maximise independence but not the expense of a selflauncher. Miles Gore-Brown had previously written an excellent technical article
on the LS10 for Soaring Australia and this
provided a high degree of insight.
In the end I decided if I was going to
spend money on a turbo, the engine had
to start reliably, be operationally foolproof
and importantly produce an acceptable
climb performance on a hot day rather
than an unachievable manufacturer's
claim. Additionally, I didn't want a glider
that required re-profiling the wings or
drilling out a few hundred boundary
layer blowholes every winter! On all
these counts the LS 1Ost wins. The engine,
exhaust and prop combination produce
more than 21 hp, the wing is unblown and
has an immaculately durable surface finish .
Annual maintenance should consist of only
a buff and polish.
So what about performance? Pre-production models had previously won the
German Nationals in 2005 and the preWorlds in 2007. So in European conditions
the LS10 is certainly competitive. The ASG29
has a 2kg/m' wing loading advantage at
600kg and in stronger Australian weather
one would expect the LS10 to have inferior
high speed performance. Not so.
Cruise: I've accumulated about 90
hours on 'LQ' (s/n-019) since delivery late
6 Soaring Australia
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November 2009 and after close-range
comparison on long final glides I can say
the LS 1O's high speed UD at 100kt is as
good as the other 18m types. At 105kt
it's even better.
Werner Scholz, the original LS10
design engineer, told me he feels that
this high speed performance is due to
very good airfoil performance at low CL
adding that the fuselage also 'sits' well in
the airflow pattern. The design intention
was to significantly enhance both low
and high speed performance compared to
the LS6 while retaining the low sensitivity
to both rain and bugs. Additionally he
feels the winglets don't seem to have any
unfavourable separation at high speed.
The patented Mandl air extractor also
helps bring performance close to the
design theoretical maximum.
Flap operating technique is similar to
the LS6; accelerate and simultaneously
'float' the flaps from zero to achieve full
reflex by 99kt (600kg). So 100kt is a sweet
spot, and according to the LX8000 this
gives a 1:36 UD, equivalent to a MacCready
setting of four knots. In weaker conditions
1:43 is achieved at 85kt (MacCready two
knots) at the same weight, so all in all the
cruise speed range is at the high end .
Climb: When the lift is weaker than
two knots dumping just a little water
is necessary unless survival conditions
prevail. During the Waikerie Nationals I
dumped below maximum weight to 575kg
just twice. Once to better work the day's
tight, broken thermals and the other to
work weak lift at the end of what pretty
much turned into a distance task.
Thermalling I prefer flap two although
I have experimented with landing flap
in broken lift at 600kg. When comparing
climb performance with other gliders in
the same thermal I felt that sometimes it

was better to circle at 55kt with the higher drag rather than flap two and 59kt.
The wing flex! stiffness seems about
right and gives good feedback on thermal
entry. In cruise the ride is always comfortable without a tendency to hit the canopy even in rough air at high speed . The
control harmony is superb and the degree
of controllability inspires confidence .
So enough of my subjective impressions; what about the practicalities?
Take-off: Here the sailplane is simple
to handle. Select flap one. Roll control is
immediate with no tendency to drop a
wing regardless of a partial water ballast
load. The glider 'pops' off the ground
when it's ready to fly.
Landing: Flap two on downwind, gear
down abeam the landing point, speed 55kt
(still air), speed brakes as required reducing
to half-brake in the flare. Landing flap
gives quite a steep approach so I'm happy
with flap two most of the time. The wheel
brake operates at the end of the speed
brake travel.
Water Ballast: The tank vents are
located at each wing root. This means
that with any amount of water loaded
in any tank, one wing can be left on the
ground . Levelling the wings will see a few
drops vent but that's all. No broomsticks
required on the launch grid! Although
capacity is over 190-litres split between
the two independent systems I can only
load 158-litres including 6.8-litres in
the two fin tanks due to the installed
weight of the turbo . The pure sailplane
version on the other hand would usefully
employ the full capacity. With a full load,
dumping all the water in the inner tanks
(System 2) reduces my AUW to 529kg
(46.1 kg/m ') and if the outer/centre tanks
(System 1) are dumped as well I'm back
to my operating empty weight of 442kg
(36 .9kg/m' ). The lever arrangement on
the RH cockpit wall is such that the tanks
can only be dumped or filled in sequence .
My only gripe with the LS10 is loading
of the water ballast. There are three valves
under each wing plus two fin valves. The
factory supplies only one filler, hose and
funnel as standard! With such a beautifully
constructed sailplane this seems like a
major accessory oversight, so it is necessary
to build a water ballast rig . When I get
around to it mine will have two fillers, a
digital water meter and an overpressure
standpipe that should reduce loading from
30 minutes at present to about 10.
C of G: With the turbo and fin battery
installed my minimum cockpit weight
is 92kg. I offset this with three LS style
weights in front of the rudder pedals which
April 2010

reduce my minimum by 15kg. If needed, an
additional battery can instead be installed
in the stowage area behind the headrest.
This might be useful for a lighter pilot who
can't manage the minimum cockpit weight
with the fin battery in place.
The independent water systems each
have a corresponding fin tank. When
water is dumped a proportionate amount
jettisons from the respective fin tank to
maintain the optimal CofG position . Simple.
Comfort: The fuselage has a narrow
profile and is almost identical to the LSS.
The cockpit will accommodate a tall pilot
but there are limitations on shoulder width.
I did briefly consider stick-top controls for
the LX but I can comfortably reach the
instrument panel with either hand while
having more than a centimetre clearance
between head and canopy. This is helped
by the standard DG dyna-foam seat cushion
that is only about one centimetre thick but
highly supportive. The thighs seem to be
slightly elevated compared to the LS6 and
ergonomically for me at least this is more
comfortable. All of the ancillary controls
are perfectly positioned. The mechanical
leverage required to lower and raise the
undercarriage is optimal and the flap lever
is at a height where the left elbow can
support the arm's weight while the hand
moves the flaps.
This aircraft is quiet! The canopy seals
beautifully and the ventilation via the front
vent is so good that even on the hottest
400C+ days at Waikerie the temperature
under the tinted canopy remained totally
acceptable at lower altitudes.
Externally, the tail wheel has quite a
high profile and combined with the five
inch main wheel the LS 10 has excellent
ground clearance.
Electrics: Both main batteries, wired
in parallel reside under the pilot's thighs
and can be charged via a BSK plug on the
rear cockpit wall. The additional tail-fin
battery has to be removed for charging .
However with the installed solar panel
my batteries have so far stayed in place
all summer! The solar panel regulator
charges the lowest battery first. I reserve
the main batteries for engine starting and
use the fin battery for the avionics.
Stowage: A large storage area behind
the pilot's head allows easy stowing of
my three litre Camelbak, canopy cover,
extra fluids and other odds and sods, all
in front of the 13-litre fuel tank. The tiedown kit and MH KF-011 kevlar 02 bottle
(9.27cm diameter) both fit into their
respective recesses.
Engine: The Solo 2350 sustainer
drives a two-bladed composite prop
April 2010

developing 21 hp.
Pre-flight: Open the fuel cock, select
DEI master ON and ensure the fuel pump
is gated in the AUTO position .
Airborne: Select engine ON, when the
LCD shows the engine fully deployed, pull
the decompression lever, accelerate and
at about 70kt release the lever and the
engine roars to life. My personal minimum
altitude for starting is 1000ft agl unless
I'm well positioned on downwind at an
airfield and then I might consider pushing
it to SOOft. The UD reduces to 1:25 with
the engine deployed but not running . So
far I haven't used the turbo in anger but it
does inspire confidence to know it's there
and available.
The RPM limit is quite high so a level
cruise in excess of 70kt is possible if low
cloudbase prevents a saw-tooth profile.
In this case the range is still acceptable
at 164km. In saw-tooth mode the flight
manual quotes a maximum range of
2S9km, a comforting thought when out
'back of Bourke' .
Fuel Tank: There is no need to
remove the tank for refuelling . Simply
connect the fuel hose, insert the bayonet
into a jerry-can of two-stroke mix and
press the refuel button . The system autostops when maximum level is reached .
Instrument Panel: I chose the LXSOOO
mainly because my previous sailplane had
an LX installed and I like the system logic.
In Australia we don't have much airspace
or significant terrain to deal with so I find
the screen size perfect. The three main
screen pages scroll left to right: nearest
airfield, turnpoint ( I set this scale to 0.2km
for the thermal track) and task (scaled to
whatever is appropriate for the phase of
task being flown). The AAT feature of the
task page allows movement of any TP to
optimize task distance. Nice.
The colour LX screen is readable in
all sunlight conditions and now that I've
figured out how to change the font size
of the FLARM targets, I can read them
as well . I plan a task on my laptop using
See You and then save directly to the LX SD
card. Vice versa to down load the .igc file
from the logbook page . Ditto for updating
firmware, waypoints, airspace, airports,
FLARM .fw and .obs and just about
anything else. The preloaded airfield
and airspace databases are worldwide
and multi TPI task files can be stored and
merely line selected when going from
comp to comp oA PDA is redundant.
I did have to settle on a 57mm altimeter
but that was the only compromise. I still
have a blank space for a transponder that I
plan to install when I retire and can spend

Left hand cockpit wall

the winter wave flying! The easily reachable
engine DEI control panel is located at the
base of the control column and is separate
from the main instrument panel.
Club Operations: In my opinion this
glider is so vice-free near the ground it
would be quite suitable for club operations.
As long as pilots paid attention to their
individual CofG and water ballast limitations, and received conversion training in
the areas of loading and engine use, risk
could be managed at an acceptable level.
Engines do add complexity though and a
minimum start altitude should be mandated.
Status: 'LQ' represents the production
standard of the LS10, and what a standard!
LBA type-certification was issued on
15 December 2009. For me personally,
the LS10 has been magic, albeit a learning
curve. During my summer of 23 flights
I've done a couple of 750km, bagged two
second places on the first and last days at
the Waikerie Nationals and flown a PB of
16S.6km/h over nearly 500km on another.
If you love the LS6 or LSS you'll be
besotted by the LS10!
Postscript: For those of you intending to import in the future, I had the
trailer and sailplane shipped by RoRo .
My shipping agent, Steve Gibbons at Ross
Fehlberg Pty Ltd. arranged pre-clearance
of customs anCurrentd quarantine plus
a priority discharge in Port Melbourne.
I picked up and drove off the docks only
hours after the ship berthed, no
containers, just slick and easy. The cost
overall was less than containerisation.
I applied for and received a NSW RTA
trailer excess overhang permit and received same in the mail in less than a week .
The trailer blue-slip and registration in
Temora were a formality.
Thanks to John Clark at Lake Keepit
Soaring club for paving the way with
his DGSOS.
Soaring Australia
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CIVL Plenary Meeting, Lausanne,
Switzerland, 18 to 21 February 2010
Australian CIVL Delegate Report
Heather Mull

Heather at 2009 Laragne Worlds

Photo: Scott Barrett

involvement with the CIVLCommission Internationale de Vol
Libre - started in 1998, when I
began working as a ClVL Steward
(advisor to the meet director) at World
and European competitions. For many
years in Australia up until this year, I have
been the Meet Director at the Bogong
Cup HG competition and in 2009 I was
the Meet Director for the 2009 World
Championships in France . In 2010 I will
be the Meet Director at the Women's and
Rigids' Worlds in Tegelberg, Germany. As
your current Australian ClVL delegate, I
attended the recent Plenary meeting in
picturesque Lausanne, Switzerland, which
is also where the FAI HQ is located.
ClVL is the FAI air sports commission
which governs paragliding and hang
gliding activities. A delegate from each
member country of the FAI may attend
the annual ClVL Plenary meeting, where
proposals are voted on. Throughout the
year a Bureau of officials elected at the
Plenary (usually delegates), communicate
with sub-committee working groups on
upcoming issues. The first two days were
9am to 7pm meetings of the various
sub-committees working on issues and
making recommendations, which then

M
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during the following two days delegates
met to vote on. This is also the time when
delegates present bids to hold Category 1
competitions. Having a delegate present
at these meetings is essential if your
nation wants to have a say in how all
the sports evolve through all levels.
There were 31 delegates (plus four
proxy votes) present this year, as well
as numerous observers. I held a proxy
vote for New Zealand, and having two
votes can be useful come voting time.
Following is my plenary report on the
MAIN proposal decisions (many reports
had very lengthy discussions/minutes), and
more detail in meeting minutes should be
available at [www.fai.org/hang_gliding] .
ClVL President Flip Koetsier stood
down as president this year after five years
in the position. The new president is John
Aldridge of the UK. There was also a new
FAI Secretary General to replace Max
Bishop, being Stephane Desprez. New
Bureau Vice-Presidents (I was nominated
but declined) are Agust Gudmundsson
(ISL), Manuel Fernando Amaral (POR), Igor
Erzen (SLO) and Scott Torkelsen (DEN) .
Heads of the various sub-committees were
also chosen, including for PG - Robert
Aarts (FIN), and HG - Oyvind Ellefsen (NOR) .
The CIVL Bureau Meeting leading
up to the Plenary was in October 2009.
Minutes available at [www.fai.org/
hang_gliding/meetings/bureau/2009_oct].

SAfETY & TRAINING
SUB - COMMITTEE REPORT
Combined HG/PG meeting focussed on
safety. Feeling was that there needs to
be more structure in the collection of
data on accidents in competitions and
in the wider free flying community.
There are about 260 FAI sanctioned
comps per year around the world.
The general consensus was that safety
matters go to the separate discipline subcommittees, with an overall chairman
and/or with a Bureau Member with a
specific responsibility for safety issues.
The sub-committees were actioned to

discuss the safety issues relevant to their
disciplines, identify projects, actions, and
to encourage volunteers to step forward.
(Scott Barrett has volunteered to be a
member on the HG committee). Pointed
out that statistics are an important start
point for addressing safety. Discussion
on collecting data, from competitions
and from National federations. There is
a view that CIVL could provide a valuable
international resource by collecting and
analysing accident report statistics from
its member nations. Suggestions to continue working in this area:
Database of accidents and safety issues

from each country to be sent to c/VL
Funding by c/VL for safety projects
- which need to be identified
Simple accident forms for meet
directors/organisers/pilots to fill in.

JOINT HG & PG ISSUES
(main points condensed from all
the HC and PC sub-committees)
Records and Badges - make sure
that if a pilot is claiming for a World
record, that they also claim for their
Continental record (have to hold the
sporting licence of that country).
Use of Tracking Devices - pilots in
competitions (could also be used for
free flyers for increased safety) would
be fitted with a small live tracking
unit which can give real time flight
data back to the organisation and
public viewers (online).
Some advantages:
Media and spectator friendly competitions - attracts sponsors also
Tracklog ready for scoring at HQ
when pilot lands
»
Position of pilot always known
for safety - automatic distress
SMSs can be sent
Software working group needs to
consider implications of competitor's
flight progress information being
available to other competitors or teams
(and the public). Wording in Section 7,
2.19.2 was modified to allow LTD's.
April 2010

2010 European PG Championship w ill trial
these units on all pilots (for safety, not
scoring) - sponsorship w ill pay for them simple units cost about €80. 2010 HG PreWorlds in Monte Cucco probably to trial
on a top number of pilots (scoring also) .
Helmets - introduction of a rule mandating that "from 1 January 2010,
pilots competing in Category 1 events
wear a helmet approved to the
EN966 standard. "
A working group will also be formed
to investigate if there are other certified helmets which would also be
satisfactory in Cat 1 events. Helmet
standard is something free-flying
pilots also need to be considering.
Progressive penalties for infringements in same flight - Meet Director
able to apply a further penalty to a
warning if a pilot infringes more than
once in the same flight.
Goal Altitude Limit - with virtual goals,
proposal from Spain. For safety reasons and also if you don't exactly know
what is at the goal field - gives height

this suggestion to the FA I. It was also
recommended that the HGFA take this
matter up directly with CASI.
Other Australian proposals regarding
working groups and conflicts of interest
were discussed and modified as felt
appropriate to achieve the best results.
The following motions were passed :
Working groups are to include
competition pilots, technical experts
and c/VL representatives where
appropriate. Recommendations from
these working groups will be made
to the delegates and c/VL Bureau.
When recommendations are made
by technical working groups these
recommendations are to be given
all due consideration .
That members of WGs should ha ve the
FAI Code of Ethics and its references
to Conflicts of Interest brought to
their attention and that c/VL should
follow the actions in that document
regarding any disclosures of conflict
of interest.
Pitch Stability/Sprog Measurements

to fly to a landable field. To be tria lied
at Cat 2 comps and Software group
to look at for scoring implications.

Working Groups
Sprog measuring will happen in Ager
(Europeans) this year, and Monte Cucco
(Worlds) next year. Best way to keep measuring sprogs was felt to be approaching

HANG GLIDING REPORT
(condensed from all HG committee
reports)
New permanent HG Safety committee
(Australian proposal): Committee will
be formed with funding for tasks available. Tasks could include reviewing
regulations, bids, and Steward and
Jury reports, identifying safety-related
rule changes, considering specific and
technical issues, (such as sprog measurements), amending incident report
form, collecting and analysing accident
data, creating repository of resources
for training and information,as well as
identifying other safety projects and
any costs associated with them.
Representing a country in Cat 1 events:
Australian proposal that the c/VL Plenary supports the idea of requesting
the FAI to make an addition to the
General Section regarding pilots flying
for a nation other than the nation
which issued their sporting licence.
In addition to the current ruling, it
would be that a pilot who has lived
in a country for five or more years
may represent that country in a Cat
1 event without going through the
two-year period of not flying in a
Cat 1 event. John Aldridge is the
CASI representative and will take
April 2010

the manufacturers to provide the sprog
settings on their different models and
sizes of comp gliders that they declare to
be within the limits of safety. In general
they would be the settings that ClVL would
use as the standard to measure to, and
the manufacturers would be asked for the
settings particularly for smaller gliders.
Comparing sprog measurement data
from Greifenburg (Europeans) and Laragne
(Worlds) - where limits were set in LRs considerably less spread of values at
Laragne. Demonstrates benefit of education and information . Manfred Ruhmer
was present - pleased to see he no longer
had to lower sprogs so much that it became
a possible safety issue. Discussed were
measurement procedures and for proto-

------ ---- _--...

types and how certain alterations could
still get 'good' sprog setting measurements.
Manfred stressed importance of measuring the wing 'twist' to give comparable
numbers between gliders.
Dennis Pagen has drafted a letter to
ask manufacturers how they recommend
their gliders' sprogs should be measured,
and in particular for smaller gliders. This
ties in with the Australian proposal about
manufacturers looking at certification standards to accommodate smaller gliders. It
was felt that the letter from Dennis will
adequately address this in the near future.
Rob in't Groen (NL) will research photo
analysis possibilities for determining
actual wing twist for measurements
at competitions.
• Clarifying the definition of a prototype
(discussed in HG & PG committees)
Three categories of HG proposed for
Cat 1 events: Certified gliders, non-certified gliders that are 'in production ' and
prototypes - see descriptions below. There
was a Dutch proposal to ban prototypes
from Cat 1 events - in short, to improve
fairness - so that pilots have access to the
same type of gliders - and also possibly
improve safety. The intention is not to
stop development, so it was felt that prototypes should be allowed in Cat 2 events.
The Plenary voted in favour: No HG prototypes will be allowed into Cat
1 events - to come into effect from 1
September 2010.
1. Certified Gliders - hang gliders of
a make and model for which there
is airworthiness approval issued by
either the BHPA, DHV or HGMA and
which have not been altered in any
way since manufacture that would
affect this certification. Sprogs must
be set within the certified range.
2. Uncertified Gliders - production
model hang gliders which have been
available for sale for minimum 4
months and have not yet obtained
airworthiness approval or certified
models which have been altered from

1
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the certified configuration (see S7
12. 1.2.2 for Cat 1 entry requirements).
3. Prototypes - all other gliders (see 57
12.1.2.3 for Cat 1 entry requirements).
•

Certified glider statement: Improvements made to the current statement
which pilots need to sign at registration at Cat 1 comps.
GAP parameters to be discussed
& announced at 1st Team Leader
briefing at Cat 1 comps.

•

Tasks: Spanish proposed having a wider
variety of tasks in Cat 1 competitions,
such as assigned area tasks and open
tasks and the USA will trial open distance competitions. Rules and progress
in trial events will be communicated
to the wider international community.

•

Sport Class: Minimum numbers for
Sport Class to be reduced from 15
to not less than six to encourage
newer pilots.
German Proposals passed for
Women's (only) HG Class 1:

»

top two scores daily to count
towards team score;
time of scoring a stopped task
reduced from 1.5 hours to 1 hour
(usually small comp);
team size to be increased from
four to six - to encourage as many
women as possible

PARAGLIDING SC REPORT :
(condensed from all PG sub-committee reports)
•

Harnesses - (Information will be circulated on the PGssc email list). Discussion centred on the apparent lack of
suitable test standards for back protectors when used in conjunction with
competition style harnesses due to the
reclined position of the pilot. The SC
recommended that in order to move
safety forward highly modified
or 'non-certified' types of design
should not be allowed. Proposed
by Switzerland that "All harnesses
and back protectors used in Cat 1

•

competitions must be certified to
EN 1651 and LTF 09 standard or
equivalent by 1 May 2011."
Policing safety equipment rules at
Cat 1 events - generally felt that is
was impractical to check all pilots
every day. but that observation at the
start gate and random checking at
the goal field should suffice. It should
be the organiser's/meet director's
responsibility to check equipment
and the meet director has the power
to ground a pilot found to have
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non compliant equipment until the
equipment complies.
•

Improving paraglider safety in Cat 1
competitions: There was a lengthy
and involved discussion on paraglider
types in competitions.
Options discussed were:
A Certified Gliders only (Serial Class),
B Certified and Open Class, no
prototypes,
C Gliders tested to CEN D at trim,
D Aspect ratio limited gliders, and
E Other types of limitation.
The SC felt unanimously that there

had to be a change to the current situation with regard to safety. Options discussed included certified-only gliders
(En D), homologated Open Class gliders,
gliders homologated to a sub-set of specifications (aspect ratio and minimum line
lengths, glider weight) and the idea of
self-certification by manufacturers. In addition ideas discussed included a separate
Serial Class Cat 1 event or Multi-Class Cat
1 events. But these were rejected by most
members of the sc. The SC was generally
in favour of not continuing to allow pilots
to fly prototypes that had only load test
documentation. The SC favoured the creation of a WG that would work with manufacturers to produce safer Open Class
paragliders. The committee did not wish
to limit PG developments, but at the same
time recognised that all participating
paragliders actually adhere to or exhibit
a demonstrable level of safety.
To address the issue of prototype and
Open Class paragliders being eligible
to fly in Cat 1 events the following was
proposed : Introducing a form of 'selfcertification' in which manufacturers will
be required to publish documentation
and a video of the paraglider wherein
its various flight characteristics have
been demonstrated as a result of a series
of manoeuvers.To this end, establish a
working group that will determine what
would have to be documented and displayed as well as the parameters under
which it would be produced. Goal for the
self-certification would be to be able to
use it at the 2011 World PG championship.
The long term solution was proposing
- the eventual introduction of a new
standard (eventually EN), wherein, only
paragliders meeting the requirements
delineated within this standard would
be allowed to take part in Cat 1 events.
A working group has been established
to determine the requirements for such
a standard (chairman - Martin Scheel, SUI).

•

Improvement in level of pilot
qualification - recommended change
to S7B: Pilot has flown X number
of flights over Y kilometres in FAI
sanctioned paragliding competition
with over Z number of pilots.
Allocation of Gender specific team
places at Cat 1 events.
Due to the number of countries that
now have pilots available to compete in
Cat 1 events it is no longer possible to use
the 3 plus 1 allocation system. The idea
of a Cat 1 event for women was discussed
but rejected, because top women pilots
are not in favour and there may also be
problems with bidders/sponsors. The
recommended change to allocation procedure would be to start with 1 plus 1 (female
pilot) for each nation and then allocate
pilots one per allocation round in Nation
WPRS order until the competition is full.
Task dropping: Discussion if task
dropping should be covered in CM
(Cat 2) scoring chapters of S7B (it is
specifically excluded from S7A) and if
there should be restrictions: ie, worst
task can be dropped after x tasks
flown . No more than x % of tasks in
a competition can be dropped. (Not
only the PWCs have been dropping
tasks during 2009).
Impact on the WPRS was considered
and the following Bureau decision was
accepted : "To upload competition results
with task dropping using the full number
of tasks flown to determine the Ta factor.
Also, if organisers choose to drop an entire
task for all pilots, then this is effectively
an invalid task, and should not be counted towards Ta in the WPRS formula . "
•

Bids - 12th FAI European Paragliding
Championships: st. Andre, France
- accepted. 3rd FAI PanAmerican
Paragliding Championships: Brazil bid incomplete so not discussed.

PARAGLIDING ACCURACY
REPORT
Development: 30 comps per year;
32 nations, 700 pilots - this sport
is growing rapidly.
Issues: Judging structure (database,
training programme), record structure
and scoring software.
Local regulations for European PG
Accuracy Champ's 2010, Turkey have
been finalised.
Rule change proposals - included
issues on back protection, certified
helmets, radios, take-off interval,
and appointed judges.
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Trade in your

•

Bid from Macedonia for European
championship 2012 accepted.

AEROBATICS REPORT:
Cancellation of the World Championship in /taly 2010 - small possibility
it may still go ahead. Deadline of 15
March for final decision .
•

Promoting/developing FA/-sanctioned
aerobatic meets and solving
organisational problems: Accident
data collection; FAI to raise profile
of aerobatics with the NACs (there
are many countries where Acro is not
legal); better website for information
dissemination and to attract more
pilots; better software and scoring
system to display results immediately;

SOFTWARE WG REPORT:
Altitude limits - issue to ban instruments without barometric sensors?
No conclusion from WG yet - ongoing
project. Continue as for last year
(QNH procedures, penalties, etc).
WPRS formula - no proposal to change
the WPRS formula 2010. No conclusion
to anything that might improve it. Pn
in formula = # of pilots in the comp,
including those without sporting
licences. Only those with sporting
licences in the comp will actually get
the WPRS POINTS.
GAP detailed description document available in a few weeks. Will update
the 2002 document with inclusions
about FS to explain the effect if
parameters are altered (eg, turning
off leading bonus points). More than
half the competitions are using FS
[www.fs. fai. org].
WPRS system - working on rankings link next to ranking with Excel- gives
data in excel sheets to work on. Can
put your pilot photo there into your
ranking also.
WXC online contest - network of
online contests, being combined into
one system with one scoring. Successful trial period. Future - maybe give
the top pilots in this contest recognition (and points?). Proposals will be
accepted from any NAC. Will probably
only recognise pilots if they have
sporting (FA!) licences.

Section 7:
Numerous alterations and additions
to the Section 7 rule book for each
discipline. Updated version will apply
from 1 May 2010.

Local Regulations:
Were approved for the 2010 FAI European
Paragliding Championships in Abtenau,
Austria; the Asian PG Championships in
Nishiawa, Japan; the HG Women 's Worlds,
Classes 2 & 5, Tegelberg, Germany and
for the 2010 FAI Eu ropean HG Champion-

Old Wings
for New
we offer the

Best Trade In Deals
New Paramotor and Wing

ships, Ager, Spain . Found at [www.fai .org/
hang_g Iid i ng/Loca IRegu lations] .

deal from $7900 with 2-year
warranty high quality PPG
equipment dont miss this offer!

Bids Awarded:

Best Prices on

FAI European HG Championship
2012 - Turkey
•

FAI European PG Championship 2012
- St. Andre, France, [www.aerogliss.
com/euro2012.php]
FAI European PG Accuracy Championship 2012 - FYR Macedonia

Bid Intentions:
2013, 13th PG World Championship Estrela, Portugal
2013, 19th HG World ChampionshipForbes, Australia. (I lobbied delegates
during the four days to encourage
their pilots to vote for Forbes next

varios and reserve
parachutes, combined GPS models
from $690, basic
models from $440

Intercoms
for your helmets
and much more

year: Cost will still be a factor for some
countries in the decisionmaking).

Bids For The Next Plenary Meeting:
One received from Chinese Taipei, but lost
by one vote against Lausanne . So the
2011 Plenary will be in Lausanne again
at the end of February.

IN SUMMARY
There were an incredible number of issues
discussed and worked through during the
four days. It is very impressive to see so
many people (or so few!) endeavouring
to make our aerial sports safer and more
enjoyable . To those who would argue
that the process is only relevant to pilots
in Cat 1 competitions, I would say that
the decisions being made during the
Plenary meetings filter down and affect
pilots at all levels of flying . Without
Australian representation at such meetings there would be a major voice suddenly
absent from the decisionmaking. Austral ia
has a reputation for being at the forefront in many areas of aerial development
and therefore needs to be able to
communicate the improvements through
a delegate and have that person lobby for
change during gatherings like the Plenary.
Thanks to those who supported me
going to the Plenary. I trust that this
highly condensed report was informative.
Wishing you safe and happy flying .

Paraglide Bali
from 14 August
Bring your friends to learn to

Paraglide in Bali too. Last
year the students gained up to
12 hours of soaring with numerous top landings. It's great value
for a new pilot and a lot of
fun. Many were impressed by
the level reached by these
students. Stay in 5-star or budget
accommodation, you choose

Free Introductory
Paragliding Courses
tell your friends, dates on
our website

Shop online on our website
www.highadventure.com.au
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PURE EXCITEMENT
IN NEW ZEALAND
Bernard Eckey

IN THE MARCH 2010 ISSUE OF SOARING AUSTRALIA I PROMISED
A STORY ABOUT RIDGE SOARING THE WEST COAST OF NEW
ZEALAND , SO HERE IT IS .

his flight was certainly not planned in
advance, but was part of a very rewarding
coaching week. The venue was Matamata,
a rural centre almost exactly in the heart
of New Zealand's north island. Members

1]

of the Matamata Soaring Centre had
organised the event which attracted
entries from all parts of the north island.
The course was professionally arranged
by volunteers and the organisation was
simply perfect: even down to the smallest
detail. Well done guys and gulls!
After being met at Auckland airport
and after having dinner with the event
organisers, I was shown an almost brand
new Discus 2 T. "This is your glider for
the next week," the owner said, "and

here are the keys for that blue 4WD over
there. Your New Zealand instructor rating
has also been arranged." I was stunned
and shocked at the same time. Obviously
the organisers had very high expectations.

Two questions occupied my mind . What
have I done to deserve such a red carpet
treatment and how can I avoid disappointing these lovely people?
I shouldn't have worried . The course
participants were all advanced cross-country pilots keen to learn and delve deeper
into gliding theory. We had a great time
together. Morning lectures turned into
mutually beneficial group discussions
and afternoon flying activities were thoroughly analysed after dinner. Thanks to
the nearby Kaimai ridge providing lift we
were able to fly even on days when thermals proved few and far between . Not
even half way through the event, I had
made a dozen new friends but what happened next got me worried. With a forecast of strong westerly winds one member
of the group suggested to drive to a place
called Raglan for ridge soaring the costal
cliffs. I decided to listen politely to his
reports of previous flights but doubted
my ears when he suggested it was not
risky at all. "Only when the tide is in," he
said, "will we have a problem landing on

The scenery

believe what I was hearing . This man had
put his life savings into this glider and
now he was encouraging me to take it
on a risky expedition up the west coast.
"Okay," I said, "/ will tow it across but

will stay on the ground if / don't like the
look of the cliffs. " Now there were six of
us, but when the president decided on an
aerotow behind the tug the number grew
to seven.
"Breakfast at seven," our fearless
leader, Steve Wallis, announced, "we
want to be on the road by 7:30am. " I

the beach, but / think the chances of that
happening are pretty remote."

confess that I had a rather restless night
but once on the road I enjoyed a pleasant
one-and-a-half hour drive to Raglan . Lush
vegetation, beautiful scenery and good
roads through hilly country were a nice
contrast to the sunburnt countryside of
South Australia. Plenty of entertainment
was provided by my passenger who hap-

I tried to avoid shaking my head in
disbelief. The CFI was also on the course
and politely suggested obtaining an upto-date weather forecast in the hope that
it would be the end of this crazy idea. It

pened to be the NZ awards' officer. The
only problem was the rush hour traffic
at Hamilton, but with the help of a modern Sat-Nav system we got to Raglan in
good time. All of us were pleased to see a

wasn't! After lunch the suggestion was
discussed further and it slowly gained
some support amongst members of the
group. I figured that I was not ready to
die just yet and risk ditching a near new
glider in the Tasman Sea. Therefore I suggested coming as a spectator and helping
with the rigging and de-rigging of gliders.
Then the owner of the new Discus 2
learned about the idea. "/ would give
my right arm to be on an adventure like
this," he said, "but this week the glider
is purely there for you to fly." I couldn't

beautifully-maintained grass strip next to
Raglan harbour. The runway pointed right
into a 15kt westerly wind, but the cliffs
were nowhere to be seen .
"No worries, Bernard," Steve said,

"you can't see them because they are hidden behind the sand dunes over there.
Let's rig the gliders and when we are
finished I'll give you a bit of a briefing. "
Helping each other we had the six gliders
rigged in next to no time and while we
were waiting for the tug Steve spread out
a large map on the grass between two

Following the brave ones
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gliders in front of me helped greatly to
suppress my concerns about the lack of
landing options. In fact, my blood pressure hardly rose when someone pressed
the transmit button and said: "/ hope you
all brought your bathers. "
Everything was running exactly as
advertised and we were beginning to
enjoy ourselves. I was cruising at 80 to
90kt but most of the others were doing at
least 1OOkt while down to just a few hundred feet above the breaking waves. They
had to fly around every rocky outcrop
but because I was high enough to cut
across corners, I had little trouble staying
in touch . Being 'Tail End Charlie' meant
keeping an eye on six other gliders blending almost perfectly into a background

Photos: Bernard Eckey
trailers. Then he commenced his briefing .
"The only problem I can see is the area
around the mouth of the Waikato River, "
he said . "There are no cliffs for about
eight kilometres, but when we climb to
1200ft before crossing the gap we should
have little trouble there. "
Great, I thought - the tide is in, just
1200ft of height for a distance of eight
kilometres and nowhere to land when we
get to the other side. "I will launch last,"
I said, "and only join you when / think it's
safe." (What I didn 't say was that I had no
intention following them across Auckland
harbour and well past the control zone of
Auckland International Airport.)
While on tow I noticed that the tide
was well and truly up and that the other
six gliders were quite low over the water
or on the bottom part of the cliffs. They
were obviously having great fun with
high speed runs just above the water
followed by a gentle pull-up into incredibly smooth ridge lift. This was gliding in
its purest form . We were floating along
the cliffs just as effortlessly as seagulls
along the low sand dunes at my seaside
suburb at home . Yes, it looked iffy from
a distance but proved to be amazingly
simple and straight forward . "Change
frequencies now, and when you are ready
we will go," said Steve. Everyone replied:
"Ready" and headed north. "If they feel
safe at 400ft I should be safe at twice that
altitude, " I thought, and followed them
as 'Tail End Charlie' .
The ridge had quite a few low spots
but it was working surprisingly well.
Steve's calming commentary and six other
April 2010

The elation

of breaking waves. Lookout was on top
of the agenda with seven gliders in close
proximity. Although quite strenuous, it
made for a truly beautiful sight. After
about 30km everyone knew exactly what
to do and assumed their position in the
pecking order. With the workload in the
cockpit easing my camera was beginning
to work overtime .
Without ever stopping for lift we
arrived at the mouth of the Waikato
River much faster than anticipated. Steve

The team

suggested that we top up our height in
front of a tall outcrop but was still quite
relaxed about crossing the eight kilometre gap with just 1200ft in the bank. He
was the first to go and with a sandbank
underneath everyone else soon followed .
The crossing proved to be less troublesome than expected and the taller cliffs
on the next 40km stretch of coastline
made for even stronger lift. From now on
the cliffs were right at the water's edge
and there was nowhere to land except on
water. But why worry? The wind had an
undisturbed run up of 2000km all the way
from Australia and didn't have any reason
for stopping abruptly. Yes, cloudbase was
just 1500ft but looking towards the west
even an occasional sunlit patch of ocean
could be spotted.
We pressed on quite happily and
while getting closer to the city of Auckland we noticed an ever increasing number of mansions just back from the edge
of the cliffs. I'm sure the owners hardly
trusted their eyes when they saw seven
hugely oversized birds with strange tail
feathers flashing past their lunchroom
windows. The thought occurred to me
that some owners may have looked down
on us in more ways than one . But we
couldn't care less; we just had the time
of our lives. Our varios were chirping as

the 1500ft step of the Auckland control
zone . Frankly, it did not matter much as
the clouds were below 1500ft anyway. I
looked at the map and figured that with
slightly better visibility we would now
look straight down the main runway of
Auckland International Airport.
But there was no time for such hypothetical considerations. The next challenge, crossing the entrance to Auckland's
Manukao harbour, was looming. It looked
nowhere near as tricky as the crossing
of the Waikato River and this time we
crossed the gap after hardly topping up
height beforehand. The cliffs on the far
side looked better than ever and the further north we went, the more houses and
lookouts emerged . In fact, the coastline
was more rugged and beautiful than ever.
We took time out to circle over some cos-

happily as seldom before when Steve
announced that we were now under

tal suburbs and took photos of the most
scenic places. We also had to keep a close
eye on a colony of gannets. They were
breeding on a nearby island and were
enjoying their slope soaring activities as
much as we did. Some of them decided
that a spiral dive was the best way to
escape these big predators with 15m
wingspan or even more.
We were now approximately 130km
north of our launch point and it was time
to go back . Being the most conservative
Soaring Australia
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leader suggested . We just went around in
big circles in front of a steep outcrop.
At times our shallow circling reminded
me of my younger days. When stuck in a
holding pattern near London's Heathrow
airport, I could often see half a dozen
other aircraft from a window of an airliner. But they were trying to get down
while we were hoping to stay up. None of
us knew how long this rain would block
our retreat, but with plenty of daylight
hours left we were all happy to hang
The fleet

of them all and having stayed high most
of the time, I thought it was only fair to
assume the lead for a while . Now we had
a slight headwind to contend with but it
proved insignificant. We were just pleased
that the wind remained relatively constant at 254-degrees and that its speed at
our altitude was still around 22kt.
Auckland's Manukau harbour was
soon left behind again, but visibility was
clearly deteriorating. Just a few minutes
later some drizzle on our canopies made
for blurry vision - very unpleasant while
flying in close proximity to six other gliders. Even worse, rain was clearly blocking
our flight path towards the south. No
time to panic, but high noon to go to
plan B: a holding pattern just south of the
Waikato River. Steve remained reassuringly cool, calm and collected . He assured
us of outlanding options near the mouth
of the river and being new to this game
I decided to do whatever our fearless

around for a while. On one occasion I
ventured out to sea in order to search for
signs of thermal activity under the darkest
part of a cloud and even found workable
lift there. Hard to believe but true!
After a good half an hour the rain
band moved further inland and cleared
the way to the south again. We left as
soon as Steve gave the green light, only
to spot another patch of very low cloud
hanging in front of the cliffs about 15km
further south. It did not have any rain
under it but we thought it was wise to go
into another holding pattern for a while.
The next surprise came promptly. The
cloud had metal in it; quite a lot. A big
Hercules military transporter was on a low
costal run towards the north. "Bernard,
watch it," someone said, "half the New

Zealand air force is coming your way!"
When the low clouds finally cleared
my flight computer was showing 43km
to Raglan airfield and the sky ahead was
even sunny in patches. I was last again
and I could hardly believe what I was seeing. One glider on my right was trying to
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imitate an Albatross. He was travelling at
lightning speed, but the shadow of his
glider could be clearly seen in the breaking waves underneath . It was an awesome sight and a spectacular climax to an
incredible gliding adventure. When our
launch point came into view my adrenalin
levels were nearing exhaustion. I volunteered to land first and had my camera
ready to capture the elation and the
sense of achievement when the others
opened their canopy.
What a day, what a flight and what
an experience! Grown men were behaving like children. Onlookers must have
thought we were from another planet,
or just plain crazy. Some of us were
seen dancing for joy, while others just
expressed their elation in the most incredible way. We were hugging each other
while still full of adrenalin and on cloud
nine. No doubt, this was the most exhilarating flying one can possibly experience .
We just stood there and recalled the
trickiest parts of the flight and congratu lated ourselves for some very disciplined
flying and for stepping way out of our
comfort zone. No one wanted to pack up;
we were just proud aviators treasuring an
incredible experience.
The road trip home went without a
hitch but when we got back the clubhouse was full of pilots who had been
listening to our radio communication all
day long. They were almost as excited as
we were . Everyone was asking questions
and wanted a first hand report. To have
a chance to eat our dinner in peace, we
quickly put together a slide show of photos. Between two bites I looked up and
said: "/ can't believe / did that!"
The last day of the cross-country week
was not blessed with good soaring weather, but after the excitement of the previous day everyone was ready for a bit
more theory and a question and answer
session . Only when I put my head down
that night I began to realise what endless
opportunities and rewards our sport has
to offer. The words of an old friend of
mine were ringing in my ear. When he
was awarded life membership he just
said: "/ haven't done anything special, but
/ know that you only get out of the sport
what you put into it." How right he was!
I felt that I only put a comparatively small
effort into this week but was rewarded
with a truly unforgettable experience. On
top of all this, I gained the friendship of
about a dozen other glider pilots in
another country. It doesn't get better
than that, does it?
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A MOST CIVILISED RETRIEVE
Mark Dalton

"What you've gotta ask yourself is, "
he rasped in a voice like broken glass,

"do you feel lucky? Well do ya? .. . Punk?"

"Might you be the farmer. .. 7"

Codez

I

landed over a fence and between

two rows of telegraph poles. As
a landing, it wasn't half bad, but
the choice of field could have
been a little better. It was full of newlyplanted corn, all about six inches high
and planted in very neat rows. More
by luck than judgement, I appeared to
have landed between two rows of the
stuff. Now I have very little experience of
Australian farmers (except Ivan Tees, of
course), but if UK farmers are anything to
go by, they come from the school of notso-subtle reprimand, or in other words:

"you damage my crop, I break your leg, "
or words to that effect.
Therefore my approach to the farmhouse was with some trepidation. There
was nobody home, but there was someone in the backyard looking like something out of 'ghost busters'. A large tank
of something toxic was strapped to his
back and connected to a metal wand in
his hand by a corrugated plastic pipe. He
was using this device to spray the flower
beds and looked up as I approached.
"I'm looking for the farmer," I stated
boldly. He looked up from his spraying
and switched the machine off. It continued to drip fluid on to his boots which I
swear were beginning to turn yellow in
front of me.
"You've found him," he replied and
stood motionless in a Clint Eastwood-type
pose .
"/'m afraid I've landed a glider in your

paddock," I offered a little timidly.
"The one with the corn in it, or the
other one?"
"The one with the corn in it, " I winced.
He lifted his wand until it pointed
straight at my chest. His eyes narrowed as
he worked the wet cigar in to the corner
of his mouth.
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Actually he said nothing of the sort
and neither was he smoking a cigar, but
it just felt like he could have done and it
would have been somehow appropriate.
We both gazed across the neat rows of
corn at the shiny white anomaly which
was the glider. There was a pregnant
pause, which seemed to go on forever. At
last he slowly took off his equipment and
placed it gently on the ground.
"No engine?" he asked unexpectedly.
"No engine," I confirmed. Silence as
he thought about this.
"Weill guess you've got to land
SOMEWHERE," he said with a broad grin.
Pleased with his own logic, we shook
hands. His firm grip was accentuated by
the cracked and horny palms. "Tom," he
explained and, without expecting a reply,
moved off towards the farmhouse, "and
I expect you'll be wanting some tea, " he

indicated in the first place. We lapsed in
to a state of agreeable silence as I chewed,
my mind in neutral.

"So you'll be wanting help dismantling that thing, " stated the other
brother. I nodded ascent, my mouth full
of bread and jam. "Let's go then," he said
and within five minutes the farmer, the
farmer's wife, the two strapping sons and
the unidentified teenager had pushed,
grunted and shoved the glider on to
firmer ground . I noticed that no one took
any notice of the corn, which was being
trampled merrily under foot.
After we had reached the driveway to
the farmhouse, I noticed that the boy was
taking an interest in the cockpit.
"What's this do?" he enquired, pointing to the PTI button .
"Laser," I replied with a straight
face, pointing to the pitot tube. He
seemed impressed .
"And this?" this time it was the
brake lever.

"Ejection seat." The farmer grinned .

said . He was right on both counts.
Two minutes later I was sitting in the
farmhouse kitchen, a cup of steaming tea
in my hands surrounded by the farmer,
his wife, his two strapping sons and an
unidentified teenaged boy (unidentified
to me, that is. I am sure the farmer and
his wife knew who he was).
"So why d'you come down?" asked one
of the sons. "Did you, errrr ... ," he fought
for the words, " .. .run out of wind?" I

the other son. I showed him the triangle
drawn on the chart.
"Wow," he said, impressed.
"So how d'you stay up?" This from

offered, to put him out of his suffering.

the farmer's wife.

"Yeah, that's the one." "Ran out of
wind; thought so," he nodded, laughing.

"WOW,"

"50," said one of the sons, "definitely
no engine."
"No engine," I confirmed again.
"Wow." Pause.
"Where d'you come from?" asked

"By using rising air," I explained,

I realised that what she had actually said
was, "there is bread out over there. " With
gratitude, I cut myself a doorstep from the

rather lamely, I thought in retrospect.
She opened her mouth again .
I waited. "Wow." Yes.
At this point (and not a moment too
soon), OBH and Chris Woolley arrived,
trailer in tow (thanks again, guys). Within
minutes, and with the help of plenty of
farming muscle, we had the glider manhandled into its box.
A little later, as we pulled up in front
of the Kingaroy Soaring Club hangar,
the first few stars had appeared; Orion
presented itself above the Bunyas in all
its magnificence and Venus shone like the
landing lights of an approaching 747 in
the west. What a day. Life is good.
"What a civilised retrieve, " I thought

beautiful homemade loaf that she had

to myself.

The wife pointed to the window,

"there's spread out over there, " she stated.
I was astonished. Had I stumbled on an isolated farming community of glider pilots?
Or perhaps a family of closet meteorologists growing a bit of corn on the side?
I looked through the window at a brilliantly clear sky, tinged with the sort of
delicate pink you only seem to get in the
country in the late afternoon . Not a hint
of a cloud . I glanced back at her. She had
a puzzled expression on her face. There
was a moment of mutual confusion, until
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ANILLA NSW STATE TITLES
Dirk Barber

DAY 1
Here I am at the 2010 Manilla State Titles
in NSW, about one half-hour drive from
Tamworth . Today, Sunday 14 February,

stoked to get into such a good team
at the last minute.
Today we went ten pin bowling in
Tamworth - a challenge between five

was supposed to be the first day of the
competition, but it was canned due to
strong winds. We went to try and fly

Aussies versus si x Kiwis. The Aussies won!
I am glad to be staying at the Imperial
Hotel - it is very basic accommodation,

a sailplane at Lake Keepit gliding club,
but it overdeveloped and started to rain .
Our team (Grant Heaney, Oyven, Lars,

but it has all I need and is way better
than camping in the rain.
I pulled a back muscle lifting a glider this morning . It sucks getting old .

Neil Peterson and myself) then went into
Tamworth to get some lunch at the 'Hog's
Breath Cafe' and back to the pub for
drinks and pool.

DAY 2 (Monday 15 February)
Last night the rain set in and it hasn't
stopped . So today is canned as well. The
good news is that it is supposed to clear
up late this afternoon, so tomorrow and
the rest of the week should be good for

DAY 3
The rain has stopped and we're going
up Mt Borah to fly our first task: 96km
with two turnpoints.
There was a strong headwind after
the first turnpoint and only one pilot
made goal. Guess who? That's right, Jonny

flying. The team is made up of Grant,
Oyven, Neil and myself as pilots with Lars
as our driver in Oyven's Landcruiser. I was
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Durand . We climbed to almost 7000ft and
had some good climbs, but the day got
weaker. I only made 26.5km from launch.

DAY 4
Jonny wins the day again and is leading
the comp oThe day was slow at first and I
missed getting to launch in time to leave
with the first group. Conditions got worse
on launch and some people bombed out.
I waited a long time and finally
launched around 2:20pm. The last start
gate was at 3pm and I took the 2:45 gate.
I left launch at around 6000ft. As I left
so late, the only other pilots I saw were
on the ground. It was slow going to the
first turn point (90km away) and twice I
thought I was going to have to land twice.
Conditions improved just before the
first turnpoint and I got there at 6000ft.
Then at 5:40pm, just after the turnpoint,
I got a 900ft/min up climb . Which took
me to 9000ft. I probably could've glided
the 24km to goal from there, but I found
another 800ft/min up halfway there
and climbed for a bit, just to make sure
I made goal. I arrived at goal 4000ft
above the ground, coming 13th for the
day - I am a very happy man.
Oyvind was 2nd and I think Grant
was 8th . Unfortunately, Neil had vario
problems and didn't fly far at all today.

way to everyone else for at least six turns.
I had to avoid him a couple of times, but
eventually I climbed out above launch
and had a fairly good run to a place just
past The Gap.
The circulation in my left hand is poor
and my fingers had no blood in them
from the cold air up high. I decided to
stay low for a while, but got too low
and had to do a low save. I then got
high once more before Narrabri, where
I just couldn't find any strong lift and had
to land there 30km (only one thermal)
short of goal. I had a great day flying
and didn't have to wait long for my team
to pick me up.

DAY 7
Task 5 was a triangle course ending back
in Manilla. It was light and variable and
no-one really knew which launch to set
up on . It was coming up the face of the
west launch, so I set up there.
Unfortunately the wind was mainly
coming up the east launches, but Blaino
reckoned it would come on again on the
west launch, so I stayed . People ended
up launching from every launch today.

FA ~
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29km from goal at 8400ft

It did come back on at the west launch
and I finally got off the hill late around
2:15pm. I found a very light climb and it
got better once I was about 300ft above
the hill. I climbed to cloudbase and had
a great run to about 12km from the fi rst
turn point, gliding with Conrad over the
ranges next to high clouds.
I reached the turnpoint at about
4000ft. It then seemed to be headwind
back towards the second turnpoint and
the ground below was in shadows. I
found a light climb, but lost it and ended
up on the ground about three kilometres
past the first turnpoint. My day was over
and so was the comp oI had a great time,
some great flights and logged another
11 hours flying time . Jonny won the comp
for the 10th yea r ina row.
My thanks to the organisers - Monica,
Tinks, Billo, etc. - it was a fun, casual
comp with no launch orders. Our driver,
Lars was great, I had fun flying with
everyone and the Royal Hotel in Manilla
provided a great base .

'¥'

DAY 5
It was a very windy and difficult day.
Scott Barrett won the day putting Jonny
back to 4th .
I didn't do very well at all today.
After leaving the start gate, I got low
and managed to climb back up, but had
drifted a long way downwind of the
course line and ended up landing trying
to get back . Grant, Oyvind and Neil all
did quite well for the day.

DAY 6
Task 4 was a straight line to goal of about
122km. It was fairly windy from the ESE.
I had a scary moment in a thermal with
a kingposted glider turning t he opposite
April 2010
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33RD AMERICA'S CUP
CHALLENGE - VALENCIA, SPAIN

- Airborne Australia's
Trikes Playing a Vital Role
Photo: Carlo Borlenghi/Alinghi

M

Article courtesy of the Alinghi website [www.alinghi.com.enj

Ch has been written about the
wind conditions off Valencia for

the 33rd America's Cup Match.
That was inevitable with two
days postponed due to conditions deemed
too light or too rough by the race committee. But watching the umpires and
chase boats trying to keep up with the
race boats at full throttle yesterday, one
can easily understand a postponement
in 'rough' seas.
Alinghi's weather team consists of six
people, Jon Bilger, Jack Katzfey, Arnaud
Monges, Greg Balle, Barry Heathwaite
and Samuel Llana. Bilger is the weather
team manager, Katzfey the head meteorologist and in charge of numerical modelling and Morges, a meteorologist, is in
charge of special projects and the landbased weather stations.
Balle, a man of many talents, is a
systems engineer for the weather team
and weather boat controller, Heathwaite
is in charge of electronics installation,
land station design, and Llana manages
the weather boat maintenance.
The team has found themselves
playing catch up since arriving in Valencia
in early January.
"We put this operation together
quickly because we had originally set
up for sailing in Ras AI Khaimah," said
Bilger. "This isn't a good time of year to
have the America's Cup in the Northern
Hemisphere. Of our practice days in
Valencia only 50% have had good wind
and waves."
Aside from the obvious reason of
knowing which side of the course to
favour, accurate forecasts are critical to
the team . Alinghi 5 is so efficient - it has
an upwind VMG greater than the wind
speed - at 20km/h boat speed it covers
one nautical mile in approximately three
minutes. So a one-knot increase of wind
speed can be equal to 20 degrees of shift.
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To search for that data Alinghi
scours the race area every day with nine
weather boats. That many are needed
with an area covering 400 square nautical
miles, more than 44 times the size of the
race area for the 32nd Cup, which was
just nine square nautical miles.
"In addition to the boats we rely on
weather stations along the coast and as
far out as Ibiza," said Bilger. "There are
two weather buoys at three and 24nm
offshore to measure wave height, and
we also have two microlight planes. "
The microlights are a unique aspect
of this campaign . Flown by professional
pilots, Bilger says the two planes are a
cost-effective alternative to the weather
boats, which are limited to gathering
data at a height of three metres. That's
of lim ited use with a mast toweri ng 17
storeys above the water.
"The microlights measure the wind
strength flying at 40kt at a height of
60m, " Bilger said . "We've found they're
accurate to within O.2kt. "
It's always easy to tell when the
weather team is at the base. The light
from their windows illuminates the
sidewalk below. On a race day they're
among the first to arrive at the base to
begin gathering data. They develop a
forecast and brief the sailing team as
early as 06:15 for the scheduled 10:06
start.
After the boat docks-out at 06:45,
they're in touch with the sailors via
Iridium satellite phone, because they're
usually too far offshore for cell phones to
work. The team helps with sail calls about
1.5 hours before the start, and with one
hour to go provides an updated forecast
with opinions on which side of the course
is favoured. Communication with the boat
is cut off eight minutes before the start.

Two Airborne XT912s on floats form part
of the Alinghi team

America's Cup passers-by have
been doing a double-take recently due to the new arrival of
two small weather planes at
the Alinghi camp. Jon Bilger,
Alinghi's chief weatherman,
has the answers:
Can you describe these devices?
Are they planes, gliders?
They are a combination of both. They
are basically a plane with floats on them,
so they can take off from the water and
fly, but the idea is that we can measure
the wind speed at any height we like.
With a boat we're stuck at six metres,
but the planes can go to the height of
the mast which is the equivalent of a
17-storey building.

What are these planes used for?
We're using them like a weather boat to
measure wind speed and direction . They
can fly relatively slow: from 25 up to 60kt
and we can cover a large area. The last
America's Cup was a race area of nine
square miles and we have now an area
of 450 square miles to cover; so we need
different equipment to do it effectively.

When will these planes be used and
who will fly them?
We have two planes and we'll use them
pretty much every day conditions are
good for sailing Alinghi 5. The company
we use is from Australia and we have a
couple of experienced pilots to fly them.
April 2010

for wind observation, so you had some
sailors up in those helicopters to look
at wind on the water; but this is quite
a different application because we're
actually measuring the wind speed and
direction. It's quite hard to measure
the wind speed and direction from a
helicopter because of the down draft,
but on these we can do it very accurately.
.',

\ ' A~
Two of Alinghi's microlight weather planes take off
to measure the wind strength
Photo: Alinghi/George Johns

Is this a landmark in the history
of the AC weather collection?
Back in San Diego, they used helicopters

H ow will the collected data help
the team and the boat?
Because these boats are going so fast
and because they are so large, the sailors
won't be going up the mast unless
absolutely necessary, not to spot wind. On
an old America's Cup course you could see
quite a long way when you were at the
top of the mast, so the decisionmaking
from the sailors was quite important, but

this time, because they are going so fast,
and they tack relatively slow compared
to how fast they go, deciding which side
of the course is going to be done before
the start of the race on the information
we give them, so it will be quite critical
for them to go the right way. If the two
teams go different ways they are going
to be a long way apart in a short space
of time.

How will the weather data collection
work in the next AC?
Last time we were very fortunate to have
the MDS (Meteorological Data System),
which is a great programme. We had 23
weather buoys and a lot of land-based
stations, so a lot of the data we received
was supplied that way. This time we have
to do it ourselves.
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~ State of Origin 2010
•
2 to 4 April 2009 (Easter)
Manila, NSW. Crews of four pilots (one adv, two nov,
plus any other rated pilots) and scoring using handicaps on the kilometres you fly, even you can win!
It's a great way to tryout the comp scene. The
budding comp pilot must have at least five XC
hours outside of their course, a reserve and radio.
Competition fee $20 or free if registered by 18
March. Info at [http://hunterskysailors.org.au/sool.
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Tumut Easter
Fly-In

2 to 5 April 2010
Tumut, NSW. This iconic and awaited event is again
happening this Easter and promises to be a fantastic
chill out time with loads of fun for all the family
and you, the pilot. All this happens in a relaxed
and family oriented atmosphere which attracts
hang gliders, paragliders and trikers and is open
to all HGFA members and their friends. This year
again sees the program run from and based at
Tumut aerodrome with free on-site camping, low
cost trike towing for hang gliders as well as TIFs
for the adventurous. Soar over the edge of the
Snowy Mountains as well as the beautiful town of
Tumut situated at the northern end of the Snowy
Mountains with its vast wilderness areas, National
parks and mUltiple flying sites. Safety and pilot
support are again the key objectives for 2010.
Bring the fam ily and share the fun . Hosted by the
NSWHGA and the ACTHGPA, phone Michael Porter
on 0415 920444.

a
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18th Flatter than
the Flatlands

2 to 5 April 2010 (Easter)
Cross-country towing competition. The event will
be conducted over the four-day long weekend at
Birchip, VIC. Entry fee is $80 and includes map,
dai ly prizes, presentation BBQ, scoring, goal beers
and lots of fun. GPS and parachute required.
Discount available for teams with a first time pilot.
Registration for teams opens 7pm 2 Feb 2010.
Contact: Wesley Hill 0408 305943 or <wes.hill@
yahoo.com.au>, [www.hgfa.asn.au/- fttfJ .

a

Dalby Big Air 2010

"
17 to 24 April 2010
Due to the 'Big Wet' we have moved the comp back
to 17 April (Practice) to 24th. The long range forecast is looking much dryer for April. It has been the
wettest March on record, therefore as we are there
to fly and not to swim, the comp committee has had
to make this difficult decision. Please register again
ASAP by emailing<daron@aclad.com.au>.
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May Long Weekend
Fly-in

30 April to 3 May 2010
Inglewood, QLD. Come and join us for a special long
weekend. There'll be a canteen for the three days
with hot and cold drinks and food until about 4pm
each day, breakfast Sunday and Monday mornings.
We will do fuel runs at various times. Hot showers,
toilets available, surrounds are mowed. Meals and
accommodation are also available at local hotels,
clubs and cafes. See you at Inglewood!

~ Dam Busters 2010 PPG Fly-in

. . Gliding Qld Easter Comp 2010

•

2 to 10 April 2010
Hosted by Caboolture Gliding Club at Chinchi lla .
Sports Class and Club Class in a friendly comp for
pilots of all levels. Entry fee $200 until 1 March,
then $250 for late starters. Details, including
expressions of interest and entry forms at [WWw.
glidingcaboolture.org.au/Easter101.

11 to 14 June 2010
The Paradise PPG group and the Pico Club will be
hosting the first annual PPG fly-in in SE Queensland
at Atkinson Dam, approximtely 60 minutes west of
Brisbane. Camping style accommodation available
and all skill levels welcome. For further information
contact: Grant Cassar 0416 269894, <grant.
cassar@iinet.net.au> or Brett Paul l 0435 203153,
<101 airbourne@gmail.com>.

W
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Queen's Birthday Long Weekend

. . Bunyan Wave Camp

W

17 to 26 September 2010

Canberra Gliding Club, Bunyan Airfield, 15km north
of Cooma, NSW. The Spring Equinox period has
produced Diamond Height flights over the past three
years. Limited clubhouse, oxygen refills, access to
high altitude soaring areas and coaching available.
Registration of your intention to attend is requested .
Phone Stuart Ferguson on 0419 797508 for details.

. . Queensland Coaching Week

W

18 to 24 September 2010

Contact Greg Schmidt 0414 747201.

. . Queensland State
W Gliding Championships
26 September to 2 October 2010
Kingaroy, QLD. Contact Lorraine Kauffmann
<hlkauffmann@bigpond.com> or 0427 427448.

. . 49th Multi Class Nationals

W

4 to 15 October 2010

Hosted by the Darling Downs Soaring Club at
Dalby aerodrome, QLD. For further information
contact <info@ddsc.org.au>.

. . Corowa Classic 2011

W

21 to 29 January 2011

20m seat Grand Prix style competition, hosted by
Austra lian Soaring Centre Corowa and Corowa City
Shire. A friendly competition designed to introduce
competitors to grand prix racing and an opportunity
to learn from the some of Europe's best pilots.
Entry fee $300 by 21 November 2010, late fee
$350. Further information contact [www.australiansoaring-corowa.com/l. email d.bruinsma@mikefox .
ni> or Peter Summersby 0413 028737, email
<pjsum@bigpond .com>.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
OVERSEAS

International events can be
found at [http://events.faLorg/].
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HORSHAM WEEK 2010
Recollections by Geoff Vincent - Competition Director

A FEW LESS ENTRANTS REGLSTERED AT HORSHAM THIS YEAR DUE MAINLY TO A NUMBER OF
INTERSTATE PILOTS BEING INVOLVED WITH VARIOUS NATIONAL COMPETITIONS IN THEIR HOME
STATES . NEVERTHELESS , THERE WERE APPROXIMATELY 40 PILOTS AND SOME 32 AIRCRAFT INCLUDING
SIX TWO- SEATERS. IN CONTRAST TO PREVIOUS YEARS TH E 2010 COMPETITION WAS FLOWN BALLASTED
DUE TO THE EASING OF WATER RESTRICTIONS IN THE WIMMERA DISTRICT. OUR HEARTFELT THANKS
GO OUT TO HORSHAM FLYING CLUB fOR PROVIDLNG FACILITIES AND PEOPLE- POWER TO ENABLE THE
COMPETITION TO RUN SMOOTHLY.

he weather was certainly kinder this
year, after the disastrous Black Saturday
and Sunday events in 2009, with gradually
improving soaring conditions as the week
unfolded. The presence of constantlymoving trough lines in western Victoria
contributed to a couple of excellent
days albeit offset by one seriously overdeveloped day during which contestants

E

were constantly challenged by storm cells
and lightning around the Grampians.
In all seven days out of a total of eight
scheduled days were flown - quite an
improvement on the three to five day
pattern that has emerged over the past
few years. One of the milestones of the
competition was recorded on day three
when tasks in excess of 500km were able
to be flown (Performance Class 420km)
for the first time in many years .

Day 1: Saturday 6 February
Contestants faced a cool blue day with
a 10 to 15kt SE wind and a predicted
convection height of 3500ft agl. A 2.5hour AAT was set, taking in Rupanyup,
Brim and Dimboola . It was a tough day
with five outlandings.
Day winners were Paul Dilks (Bendigo)
- Performance Class; John Orton (GCWA)
- Standard Class; Craig Collings (Mt
Beauty) - 15m Class; Jack Hart (Beaufort)
- Open/1Bm Class.

easterly leg and return to Horsham, with
distances ranging from 320km (15m and
Open) to 250km (Standard) and 215km
(Performance) .
Day winners were Jarek Mosiejewski
(Geelong) - Performance Class; Paul
Mander (Narromine) - Standard Class;
Andy Smith (Mt Beauty) - 15m Class; Peter
Buskens (Beaufort) - Open/1Bm Class.

Day 3: Monday
With rumours of a big day circulating the
night before, everyone was ready for an
early start. An AST was set for all classes
with the first turn at Frances near the
South Australian border, then heading NE
to Ultima (Birchip for Performance Class)
then Horsham, for distances ranging
from 420 to 540km . It turned out to be
a magnificent soaring day with many
personal best cross-country speeds recorded and several 500km badge flights flown.
No-one outlanded, with the 'Ianterne
rouge' being Craig Dilks in Hornet GMK
arriving at 20:00 after a nailbiting 75km
final glide.
Day winners were Noel Vagg/Jim Henkel
(Beaufort) - Performance Class at 9Bkm/h;
Paul Mander (Narromine) - Standard Class
at 127km/h; Andy Smith (Mt Beauty)
- 15m Class at 136km/h; Rolf Buelter
(Geelong) - Open/1Bm Class at 135km/h.

Day 4: Tuesday
Day 2: Sunday
Despite moderate blue conditions being
forecast contestants were treated to a
great soaring day with plenty of excellent
streeting under cu to BOOOft, attributed to
a nearby trough line. The AST set involved
a first leg to the NW followed by an
20 Soaring Australia

A great soaring day was forecast with
cloud base around BOOOft agl but with a
later risk of overdevelopment. A fourhour AAT was set for 15m and Open/1Bm
Classes with 3.5 hours for Standard and
Performance Classes. The task area was
the Grampians National Park area south

of Horsham including Hamilton and
Goroke as principal turnpoints with pointto-point distances ranging from 325 to
435km .
Unfortunately the overdevelopment
occurred much earlier than predicted
with several pilots opting to turn short
to avoid the risks of traversing the
Grampians at an uncomfortable altitude.
Many pilots reported spectacular lightshows which they kept well away from!
Despite the inclement conditions only
three aircraft outlanded. Rumour has
it that Buzz Bailey and passenger (in
Corangamite's Janus B) was so well wined
and dined by the Moyston farmer and
his family (which included two gorgeous
daughters) that they were somewhat
reluctant to be retrieved!
Day winners were Noel Vagg/Jim Henkel
(Beaufort) - Performance Class; Paul
Mander (Narromine) - Standard Class;
Craig Collings (Mt Beauty) - 15m Class;
Rolf Buelter (Geelong) - Open/1Bm Class.

Day 5: Wednesday
Although good soaring conditions
were forecast (BOOOft cloudbase) met
man David Wilson concluded that a
short window of opportunity existed
before over-development killed the day.
Consequently a 2.5-hour AAT was set for
all classes except first-off Standard Class
(three hours) with the task Wycheproof/
Donald, Ellam and Horsham. True to
form, heavy rain fell during and after
completion of flying, dumping 3Bmm on
the airfield overnight.
Day winners were Jarek Mosiejewski
(Geelong) - Performance Class; Paul
Mander (Narromine) - Standard Class;
April 2010

Andy Smith (Mt Beauty) - 15m Class; Tony

places in each of 15m (Smith and Collings)

Final results for Horsham Week

Tabart (Corangamite) - Open/18m Class.

and Open/18m Classes (Bue lter and

After the dust had settled the final scores

Tabart), so day seven was going to be

(average points) for the individual classes

critical!

were:

preferred runway 17/35 was declared

Day 7: Saturday

unserviceable by Horsham Council. It was

A cool day with a 10 to 15kt southerly

a good opportunity to run the pilots'

breeze. A slow build-up was forecast with

1
2
3

meeting and identify the Horsham Week

maximum convection 5000 to GOOOft late

STANDARD CLASS

organising committee for 2011 .

in the afternoon, complicated by the

(Also VSA State Standard Class Championship)

ever-increasing presence of cirro-stratus

1
2
3

Competition Day G (scheduled for
Thursday 11 February) was cancelled due
to inclement weather and also that the

Day 6: Friday

PERFORMANCE CLASS

drifting in from the north-east. Task A

Jarek Mosiejewski
SZD Puchacz
Noel Vagg/Jim Henkel Janus B
Paul Dilks
Astir CS

Paul Mander
John Orton
David Wilson

SZD 55
SZD 55
ASW 24

896.2
865.0
663.5

965.7
909.3
891 .9

With the passage of a shallow cold front

was abandoned in favour of a shorter B

the previous day convection was limited

task (approximately 300km AAT). taking

1SM CLASS

to 3000 to 5000ft agl, with a slow build-

in Litchfield, Rainbow/Antwerp/Ellam

Also VSA State 15m Class Championship)

up . A two-hour Run Task was set for all

and Horsham. Cumulus was developing

1
2
3

classes (Rupanyup, Minyip, Dimboola,

under the cirrus and a decision to start

start-point T, Rupanyup repeating.

was finally made at 14:05 with the fleet

The close proximity of the turnpoints

airborne and all gates open by 15:10.

to Horsham meant that pilots would be

Given the deteriorating conditions

within reasonable striking distance of

it was a credit to individual perseverance

home at the expiry of the allotted two-

that almost everyone got home, unsur-

hour timeframe.
(Geelong) - Performance Class; David

than previous days.

ASW 20B
Ventus B
ASW 27

934.5
909.7
877.1

OPEN/18M CLASS
(Also VSA State Open Class Championship)

1
2
3

prisingly at significantly lower speeds

Day winners were Jarek Mosiejewski

Craig Collings
Andy Smith
Sid Nankivell

Tony Tabart
Rolf Buelter
Peter Buskens

Ventus 2 CM
LS8-18
LS8-18

930.5
921.0
886.3

The Horsham Week Achievement
Award trophy was presented to Arnold

Day winners were Buzz Bailey (Coran-

Niewand (Horsham Flying Club) in recog-

Wilson (VMFG) - Standard Class; Andy

gamite) - Performance Class; Paul Mander

nition of the significant development in

Smith (Mt Beauty) - 15m Class; Rolf

(Narromine) - Standard Class; Craig

his cross-country skills and attainment of

Buelter (Gee long) - Open/18m Class.

Collings (Mt Beauty) - 15m Class; Tony

his 500km Diamond Distance during

Tabart (Corangamite) - Openl18m Class.

Horsham Week .

At the end of day six only a handful
of points separated first and second

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
FAI GLIDING BADGE REPORT TO 24 FEBRUARY 2010

A BADGE
Price, Geoffrey Roger
Tadich, Josef Kryger
Kelly, Scott Brian
Gage, William Henry
Aoudai, Valentin
Geldof, Zac Michael
Geldof, Jacob
Riseley, Carl Isaac

11565
11569
11572
11573
11574
11575
11576
11585

Darling Downs SC
VMFG
Byron Gliding
Byron Bay GC
Byron Bay GC
NSW Air TC
NSW Air TC
Byron Gliding

B BADGE
Threasher, Richard Edgar
Jones, Nicola Maryanne
Wright, Keith Neil
Downey, Carl Kenneth
Thom, Mitchell James
Thom, David Stanley

11559
11543
11548
11514
11498
11499

Boonah GC
NSW Air TC
Darling Downs SC
NSWAirTC
NSW Air TC
NSW Air TC

A & B BADGE
Henstridge, Timothy Eric
Bateson, Stephen James
Sorensen, Per Nygaard
Mohrlok, Simone Susanne
Howes, Timothy Russell
Lewis, Ashley
Sorbello, Ricardo

11563
11566
11571
11577
11580
11583
11584

Beverley SC
Boonah GC
Southern Cross GC
Beverley SC
Byron Gliding
Byron Bay GC
Bathurst GC

C BADGE
Hancock, Bradley Shane
Kranz, Brian
Richardson, Nicolas John
Sasso, Yannick
Fynmore, David
Wright, Keith
Thresher, Richard Edgar
Jones, Nicola Maryanne
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C BADGE
Brooks, Benjamin Jordan
Thom, Mitchell James
Thom, David Stanley
Downey, Carl Kenneth

11442
11498
11499
11514

NSWAirTC
NSW Air TC
NSW Air TC
NSW Air TC

B & C BADGE

Jones, Mark Glynne
11453 Lake Keepit GC
Williams, Kenneth Charles 11549 Lake Keepit GC
A, B & C BADGE

11558
11520
11507
11524
11551
11548
11559
11543

Narrogin GC
Southern Cross GC
GCV
Southern Cross GC
Geelong GC
Darling Downs SC
Boonah GC
NSW Air TC

Dear, Keith Brian Gordon
Connellan, Edward D
McCluskey, Michael
Todd, Matthew Gibson
Cooper, William James
Ogg, Jeffrey Gordon
Mackley
Asher, Colin John
Eastman, Matthew John
Davidson, Johnathan C

11561
11562
11564
11567
11568
11570
11578
11579
11581
11582

SILVER C BADGE
Moloney, Michael Thomas 4717
Williams, Kenneth Charles 4718
Tickner, David Athol
4719
Shearer, Jennifer Margaret 4720
Scutter, Matthew Abraham 4721
Frestel, Peter Robert
4722
Austin, David Harold
4723
Taylor, Peter Norman
4724
Hackett, Simon
4725
Francis, Glenyce Dawn
4726
Taylor, Anita Marie
4727
Fox, Thomas Ronald
4728
Krowing, Bonifatius
4729
Southgate, Phillip Francis 4731

Canberra GC
Alice Springs GC
Caboolture GC
Sunraysia GC
GC West Australia
Byron Bay GC
Bendigo GC
Caboolture GC
Darling Downs SC
Darling Downs SC

Caboolture GC
Lake Keepit GC
Bendigo GC
Narrogin GC
Adelaide GC
Beverley SC
Caboolture GC
Beverley SC
Adelaide Uni GC
Canberra GC
Kingaroy GC
VMFG
Geelong GC
Warwick GC

SILVER C BADGE
Richardson, Nicholas John 4731
Amos, Kirk
4732

GCV
GCV

GOLD C BADGE

Kusiak, Ziggy
Ganderton, Jennifer Ann
Giles, Alaric Owen Edward
Hackett, Simon
Ning, Frances Alexandra
Amos, Kirk
Sizer, Bernie

1654
1655
1656
1657
1658
1659
1660

Kingaroy GC
Lake Keepit GC
Lake Keepit GC
Adela ide Uni GC
Darling Downs SC
GCV
Sthern Riverina GC

DIAMOND GOAL
Traill, Richard
Vinall, Craig Laurence
Giles, Alaric Owen Edward
Clampett, David Michael
Scutter, Matthew Abraham
Austin, David Harold
Hackett, Simon
Francis, Glenyce Dawn
Taylor, Anita Marie
Fox, Thomas Ronald
Sizer, Bernie

VMFG
Waikerie GC
Lake Keepit GC
Southern Cross GC
Adelaide GC
Caboolture GC
Adelaide Uni GC
Canberra GC
Kingaroy GC
VMFG
Sthern Riverina GC

DIAMOND DISTANCE
Traill, Richard
Vinall, Craig Laurence
Van Der Hoeven, Frank
Kusiak, Ziggy
Fox, Thomas Ronald

VMFG
Waikerie GC
Bendigo GC
Kingaroy GC
VMFG

7S0KM DISTANCE
Sandercock, Morgan C
Vi nail, Craig Laurence

Hunter Valley GC
Waikerie GC

144
145
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The Weather - Dew
Point and Humidity
Harry Medlicott

THI S SERIE S OF ARTl C LES IS WRiTTEN FOR EA RLY PILOTS
WHO MIGHT WI SH TO IN C REA SE T HEIR KNOWLEDGE OF THE
WEATHERAND IT S RELEVAN CE TO GLIDING OPERATION S.

·r conta ins moisture. The actual amount

fil

is usually described as Relative Humidity
(RH) or Dew Point (DP) . Human comfo rt,
particularly at higher ambient temperatures, is affected by relative humidity,
wh ich is accordingly the term used in
public weather reports. RH can be described as the percentage of water vapour
in an airmass relative to the total amount
of moisture which that airmass could hold
at that temperature. RH is temperature

lake Keepit
Tamworth NSW

The Best in Cross Country
7 day a week operation.
Basic & advanced training.
Intensive or relaxed ... learn at your own pace.
Cross country courses.
Conversion courses for HG and PG pilots.
Winch &Aerotow.
Air-conditioned accommodation, bunkhouse
or camping.
Fly all year round ...
300 kms in July!
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dependent, the warmer the air the more
moisture it can hold so that as daytime
temperatures rise, RH gets lower and
conversely if the temperature of an
airmass is reduced the RH increases.
The temperature of the human body
is normally about 37°( and must stay
at about that level for our bodies to
function satisfactorily. We can lose the
heat of metabolism which our bodies
generate either by conduction when the
air temperature is below 37°( , but above
that temperature our bodies are taking in
heat by conduction from the atmosphere
which must be removed additionally to
heat created by metabolism . The only way
we can do this is by evaporating moisture
from our skin and lungs.
The removal of heat by evaporation
is called 'the latent heat of vaporisation'
It takes one ca lorie of heat to rise the
temperature of lcc of water 1°(, but it
takes 540 calories of heat to evaporate
the same amount of water. Evaporating
water takes a very large amount of heat
which is then hidden (latent) in the
air. This enormous amount of energy is
released when it is condensed out of the
atmosphere, such as when cloud forms.
The energy in a large thunderstorm
is extremely high, roughly equivalent to
a 20 kiloton atomic bomb going off every
half hour. This energy most likely had its
origin when moisture from the ocean was
evaporated by wind blowing over it some
considerable time earlier. The thermal
which started it is little more than a trigger for it all to happen. Upper atmospheric conditions may be ideal for storms to
occur but unless thermals reach a height
at which a cumulus cloud can form, it is
unlikely that storms will develop.
If a person was encased in plastic
sheeting or immersed in water which

prevented water moisture evaporating
and the ambient temperature of the air
or the water temperature was over 45°( ,
then heat would pour into the body and
the modest amount removed through
evaporation through the lungs and nasal
passages would be insufficient to prevent
the body heat rising to critical levels and
collapse would occur. This happened in
the Victorian bush fires of February 1939.
People sought refuge in elevated water
tanks. The water temperature in these
tanks had risen to a level which although
not too hot to get into, was such that the
people very quickly collapsed and died .
Dew Point (DP) is the term favoured
by meteorologists and refers to the
actual amount of water vapou r in a
mass of air. DP does not alter with
changes in temperature. The origin of
this term relates to the earth cooling
due to heat radiating into space during
the night (nocturnal radiation) to a
lesser temperature than the general
airmass around it. By conduction the
air immediately adjacent to the ground
acquires the earth temperature . As this
air cools, its RH rises and when the air
adjacent to the earth or plant falls to
the DP temperature, dew forms. The
phenomenon called a 'black frost' occurs
when the DP is less than zero which can
happen under dry inland conditions. The
temperature of plants drops below zero
before dew is formed. The moisture in
plants freezes before dew forms . The
freezing of moisture in a plant destroys
its structure and kills it. This happens
without dew forming.
DP can be experimentally determined
by stirring with a thermometer an
aluminium vessel containing water
and ice . The temperature of the water
drops as the ice melts and is reflected
in the temperature of the aluminium
container. When a faint haze of moisture
condenses onto the outside of the
container then the temperature of the
water ice mi xture is the DP of the air
surrounding the aluminium container. In
the practical world we cover the bulb of a
thermometer with a wet fabric sock. The
temperature shown on this thermometer
is lowered by water evaporating from
the sock. The lower the DP the more
water evaporates and the lower the
temperature on this thermometer. By
comparing this temperature with that
from a normal thermometer we can
calculate the DP.
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What has all this to do with gliding
and forecasting weather? By knowing
the DP at ground level we can calculate
cloudbase, assuming thermals go high
enough. The simple formula which mostly
works is to subtract DP from temperature,
multiply by 400 and this gives us cloud base.
By knowing the DP and temperature of
air in the upper atmosphere, which is
measured by balloon flights at meteorological stations such at the one at Moree,
we can also work out if storms are likely,
the possibility of over development and
even hail.
We all know that with increasing
altitude temperature falls by three
degrees per 1000ft (dry adiabatic lapse
rate or DALR) . When the temperature
in the thermal cools to its DP then it
can hold no more moisture and a cloud
forms. After a cloud forms and there is
no inversion to stop the thermal going
higher, then condensation releases the
heat which was entrained when the
water was evaporated . This extra heat
tends to accelerate cloud formation and
we have the saturated adiabatic lapse
rate (SALR) of approximately two degrees
per 1000ft. This is the reason an active
cumulus cloud is said to 'suck' and we
experience higher rates of climb when
near cloudbase . The practical application
for glider pilots is that when cumulus
clouds are active we should attempt to
have an operating height band close
to cloudbase, even if this means taking
slower climbs sometimes and flying
conservatively between active clouds.
Whether clouds cease to grow once
formed or grow to some thousands of
feet in height depends on the temperature of the air and whether there is
an inversion that puts a stop to clouds
growing beyond a certain height. All air
reduces in temperature until it reaches
what is called the tropopause at which
height the air temperature is stable
and clouds can grow no further. The
tropopause varies in height with the
season. In the tropics it can be up to
70000ft, which allows the development
of extremely severe storms. Towards
the poles the tropopause reduces in
altitude and at say, Tasmania, may only be
25000ft. The actual tropopause can often
be seen associated with a cumulonimbus
cloud. At the tropopause the cloud can
grow no more and levels out leaving a
well defined flat top.

Jun·or

[www.joeyglide.com.au]
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GYMPrE GLrDrNG CLUE HOSTS ArR LEAGUE GROUP
Contributed by Gympie Gliding Club

he Gympie Gliding Club (GGC)
hosts an annual event in
September each year where the
clubhouse and surrounds are
taken over by up to 60 or 70 Australian
Air League personnel, members, parents
and leaders. From this, six youngsters
from various air league groups in southeast Queensland were recently selected
by their groups as being the most deserving of special treatment and were rewarded with flights at the GGC on Saturday,
12 February this year.
Winds on the day were forecast to
be north-easterly, but at times there was
so little movement in the air that it was
merely warm and sticky. It seemed more
so because there was precious little sign
of the sun to heat the ground and give
any hope of better conditions as the day
went on.
A suspicion was that the 'weather
god' responsible for Saturday's weather
at Gympie let a confused subordinate
handle it because what the sky did at

T

anyone time seemed to be pure chance .
The day could have been good, but that
was not to happen . Therefore, the flights

were short except for one of 56 minutes
in YY as flying got underway.
Nineteen flights were made on a day
which, not surprisingly, saw private gliders
retreat to the hangar once they had
'tested the waters' .
Once the kids arrived, the club
focused on getting them in the air before
any of the threatening showers decided
to descend . Early afternoon saw a solid
shower come through . Everyone huddled
in what shelter they could find while it
rained and once that had passed a soggy
crew was out wiping gliders dry so flights
for the Air League participants could
continue. Even though the rain had come,
the air had not improved so flight times
were no better. Although flights were
disappointingly short, no one seemed to
feel too let down.
It was a great effort on the part of
the members who turned up to help on
the day, in no particular order: Chris
Babao, Peter Hiscoe, Steve Klinge, Ray
Parker, Trevor Burke, Mick Aitken, Ib
Braes, Alex Nitzsche, Gordon Townsend
and Graham White.

More about weather another month .
The happy group of Australian Air League members at Gympie

April 2010
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KEN'S OLYMPIA COMPLETED

GLIDING
CORNER

Ken Ueyama

BEFORE BORDERTOWN
My Olympia restoration work is finally
finished . Mike Burns and Ingo Renner did
a fantastic job restoring it just like they
did for the Condor IV a year ago .
This EON Olympia 2b was first registered in 1958 by RAF GSA (#246), BGA 1386.
When Mike and Ingo were working they
found its wing and fuselage were built
in 1947 and the horizontal stabiliser was
built in 1958. I guess this was one of
those 100 built in 1947 that could not
find a buyer for 10 years, even though it
was offered for a mere 425 pounds.
In 1966 it was sold to a syndicate in
Rufforth. It stayed in Rufforth till 2004.
I was in York in 2004 as a contestant for
the world electric model glider championships. After the championships I went
to the nearby glider field, which was
at Rufforth, to see if there were any
interesting gliders. When I found the
Olympia it had been in its trailer for the
past three years.
For Japanese glider maniacs the
Olympia Meise is a very special glider. Not
many Europeans know about Olympias in
Japan, but we actually built six of them .
The 1940 Olympics were originally scheduled in Tokyo but the Japanese invasion
of China upset countries around the
world so the Olympics moved to Helsinki
in Finland. Japan was allied with Germany
in those days.

Three Olympias at Bordertown - Photo David Goldsmith

The Japanese Imperial Aviation Association ordered from the German DFS one
complete Meise and the building plans.
The plans came immediately, so they
ordered six different domestic aircraft
companies to build one Olympia each from
the DFS plans. By the time the Germanbuilt Meise arrive in Japan, March 1940,
we had six Olympias completed: a Nippon
light aircraft Olympia, Fukuda light aircraft Olympia, Akashia glider Olympia .
Mizuno glider Olympia, Dai Nippon
aircraft Olympia, and Ito aircraft built
Olympia . Unfortunately all of these
domestically-built Olympias were
destroyed during the war. I wanted to
restore my Olympia to look like a 1940
Olympics' Japanese entry glider.
In the photos I have seen of these
Olympias just after they were built, I'm
sure they would have added the Japanese
flag on the fin when they entered the
contest just like the Swiss and French ones
on some other pictures. As
the photos were all black
and white
I couldn't tell the colouring.
I assume there would be
a red stripe on white since
they are our national
colours. I also added the
Olympic ring logo on the
nose just like the one in
display at the National Soaring Museum in Elmira NY.
All Japanese-built
Olympias did not have a
landing wheel nor a bubble
canopy since they were a
copy of the DFS Meise. I

like a landing wheel on the EoN Olympia
for the ease of ground handling but for
the canopy I like the looks of the original
German canopy. It has a very authentic
vintage look. Mike Burns is building one
for me at this moment. I hope it will be ready by the time
we meet at Bordertown Vintage Rally.

AFTER BORDERTOWN
Again it was a very memorable glider trip
to Bordertown . First I found my 50-yearold Olympia trailer needed to have all
new suspension and new brake pads
to pass inspection, just a week before
the Bordertown rally. Mike Burns finally
located 1950 Vauxhall brake pads at
a Shepparton store. It was finished on
Friday and I had to wait until Monday for
the RTA office to open. Another two days
wasted. Then when I got to Bordertown
I found out I had to winch launch which I
always avoided anyway I could. I lost two
of my friends in winch launch accidents.
But there was no other way and with
excellent instruction by Alan Patching I
managed to have my first winch launch
in Australia . Thank you John for letting
us use your beautiful K7. It was a very
special occasion for three Olympias to be
at Bordertown. It is always a pleasure to
talk with Keith and listen to his old time
stories about the Yellow Witch experiences. I also enjoyed conversation with
modellers and watching model gliders fly
at twilight time . I shall bring my model
glider next year. My utmost appreciation
goes to the organiser and helpers of this
wonderful event.

Ken Ueyama flies his Olympia for the first time - Photo Bob Hickman
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[www.vintageglidersaustralia.org.au] - Articles and photos courtesy Vintage Time, January 2010

468 KILOMETRES IN A K7
Mark Bland
t was the last day of the inter-service
gliding competition/camp held at
Narromine over the Christmas, New
Year period of 1990/91 and on 11
January we thought (tongue in cheek) it
would be a good idea to try and fly our
club Ka7 back to RAAF Base, East Sale.
Of course we all knew this was an
impossible task, but the idea to fly south
as far as we could may be worth a try.
Even if we only managed to reach Peak
Hill SOkm down the road it would be
worthwhile. There was quite a bunch of
us from Sale, including several younger
members and they were all enthusiastic
after having just had a great couple of
week - 1S-year-old Trevor Smith was
chosen to accompany me in the back
seat, and the rest would be following
with the trailer. Not to be outdone, when
hearing of my plan the RAAF Laverton
Blanik also decided to follow us, flown
by Dave Pobjoy with his dad Mike driving
the trailer. As a joke we declared Euroa
in Victoria as a destination.
When one of Narromine's visiting
German pilots thermal led away before
11 am we decided to go, and slowly

I

drifted off away to the south in weak
lift. I recall we had a weak northerly so
even though we weren't getting very
high we started covering some ground
and taking nearly every thermal ensured
we stayed up. Who new what lay ahead?
Passing Peak Hill we were satisfied that
we had at least achieved our first goal
and anything else would be a bonus.
The conditions slowly improved and we
seemed to be getting away from the
trailer, but still had good communications
with the crew. We had planned to follow
the Newell Highway, but by the time we
got to Parkes we were getting up to six
or 7000ft so could afford to deviate away
from the road to shorten our track.
Exact memories of the flight are now
vague after nearly 20 years but we did
get to 11 OOOft and as we crossed the
Colombo Plain down to Jerilderie we
could hear Ingo Renner and some of the
hotshot pilots from Tocumwal talking
about concerns of thunderstorms along
the Murray. I think they were doing
1000km flights and were worried about
getting back. We had our last good climb
near Jerilderie to around 10000ft and
then floated under a huge black decaying
cu in zero sink . We could almost see the
runway at Tocumwal in the distance but
suddenly we hit off the clock sink. There
was no sun on the ground any more and
as we got lower and after seven hours
and 49 minutes decided to land at Finley
airfield. A friendly crop duster pilot
quickly helped us put the glider in the
hangar as another storm was coming.
The Blanik had landed about SOkm
further back and our crew was also
helping him so we walked into town

The K7 VH-IUT (pictured at Narromine) which made
the long flight from Narromine in 1991 was then
owned by Latrobe Valley Gliding Club who sold it
to Barry Foster of Woorayl Air Services at Leongatha.
Barry is in the process of doing it up, including a
complete re-cover
Photo: Mark Bland

where we all met at the pub for a beer
and a hamburger. We slept in the hangar
that night on camp beds and about
Sam were alarmingly awoken by the
crop duster pilot starting his huge radial
biplane. We packed up and drove the
rest of the way home. A total distance
of 468km . A bit further than Peak Hill!

OVERSEAS NEWS
he 38th International Vintage
Glider Rally will be held at
Tibenham, United Kingdom
from 31 July to 8 August 2010.
This is only the third time in its history
the rally is to be held in Britain and it
is hoped to see entrants from all over
the world with their historic vintage
and classic gliders. Registration for
pilots and aircraft is at [www.vGC2010.
NorfolkGlidingClub.coml.
Norfolk Gliding Club members are
looking forward to renewing old friendships first made in 2000 when they last
hosted the event and making new ones.
Many of those who organised the previous rally are involved again; there is huge
enthusiasm to make it a great success.

T

-."

... La Minerve, a fantastic balloon idea suggested by EG
Robertson of Vienna at the beginning of the 19th century.
It was seriously proposed to build such a craft with its
galleries, churches, hanging cabins, sails and guns. The
object was to send 60 people on a long balloon voyage
' I
of scientific observation

April 2010
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HGFA News· • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
HGFA Operations
Manager Vacancy
If you or anyone you know is
interested in this full time paid
position, please visit the HGFA home
page [www.hgfa.asn.aul for deta ils on
how to apply.
Note: The application process is in
itself a test of your suitability for this
role . Applications must be received
before 23 April 2010, and will also be
advertised nationally to non-members.
The 2010-2012 board will assess
applications during the April handover
meeting. Good luck!
HGFA Interim Board

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
CLUB NEWS

Attention All Pilots In
Port Macquarie Area
We 've been requested that no pilots,
neither paragliders nor hang gliders
are to land on Flynns Beach due to the
high public congestion of this beach.
Parachutist were banned from land ing
there and the same goes for us. Help us
to keep our sites and DO NOT LAND
on Flynns Beach.
Rob Oakeshot and Peter Besslings
are local members of Parl iament and
members of this surf club, please don't
give our sport a bad name.
Lee Scott, SSO

so hard in the heat, the Forbes Aero
Club and Forbes Council who provided
and prepared the launch field, food
and drinks.
This was my third Forbes Flatlands
comp and the best so far. The weather
could not have been better. The standard
of towing by the hang glider pilots was
outstanding with all from novice to pro
towing very well. Some of the top pilots
were out in the previous weeks to brush
up on tow technique and f ine-tune gliders.
It was great to see the low time
novice pilots and drivers out early most
mornings getting in some practise tows
and improving with each one, then
getting on the line later in the day to
compete. Several of the novice pilots
who had just completed their tow
endorsement course with Curt Warren
and I were out having a go. Luke Brown,
being one of the lowest tow time pilots,
was towing exceptionally well and was
very fortunate to have his dad Richard as
his retrieve driver. Luke even won the task
on one of the days. To see the enthusiasm
and excitement that this brought to Luke
and his dad really made my day.
Thank you to all the Open Class pilots
who came out to the fly against the best
pilots from all around the world . It was
a very tightly fought out comp, which
made it very exciting for the competitors
and those following the comp from the
broadcast results each day. Flying against
the world 's top pilots has to be the best
way to learn and improve on your crosscountry flying skills.
For a comp like th is t o run so well
it relies on dedication and everyone
working as a team . This Forbes was no
exception . Operating seven tugs, three
of the pilots had travelled again from
Queensland, one was shared between
pilots from Holland and Canada and one
pilot was from the USA. I always look

Forbes Flatlands Thank Yous
I would personally like to send a big
THANK YOU to all who attended the
Forbes flatlands comp this year. I'm sure
that all involved had a great time .
Thank you to Moyes and Davis Straub
for all the organising, advertising, chasing
up sponsors, and Moyes for producing
the ultimate gliders and tow planes, the
Moyes DragonFlys that got everyone
safely into the air. The ground crew,
launch marshall/paramedic, nurse, goalie
and launch dolly runners who worked
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forward to catching up and flying with
the boys from up north. We had a tuggies
briefing each morning t o discuss weather
and procedures for the day and all towing
operations ran very smoothly, efficiently,
relaxed and to plan.
Finally, thank you to the Dusty
Demons Hang Gliding Club of Canberra,
and in particular Dave May for your
enthusiasm throughout the year. By
towing behind me all year, they keep
me current. I consider this to be vital in
coping with those split second decisions
where fast reactions are required on

launch to keep myself and the person on
the other end of the line rela xed and safe
when things aren't quite going to plan .
Trent kept everyone updated on
the club website posting daily reports
and photos.
As every year gets better and better,
I unpack the car whilst already counting
down the days to the next Forbes Flatlands Compo
With such a great comp and a steadily
improving venue, surely the next World 's
will have to be at Forbes.
I look forward to seeing all of you
again next year for an even bigger and
better Forbes Flatlands Compo
Steve McCarthy, Tug master

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
NEW PRODUCTS

The Trango XC,
And Why It Was Delayed
As hopefully your favourite supplier of
free flying equipment we care very mu ch
about the way we are perceived by the
general flying public. For this reason,
a situation like the current one, where
pilots all over the world are waiting to
get hold of their new Trango XCs, but we
haven 't been able to supply them, is both
stressful and damaging.
The Trango XC was announced in
autumn 2009, deliveries were to begin
in December 2009 (M size first, with
other sizes to follow). But just as we
were getting ready to release the wing
for serial production we decided to
make a few changes to the material
list, and this meant that the wing had
to be re-subjected to the DHV for LTF
certification . Unfortunately, we had the
misfortune of hitting a bad-weather spell,
followed by the Christmas Holidays, so
the re-certification took much longer to
accomplish than anyone had expected.
This has meant frustrating delays in
the introduction of this new landmark
three-liner, and we are more sorry about
it than anyone else - after all, imagine
you had a product that people couldn't
wait to lay their hands on yet you
couldn't deliver - not nice .. .
Now, however, things are starting to
look up. All sizes have made it through
the LTF certification process (with towtesti ng sti II pend i ng at least for the L
size). The first batches of M sizes are set
to arrive here in GAP in the next few
days. The first wings will go to the big
distributors for them to lend to you all
as demos, only then will we be able to
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• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
supply to end users (frustrating for you,
I know, but sound business practise ... )
We apologise again for this annoying

FAI has ratified the following Class 0
(Hang Gliders) South-American records:

situation and hope you will love the wing
all the same - we do!
UP, via lee Scott, High Adventure

Sub-class: 0-3 (Para gliders) - Feminine
Pilot: Kamira PEREIRA RODRIGUES (Brazil)
Paraglider: Tracer/Sol Paragliders
Claim number: 15771
Type of record: Straight distance to a

Hang Gliders Continental Records
FAI has ratified the following Class 0
(Hang Gliders) European record :
Claim number: 15667
Sub-class: 0-3 (Para gliders) - Multiplace
Type of record: Out-and-return distance
Coursellocation: Sorica (Slovenia)
Performance : 167.3km
Pilot: Toby COLOMBE (UK)
Crew: Cefn HOlLE (UK)
Paraglider: Bi_Golden XC/Gradient
Date: 26.7.2009
Previous record: no record set yet

Performance: 131 .5km
Date: 10. 11 .2009
Previous record: no record set yet

declared goal
Coursellocation: Quixada, CE (Brazil),
Castelo Do Piaui, PI (Brazil)
Performance: 285.3km
Date: 14.11.2009
Previous record: no record set yet

FAI has ratified the following Class 0
(Hang Gliders) North-American record:

and
Claim number: 15772
Type of record: Straight distance
Course/location : Quixada, CE (Brazil),
Novo S Antonio (Brazil)
Performance: 324.7km
Date: 14.11.2009
Previous record: no record set yet

- General
Type of record: Speed over a triangular
course of 100km
Course/location : Zapata, TX (USA)
Performance: 49.8km/h
Pilot: Dustin MARTIN (USA)
Hang Glider: T2c/Wills Wing
Date: 26.07.2009
Previous record: no record set yet
. FAI congratulates the pilots on their
splendid achievement.

and
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Claim number: 15773
Type of record: Distance using up
to three turnpoints
Coursellocation : Quixada (Brazil)

Claim number: 15857
Sub-class: 0-1 (HG with a rigid primary
structure/controlled by weightshift)
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VERTICALLY CHALLENGED
Andrew Clark

MY LEARNING CURVE AS A PARAGLIDING PILOT ONLY JUST MANAGES TO STAY ABOVE HORIZONTAL,
CERTAINLY NOTHING EXPONENTlAL HAPPENING THERE SO ANY NEW SKILLS ARE GREATLY VALUED.
SOMETIMES NEW SKILLS CAN BE HONING OLD ONES SO ANY CHANCE 1 HAVE FORA 'SLEDDIE' OR
GROUN 0 HANDLING , 1 JUMP AT SO TO SPEAK

Ck had it that I was working in Beau-

U

desert that day, so I took my flying gear
with me, just in case. Paragliding Queensland instructor, Phil Hystek, had some
of his students about eight kilometres
west of 'Beauy' on the training hills. I
occasionally ask if I can 'tag along' with
any students he may have and a text
arrived, "Where are you?" I had to pack
tools away quickly after only just getting
them out, so I could make a quick exit.
A few new faces and a couple I had
already seen were on the hill. This is a
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beautiful part of the world when there

east." Oh well, I sit for a minute and it

has been enough rain around . The paragliding community, although covering the
entire world, is like a small town . A nod
or a greeting is the norm.
I have 85 hours of inland flying and
about 20 times that parawaiting - so
any airtime is good time. (I don't include
tows, training fields or sleddies in my
hours logged.)
After I walk up the first hill I hear the
usual comment "you should have been

swings back and if I can launch within
two minutes I can have a fly.
Correct packing up makes setting up
easy, gear in the right spot, zinc cream on
nose ... right to go. It's only a 30-second
flight, but launching, a quick flight and
landing all blend into one. I pack up and
we move to another launch site with the
wind moving from south back to east.
I launch again and am very heavy on
the brakes; a throw back from my first
mountain flight at Beechmont where

here earlier, the wind has started to turn
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6005 Worldwide #1 fully featured en try model. ........ $495.00
6015GPS GPS in a 6005 - new XC varia (with v3 s/wore) •• $715.00
6020GPS PG vers, like 6030 but no pitot for ASI . . .. . $1650.00
6030GPS HG version (inc mount) ... .. ... . .... . ... .. . $1970.00
Sonic Mini vario audio only ........................ $270.00
Windwatch windspeed+temp . ...... . . . .. . .... .. .... $190.00
JDC SkyWatch windspeed only ....... . .. . ...... . .. $121.00

Busy Mystic, Christmas 2009

Photo: John Chapman

controlling pitch is necessary or you learn the hard way, but this
much braking on a gentle gradient with not much breeze is not
a good technique.
We move on to the eastern launch slope and the wind now
swings northerly. A 50-metre walk to another slope and we all
set up for another flight . My glider is spread over some large
rocks and this launch location doesn't have the familiar Tambo
runway. Hmm, looks like a forward inflation is called for here.
I haven't performed what I think of as an 'alpine launch' for
18 months, since Bir - in the Indian Himalayas - where it was
the most used (unless you are Russian).
I launch, set myself a landing target and head for it. Bubbles
of buoyant air keep me flying across the valley floor and my
target is achievable . Hang on! The sand pit target is not as
forgiving as I first thought. Two metres off the ground I flare
heavily to avoid the steep bank behind it. Another 30 seconds
of intense thought and certainly no time to be complacent
about our chosen aircraft. I launch again and this time pick
a different location to land, all well.
Four different launches, flights and landings in one morning.
Total flying time 120 seconds. I think these two minutes should
be carried out by all level of pilots every once in a while as flying
is about quick second decisions and, yes, I will be loggings these
two minutes.

IC41 S inc extra HGFA & Manilla channels .. ..... ...... $399.00
IC400PRO in car, 20 watt (inc extra chs) . . . . .. ....... $419.00
Head Sets & Speaker Mic's.. .................. ... $77.00

GRRMI"

Gek0201 1O,000pts 3D track log, great back up unit. $189 .00
GPSMAP76 10,000pts 3D tra c k log and mapping .... $269.00
GPSMAP76CSX colour with SO me m-card sl o1.. .... $489.00
All Garmin models available at Australia's best discount

/

....~~

adldas
Elevation with special LST lens ........ . ............... $175.00
Evil Eye with special LST lens .... ... .................... $175.00
Optical insert special insert for all models....... . . . .. .. $66.00
All Adidas models at 30%+ disc to RRP !

MP'"

Downhill Full Face (airsports certified) ... . ............. $242.00
Jetstream Open Face (airsports c ertified) ......... . .. $220.00

SuperFly GTX the best safety available . . . ", ." ... $385,00
Fly GTX lighter weight version .......... . .. . . ... . ..... . $365.00

Understanding the Sky Dennis Pagan 's all time classic
referenc e guide to everything you need to know about the
we ather- for all soaring pilots . .. .. ... ............... ... ...

The Art of Paragliding Pagan 's easy to

$77.00

use classic

reference book for Novice and Intermediate skills . , .. ...

$99,00

Thermal Flying

Th e best ever thermalling and XC text book
(for PG/HGj by German expert Burkhard Martens. Great diagrams

and explanations. . ... .. . . ....... ... ......... .... ............ .

110.00

Speed to Fly/Security in Flight DBL.. .......... $66.00
Manilla Sky PG Wo rlds 2007 (90minsj ... . .. . ... . .... .. $33.00
h xc Open 2005 (40minsj ... ... .. .. ......
2,00

~'4 Manilla Paragliding
Sales - Service - Expert Advice - Tuition

Photo: Daniel Carlisle
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-

VISA

Ph: 02 67 856545
email: skygodfrey@aol.com
www.flymanilla.com
All pnces rnc\ude express postage
Ph . Fax and email orders accepted
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Sea Breeze at Morawa - Mark 11
Dick Sasse

SOME YEARS AGO I WROTE AN ARTICLE FOR "GLIDING AUSTRALlA" AS iT WAS THEN , CONCERNING
AN EXPERIENCE 1 HAD HAD WITH THE SEA BREEZE; VERY INTERESTING , AT LEAST FOR ME.

W

hile the sea breeze certainly
featured in a recent experience

it was, while indeed an exhilarating
culmination of a marvellous weekend, not the main reason for my writing

of this article . My purpose is to pay
tribute and to give thanks to a wonderful
kindly and friendly bunch of blokes.
As a bit of a background, my friend
John Welsh, when he was the GFA
executive officer, in his research had
established the fact that I am the oldest
active (flying) member of GFA. I was in
fact quite a late starter, taking up the
sport after 37 years as an amateur power
pilot, at the age of 58.
It was to have been a retirement
occupation, as I had recently lost my
first wife and was contemplating a 'sea
change'. I never did retire - but that's
another story.
However age did not deter me, and
I have had 32 years of most enjoyable
flying. I still enjoy power, but gliding is
number one. While I have had a little bit
of success in competition flying, I am very
much a middle main, but that does not
deter me from having my dreams. Though
when I read of the marvellous trips of
Bernard Eckey and David Jansen I think,
"I've got to be joking."
However, on 29 January this year the
day looked promising (the day before
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Dick Sass at the 2009 WA State Championships held at Narrogin - Photo David Bicknell

was the one I should have taken), so I

a 750km out and return in our club CS,
Morawa-Pingelly-Morawa 760km.
The day turned out to be a fizzer;
the clouds were there but they were
high and tired, and although I climbed
to cloudbase once, 9000ft above ground,

I reached Beverley, 330km, I was quite
happy to lower the wheel, open the
spoilers and put down, to the surprise,
but wonderful welcome, of the dozen or
so blokes of the Beverley Friday Club .
Beverley Soaring Society, John
Welsh's home club, is very dynamic and
enthusiastic. It has a great fleet of aircraft
including an ASK21 and a DG1000, and

most of the trip was in the blue at about
4000ft. It was hot and slow and my
backside was sore, and my legs ached
trying to pedal the CS along, so when

a good back up of single seaters, good
facilities, but above all a great club and
a good mix of young'uns and oldies.
Members tucked my aircraft away

arranged for my friend Tony Valentine
to give me a launch (winch) and declared
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in a spare space in one of their hangars,
shout ed me a beer and invited me to join
them in a meal at the local hotel, and
finally found me a bed in their bunkhouse.
The next day, Saturday, the forecast was
almost hopeless - a strong cool southerly
wind and a negative temp trace. John said,

"You'd better wait till tomorrow, Dick, if
you want to get back to Morawa. "
However, by midday we agreed that
if I could stay up, and with the help of
a 24kt tailwind, and the prospect of the
conditions improving, I should make it.
So at 12:30 I launched and about 3000ft
agl I set out. I drifted along somewhat
aimlessly, but more or less in the right
direction for 90 odd kilometres, but the
conditions didn't improve; the thermals,
or fragmented bits of lift, became even
more fragmented and at Goomalling a
reasonably good paddock welcomed me
to give up what had become an almost
hopeless task.
I contacted Beverley to arrange an
aero tow retrieval. They, in their wisdom,
contact Cunderdin which was considerably
closer, and in due course, tried and tested
tuggie, Bob Milligan, arrived and towed
me back to Cunderdin .
There my reception was as good as
it had been the day before at Beverley.
It really was a renewal of my faith in

humanity. I spent the evening and night
in the hospitality of Rod Carter and his
lovely wife Wendy.
Rod, who as well as being a keen glider pilot, has won the WA championship
several times and was this yea r's competi tion director, is also president of the
Cunderdin Meckering Shire . He is also an
accomplished musician. We attended the
Cunderdin Congregational Church service
Sunday where Rod is organist and where,
again, I received a wonderful reception .
Cunderdin is a rather special place
for me; I started my wartime flying there
(Tiger Moths 1941), finished my wartime
flying (B24s in 1946) and started gliding
(1978) . All a long while ago.
The weather hadn 't improved but I
did launch about midday. After trying
for an hour-and-a-half I decided it wasn't
on, so it looked as if it might even be an
800km road retrieve for my beloved wife
Johnette. However tuggie Bob Milligan
turned up trumps and waited till Monday
to give me a launch. Dear man was able,
with my assistance, to get the tug out of
the hangar but I'm afraid I left him to his
own resources to get it back .
The day was still pretty slow for a
start and I didn't get above 4000ft agl till
I was nearly halfway, and I could see to
the west, the murkiness of the sea breeze,

and I worried that it could be from the
west or even north-west . However about
this stage I came under its influence of
piling the air up against the prevailing
easterly, and at 90km from home I was up
to 9000ft.
At 70km from Morawa I was at
8000ft and well and truly in its influence
so that was my final glide. In fact I was
still at SOOOft over Morawa so to make
the 300km (Cunderdin is 290km) I went
a furthe r 10km making it a 90km final
glide (magic). However, it did mean I had
to cope with a 20kt crosswind landing .
Ali's well that ends well; by sundown the
glider was safely in the hangar and my
ever-forgiving better half had made me a
cup of tea and a marvellous weekend had
become yet another enduring memory.
So to you chaps who helped me so
kindly, I say a sincere and heartfelt
'thankyou'.
~
GFA sub-editor: Dick Sasse has had a

long and distinguished career in aviation,
including his war years with RMF 75
Squadron where he test flew the P-40 after
it was assembled. His experiences on this
aircraft have been recorded in the book
The Whole Nine Yards - The Story Of An
ANZAC P-40'. Mr Sasse was named in the
2003 Australia Day honours list for service
to the community of the Morawa Shire.

2010 Gliding Queensland Airworthiness Course
to be held at the Warwick Gliding Club, 17 to 24 July 2010
Posit ions are available on t he f ollowing courses:

•

Replacement Components
Annual Inspector (Form 2) Authorization
Standard Repairs FRP (Minor) - Roger Bond Instructing
There wi ll be limited positions available on all three courses
so register without delay t o avoid disappointment.

Who should attend ?
The three courses are aimed at individuals w ho are interested in
the maint enance and repai r of sailplanes. Any GFA member may
attend, however it is recommended that you are sponsored by
either your club's airworth iness coordinator or another inspector.
Clubs are strongly encouraged to sponsor interested individuals.
Course objectives:
Whether it be learning t o repair a f lat tire or performing nondestructive analysis on airframe , OrhPOr'le'nts our ~ is t o improve
your ability to maintain aircraft:. At t he end df the CQUrse your skiMs
and aptit ude w ill be assessed and you may be g~~e ratin~
relevant to that course.

Course fees:
Course costs have yet to be finalised; however, a cost structure of
a club cont ribution and individual contribution per student is likely.
The course will be subsidised by Gliding Queensland . The course
will be 'live in' and all accommodation and meals will be included
in the course fees. This will also include all course material and
lecture notes. Clubs are strongly encouraged to support their
members f inancially as without trai ned airworth iness people
clubs stop flying.
Aircraft:
Students will be working on a variety of aircraft . If you w ish to
your own aircraft (or a cI.ub aircraft) contact t he course rnc>rn m >lTC
and discuss your requ i ements. Progress t01Nards",.o~~leJ
endorsements may also be possible.

To register your interest or
contact the course coc)rdli mlt

tmd the large cOYQf content there is
r~tiye a completed form 2 1n<11PrlrflU"£.

Wi"

Women in Gliding Week
Compiled by Anita Taylor

WOMEN'S GLIDING
AUSTRALIA
[http://2009.gfa.org.au/index.php?option=
com_content&task=view&id=729&ltemid=220j

Vin g returned home after an uplifting, challenging, reassuring and fun
week, many of this year's participants
contributed a paragraph to share
their experiences w ith you:

H

THE SITE
Leonie Furze was this year's organiser:
"The reason for picking Narromine
for this year's Women in Gliding
Week was for the great facilities and
fabulous weather; or so we thought.
Unfortunately, concerning the weather,
the word challenging was never far from
any conversation. As the organiser for this
year's event I had hoped for better but as
it turned out many of us commented that
our skills were tested and even stretched
as we were forced us to fly in conditions
we would not ordinarily take a launch for,
much less attempt to go cross-country.
Personally, the highlights for me were
seeing everyone enjoy themselves and
achieve personal bests. I decided not to
take an aircraft because I didn't know if
I'd be able to fly and run the week at the
same time. Luckily I managed three flights

Jo Wooler - ·Ohhh, what
a feeling ... another
solo'

and learnt a lot from each of them. My
first flight was short, just Peak Hill return
but it taught me a lot about getting
low and constantly picking paddocks
(although thankfully I did make it home).
My second flight taught me to always
be prepared to fly because if an aircraft
suddenly becomes available and you're
not prepared you could end up with a flat
battery, a flat battery in your borrowed
lcom, outlanding in a fabulous paddock
only to discover you'd taken off without
your mobile phone and hence unable
to call for a retrieve (and in my case
reducing the time before last light to find
the farmer and get permission to aerotow
out of his paddock) and if this wasn't bad
enough, to discover that the farmhouse
you had landed near was deserted.
Thankfully I had decided to land near a
main road so it didn't take long for a car
to stop and offer help. I was really excited
about the prospect of my third flight
and getting some coaching in a twoseater, however my problem with motion
sickness meant that instead of working on
my thermalling I was forced to focus on
not being sick:, I failed and we decided
to return home. I was really disappointed
but the good thing to come out of it was
the help I got afterwards with advice on
how to fix the problem.
I'm already looking forward to my
fifth WIG week next year where I plan to
fly greater distances, fly faster and to fly
without getting sick. "
Special thanks must go to Beryl
Hartley, who looked after us so well
during the week. As well as her abundant
and excellent catering, Beryl assisted
many of us with gaining our official
observer rating and supported us in our
own goals during the week.

THE COACHES

Michele Baptist, in whose memory a trophy will be awarded
each year at women's week
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This year we had Greg Schmidt, Ralph
Henderson, Brian Bailey, Aaron Stroop,
Mark Bland, Peter Trotter and Lisa Trotter.
How fortunate we were to have coaches
with such diverse talents. We had singleseater lead and follow, solo training, twoseater cross-country coaching, and dedicated talks on technical skills, weather,
and cross-country preparation . We are
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very grateful for their precious time and
the vast amount of knowledge shared .
Lisa Trotter shares her experiences of
the week: "Driving via Broken Hill from
the Nationals in Waikerie to the Women
in Gliding Week in Narromine, my husband Peter and I played tourist. Setting

off in separate cars with a dirty big trailer
on the back of each car somehow doesn't
seem like the normal way to start a family
holiday. Having given up on the idea of
being normal a long time ago, I cease to
be surprised at the curious and puzzled
looks as we both draw up into service
stations either side of the bowsers or
the stunned audience while I do a threepoint U turn in a suburban street which
includes a crafty backing manoeuvre into
someone's driveway.
Downing a cool beer in the red dustfilled town of Silverton where Mad Max 2
was filmed, I am again reminded of being
'different' when I find myself identifying
more with the characters out of Mad
Max 2 than with my fellow tourists who
are also sipping on beers at the bar. So,
it was with great relief when I arrived at
Narromine airfield that I no longer felt
like an oddity. In fact, I felt like I really
belonged - and this was accentuated by
the fact that there were many female
faces. These women not only know what
it is like to have your life consumed by
the habit of gliding, but they also know
what it is like to be a female glider pilot.
I spent most of the week coaching
in the back of a Duo taking in the
view while highly competent female
glider pilots showed off their excellent
thermalling skills. On a few occasions I
got the chance to demonstrate scratching
away in difficult conditions which was
fun. There was plenty of challenging
weather which was made especially
difficult on some days by very strong
winds and the effects of wave. It was
fascinating to talk together as a group
each day about what we had observed
and learnt in our flights. I was impressed
by the focus of each participant in
their quest to achieve their goals and
as a result there were many 'personal
bests' - it was great to watch as people's
confidence grew day by day. The greatest
aspect of the week for me is the fun and
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friendship shared. I'm looking forward to
catching up with everyone somewhere,
sometime ... probably on an airfield
somewhere, or you never know, maybe
on a Mad Max film set. "

THE LECTURES
AND DISCUSSIONS
Along with the more technical type
lectures facilitated by our coaches, we
were also fortunate to have Garth Pywell
from Awakening Health and Chiropractic
Centre, Dubbo, talk us through
techniques women can use to maximise
their strength, whilst protecting their
bodies from injuries. We had a special
evening of 'Secret Women's Business' .
One of our participants, Heather
Mull, led a discussion on preparing for
competition (drawing on her extensive
hang gliding competition and coaching
experiences). Heather's thoughts
as a participant: "When Kitty Vigo
enthusiastically told me in early 2009
how wonderful the Women in Gliding
Week had been, I still hadn't gone solo

and certainly didn't think I would be
attending the Narromine women's gliding
week in 2010, but with about six solo
hours I did end up taking part! I wanted
to gain as much cross-country flying
knowledge from the instructors during
the week as possible, as well as meet up
with other like-minded women who love
flying. The mission was accomplished
on both accounts! The flying highlights
for me were seeing how Aaron Stroop
managed to keep saving us from what
seemed to be certain outlandings around
Peak Hill; the 260km flight I shared
with ace pilot Lisa Trotter; and my last
day flight with Greg Schmidt - nice and
high and boating around in some wavy
conditions. It was also great that my crew,
Mart, made a 645km flight! Non-flying
highlights were forming new friendships,
loving Beryl's great meals (and humour!),
and learning about new things, like ...
female pee tube. Bring on the 2011
Women's Gliding Week!"

WHAT THE WIG WEEK
MEANS TO PARTICIPANTS
Fran Ning: "I enjoyed everything about
the ladies' week in Narromine. Staying
in accommodation on the airfield, eating
Beryl's home cooking, huge landing
strips in all directions, very capable and
experienced people around to assist
with everything from rigging gliders,
tasking , downloading files, weather;
coaching and instructing. Along with
April 2010

'Secret Women's Business' meeting

all that was the encouragement from
everyone to 'have a go', and the example
of this from the girls, particularly Les's
300km flights. Highlights include: Flying
Anne and Keith's K7 QX, one of the first
gliders owned by my flying club, OOSC;
feeling really comfortable in my glider
in all the conditions (including windy
days); knowing I might have succeeded
in a 3000m climb after climbing in the
best thermal I had ever been in (it was
smooth also); myy husband and son
driving from the Gold Coast as 'couriers';
and the help and support from everybody
at Narromine. Thank you to everyone
who made the week possible, and also
Leonie, whose relaxed approach, yet
superb organisational skills resulted in a
great week of gliding for me. I really am
looking forward to seeing her in her LS1
at the next women's week. "
Ursula Husy: "I really enjoyed my first
WIG at Narromine, especially getting in
contact with all the other women pilots,
most of whom I had never met before.
I felt immediately accepted and being
part of the group. Unfortunately I had
my problems flying in the flat country
there, as I'm more used to flying in the
(real) mountains in Switzerland. On Friday
morning we had an 'encounter of the
third kind' when doing the Dian my
Discus. Nicely coiled up in the tie-down
was a brown snake which got very excited
when we started undoing the rope.
We're used to various kinds of snakes
in Queensland, but this was definitely a
bit too close to my liking! I look forward
to participating in the next WIG week.
Thanks a lot to everyone involved in the
organisation of this year's event, you
were simply great!"
Shelly Spicer: "What did I get out of
WIG? First of all. I was most impressed
with the support and comradely I
received from the organisers, coaches,
instructors and the women who attended.
The program was well structured and
encouraged each participant to venture
past their comfort zone and set some
goals. We were able to discuss our gliding

experiences, and bounce questions
and ideas off each other without
feeling intimidated. Secondly, I got an
endorsement on an LS4 and flew this
lovely little glider in a declared 300km
task for my Silver C. Unfortunately, the
thermals failed me two-thirds of the way
and I carried out my first outlanding.
Wow, what an experience; and to top it
off my retrieve crew, Leonie and Janine
arrived with cheers of congratulations,
a trailer; cold drinks and nibblies for the
return trip. Thirdly, I, along with many of
the people at WIG managed to get our
official observer certification through
Beryl Hartley's enthusiastic recruitment
drive for GFA. WIG was a busy week.
Strong friendships were established and
we went home energised to pursue our
gliding goals. I am looking forward to
attending my next WIG . "
Jo Wooler: "The Women in Gliding
Week at Narromine was an excellent
week for me. I enjoyed catching up with
women from last year as well as meeting
new faces. Having not been able to fly
since last year's WIG Week at Jondaryan
I needed to get my currency before
considering anything else. The strong
winds provided plenty of challenges
for me and when I finally got back up
solo (thanks to Brian Bailey's excellent
coaching) it gave me a wonderful sense of
achievement. Sometimes life gets in the
way of the things you really want to do,
but I found even after such a long break
it all came flooding back. I have resolved
that this year I will put my gliding first
and be ready for achieving a few goals at
next year's WIG Week at Benalla. Thanks
to the Narromine Gliding Club for its
hospitality and in particular Beryl and
Arnie's fabulous cooking. A huge thanks
to Leonie for all her efforts to organise
this event! "
Janine Humphrey: "I arrived a little
late to women's week and as always was
greeted by some of myoid friends and
new women. I have not done much flying
this year; or come to think of it last year
either; so therefore was quite nervous,
but with Leonie's encouragement and a
gentle hand from my husband was glad
I didn't miss the opportunity. I met some
lovely ladies and did an outlanding or
two and am learning how to take a LS4
apart and put back together. Gliding is
always an adventure. Attending the few
days has spurred me onto doing a lot
more flying at my home club, Bathurst. "
Glenyce Francis: "I have been to
Women's Gliding week for four years in
Soaring Australia
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The Michele Baptist Memorial Trophy
for Most Improved Pilot
The memory of Michele was present
throughout the week. We drank
champagne in her honour.
In Lisa's words: "Michele Baptist
participated in the Australian Women 's
Gliding Week held at Jondaryan in early
2009. This was a great opportunity for
some of the women sailplane glider
pilots to get to know her and we could
never have guessed that it would be
Anita Taylor, winner of the inaugural Michele Baptist
memorial trophy for the most improved pilot, with
Women in Gliding Week coordinator Leonie Furze

a row. I am always appreciative of the supportive environment and I always glean
interesting and helpful information that
improves my gliding. Being with other
women who also share my passion for
gliding motivates me to achieve my
goals. Most of my goals were achieved
during the week (except for the wheelup landing near the end). Many thanks
to all the guys who assisted, in particular
Bruce, because without him I would have

our last opportunity. Michele took her
own life on 9 June 2009. Michele was an
accomplished paraglider pilot with more
than 20 years experience and a multitude
of achievements. In recent times, Michele
took to sailplane gliding; she trained
at Lake Keepit and flew at Mt Beauty
where she lived. After the women's week,
I imagined that I would see a lot of her
as a talented competition glider pilot in
the months and years to come. It was
such a pleasure to fly with Michele in the
Duo Discus last year and I understood
very quickly that there was something
special about her flying. Her passion for
being airborne and her feel of the air was

had difficulty in logging my flights for
the badge flights that I achieved. "

inspirational!
The Australian Women in Gliding

THE AWARDS
Most Meritorious Flight

Week perpetual trophy awarded to the
most improved pilot each year has been
named The Michele Baptist Memorial

This trophy was awarded to Les Milne.
Les started the week declaring her
300km Diamond Goal. We admired her
persistence and spirit each day, as she
took off in her Cirrus GOP in windy, low,
weak, blue weather, determined to give
it her best shot. And give it, she certainly
did. Although Les missed out on her
goal by a few kilometres, landing just
before last light, into a paddock not far
from where we sat eating dinner, she
was inspirational!
Les: "Write a paragraph about
the WIG week in Narromine I just
attended? Just one? Okay, here goes.
'Accommodation hosts = delightful;
my personal crew = fantastic; meals =
great; other WIGs = supportive, friendly
and great fun; SNAG's =helpful; talks
=informative and relevant; location
=tops (turn the wind off next time,
please). Spending a week flying every
day without worrying about the three
kids, or if anyone will retrieve me when I
outland at the furthest point of my task =
PRICELESS. "
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Trophy' in memory of Michele. This was
announced at the recent Women's Week
held at Narromine in January 2010. Also,
Rod Harris has offered an annual prize
of $300 to the winner of the trophy.
The first recipient of this prize is Anita
Taylor. A website has been created for
Michele and can be found at [www.
michelebaptist.comj. "
Anita : "It is meaningful that the
trophy is named in Michele's honour.
During the week we discussed many
aspects of how being a 'Woman In
Gliding' impacts on our experience of the
sport. I am so grateful for the support I
received. I had a fantastic week, working
though my Silver C and Gold C badge
goals (just missing out on the Gold C
height gain by a few hundred feet) . I was
inspired and uplifted by the positive spirit
of all those around me, and I think it's fair
to say that we all shared in each other's
achievements. Our "whole was greater
than the sum of the parts" - without the
support from the group, including my
amazing crew and husband, Bruce Taylor,
I could not have achieved what I did. "
Jenne Goldsmith's words sum up
the week perfectly: "The week was an

Les Milne, recipient of the trophy for the most
meritorious flight, with Leonie Furze

invigorating experience for me which I
would strongly encourage any woman
(teenager, young or not so young) with
an interest in any aspect of gliding to
attend, no matter what their level of
experience. The week is tailored around
helping you achieve your own goals in a
relaxed and very supportive atmosphere. I
flew over 15 hours and 600km (including
one flight of 312km) in four days in my
K6a GEA. The best thing was being able
to put into immediate practice the things
you learned in the valuable morning
or evening before talks, briefings and
debriefs. I gained a tremendous amount
from the week and saw many milestones
reached by other participants - one went
solo, Silver and Gold C's and Diamond
goals were achieved, a first non-training
outlanding safely carried out (with
good retrieve by the all-female crew!)
and just plain good fun had. Many
(including David and myself) went home
with official observer ratings following
the excellent mind-stretching training
given by Beryl Hartley The catering was
wonderful (Beryl is amazing!) and the
quality of the lecturers and discussion
leaders outstanding over a very diverse
range of subjects as was the coaching and
instruction given in the air. Many thanks
to organizer Leonie Furze, the team she
assembled, and our Narromine hosts.
Maybe the best flying day was the last
when a trough line lay to the south-west
of Narromine with associated cu bringing
climbs to over 13 OOOft for those who
were oxygen-equipped. One gold height
was gained and a lot of fun had flying
lift streets."
The 2011 Women in Gliding Week
will be held at Benalla in January. Visit
the Women in Gliding page of the GFA
website [www.gfa.org.au/] for more
information. See you there!
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49th Multi-class
Nationals Dalby
- October 2010
Ralph Henderson

SI NCE TH IS YEAR IS THE TH IRD DALBY NATIONALS
I THOUGHT IT MIGHT BE INTERESTING TO LOOK
BACK ON HOW THE NATIONALS HAVE CHANGED
SINCE 1994.

T

he 1994 Nationals had 56 com -

petitors and, I suspect, was one
of the last big Nationals. Over
subsequent years the number
of competitors declined until early this
century when numbers were down to
around 20 in total. Not surprisingly, the
GFA Executive called a special meeting to
consider the future of the Nationals and
how numbers could be increased . This
led to a number of changes designed to
attract more pilots to the event, including
moves to make it more attractive to less
experienced pilots and pilots of lower
performance aircraft. These changes
included handicapping, amalgamated
classes, more use of AATs, lay days and
pilot pairs.
Given the organisers of the 2004
Dalby Nationals were involved in this
process, we set out to give full effect
to these changes and attract as many
competitors as possible. This resulted
in a field of 54 gliders, the largest since
Dalby in 1994. Thankfully this resurgence
in interest has continued and recent
Nationals that have set a maximum entry
list of 60 have often been fully subscribed.
The expectation for Dalby 2010 is
that it will be fully subscribed with a maximum of 60 entries, including 10 international entries.
It will be interesting to see how many
of the previous Dalby winners return to
defend their status. At the 1994 Nationals
the Australian champ ions were: Open
Class Paul Mander, 15m Class David Jansen
and Standard Class Bruce Taylor. Of course
there was no 18m Class back then.
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At the 2004
Nationals the Australian
Champions were: Open
Class Bruce Taylor, 18m
Class Bob Ward, 15m
Class Shane McCaffrey
and Standard Class
Miles Gore-Brown. Of
these previous champions all but Miles
are on the expression of interest list for
Dalby 2010. Bruce Taylor has the biggest
challenge in front of him; can he become
a three time Dalby champion? If he does
the mayor might give him the keys to
the town .
In looking back over the past 16 years,
tasksetting has changed . Back in 1994 it
was all speed tasks, and then, as described
above, we moved to more AATs. Recent
nationals have indicated a move back to
more speed tasks. With increased numbers
attending, there are now less low performance aircraft to consider and if Waikerie
is any indication the pilots of lower performance gliders are happy to be flying
more speed tasks. Mind you, if you can
come fourth in 15m Class in a Speed Astir,
then maybe it doesn't really matter.
To finish this month's article, an update on how organisation is progressing.
We have over 60 expressions of interest
lodged to date. We are making good
progress with securing tugs and the
experience of last year's Easter competi tion is being reviewed to see what we
can learn.
Please check the website for the latest
updates [www.ddsc.org.au/Dalby20101
index.htmll .

GLIDING FEDERATION
OF AUSTRALIA INC
Airworthiness Inspection
FORM 2 AND C OF A NOTICE
D
D
D

A Form 2 inspection is due. $160* payment
is enclosed
The C of A requires renewal. $41 * payment
is enclosed and the existing C of A document
is returned
Initial registration package is required.
$390* payment is enclosed

* Fees include GST
Payment method:

D

Cheque
D Credit Card D Direct Deposit
For internet payments, deposit into:
SSS: 013-442
Account No: 304729562

A) DOCUMENTATION REQUEST
D
D

Please send me a transfer of ownership document
Please send me a change of registered
operator document

Aircraft Type .............................................................................. .
Registration marks VH - .......................................................... .
Address to which documents are to be sent is:
Name ........................................................................................ .
Address ......................................................................................
State...................................................... Postcode ...................... .
Forward to: GFA Airworthiness Secretary,
Level 1/34 Somerton Road, Somerton VIC 3062.
Email: <Airworthiness@sec.gfa.org.au>
Fax: 03 9303 7960
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Southern Microlight Club
Fly-in and Wing Inspection Clinic
Ken Jelleff

MY DEClSION TO MAKE THE JOURNEY TO GARY WHEELERS PROPERTY BY AIR FROM THE LATROBE
VALLEY WAS NOT A DIFFICULT ONE.

~

he Southern Microlight Club based
around Melbourne had decided this
weekend was a good one for a wing

was not an issue, I sat back, prepared to
enjoy slightly more airtime than expected .
However, as I rose through 3500ft over

inspection clinic, which would be presented by our President Mark Howard,
and assisted by a very experienced hang

Tru energies Yallorn power station, I
watched the groundspeed slowly increase
up to a more respectable 51kt.

glider and trike pilot Ian Rees. The venue
was to be Gary Wheeler's private airstrip

Over the next 30 minutes I enjoyed
the small villages nestled beween the Alps
to the north and the Narracan Ranges

and hangar at Flowerdale at the edge of
the beautiful Yarra Valley.
The route from Latrobe Valley to the
Yarra Valley had been beckoning to me
for some time now,and had so far been
neglected in favour of the other well-worn
journeys, across the Alps to either Bright
or Benalla, or the picturesque trip down
the Mornington Peninsula and across Port
Phillip Heads to Barwon Heads.
The 912 powerhouse certainly frees
the options to travel serious distances
without that small niggling doubt in
the back of the mind about fuel versus
possible headwinds.
A late phone conversation with my
old friend and fellow club member Mitch
inspired me to detour to Donnybrook (on
Melbourne's north-east outskirts) to check
out his private airstrip and hangar, which
Mitch had been mentioning to me for
some months now, and then to fly together over the hills to nearby Flowerdale.
As usual, our best laid plans still
depended entirely on the weather playing along and it seemed that with three
days to go we might be foiled by a cold
front threatening to cross the state on
Saturday evening . However, as take-off

to the south pass underneath: Trafalgar,
Yarragon, Drouin, Garfield.
My plan was to fly close to the North
Ranges until Pakenham, making a right
hand turn, following the Beaconsfield
Cockatoo road through to the Yarra

pass over the airspace step boundaries
prompting me to decrease height to the
corresponding ceiling limits of the various
sectors. As I passed over Hurstbridge, a

Valley. As I rose to 4500ft, my destination
was almost visible and I modified the
course for a direct line to Coldstream, the
heart of the Yarra Valley, and home to a
busy GA airstrip. After deviating to a 03
heading, I now passed over the burned
remains of the Bunyip Ridge fire which
had blazed its way toward Drouin on
Black Saturday, claiming dozens of homes
and properties, but fortunately, no lives.
A 1Onm stretch of hilly tiger country
lay in front of me, interspersed with a few
green valleys. I felt relaxed at 4500ft with
a clear view of the approaching Yarra
Valley. Twenty minutes later I entered
the fertile and heavily agriculturalised
Yarra Valley with its myriad of lacework-

warning flashed on the screen to announce
I was in Tullamarine radar zone, with the
moving map clearly showing the control led airspace boundary close to my left,
but not within my flight path . Now this
was what good technology was all about.
Another 15 minutes over the now dry
paddocks of Yanyean with its landmark
reservoir on my right, looking toward the
flight line on the horizon, the blueish
speck of a hangar in the middle of nowhere slowly got bigger, until below
me I could see Mitch's truck, with Mitch
unpacking his wing . After a low circu it, I
landed at Donnybrooke into a steady fiveknot headwind blowing straight up the
strip. Leg one successfully completed .

time drew near, we were delighted to see
the front fizzle out, leaving a lazy trough
between two highs dominant for another
couple of days - perfect flying conditions.

like ploughed fields, crops, vines and
hail netting stretching out between the
Dandenongs in the south to Warburton
and the start of the Alps in the north . In
the distance, nestled within its browntinged cocoon beyond were the plainly
visible skyscrapers of the Melbourne CBD.
After switching to 119.1 and giving
a 1O-mile call, the busy chatter of the

The nil wind departure from the blue
hazy skies of Latrobe Valley at 6am was
uneventful until I reached 500ft, at which
time the ground speed morphed from 65
to 43kt. Unbelievable! This would slow
the trip down significantly. Since fuel

Coldstream airport interrupted my
contemplation. It was about now that my
newly acquired Garmin 296 GPS began
to do what I had bought it for. It was
great to watch the little aeroplane on
the coloured screen approach and then
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Bunyip Ridge still bearing the scorch marks

Mitch re-Iocating to his hangar
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After greeting Mitch and bringing out
the thermos for a cuppa and cookie, we
put his wing together and mounted it to
the famous yellow terror. About this time,
to our surprise, the windsock lifted from
slack to perpendicular in a very short
time . Over the next half hour we watched
in dismay as it slowly got stronger. A
quick call to Gary at Flowerdale revealed
nil wind there.
Mitch made the prudent decision
not to fly after all, mainly because of his
concerns about groundhandling back into
his hangar on return later on by himself,
and he decided to blow some cobwebs
out of his Harley Davidson with a trip by
road to Flowerdale instead.
I climbed aboard again and with
Mitch 's help on the wing, we manoeuvered around into the tempest.
The departure from Donnybrook
was swift, with wheels leaving surface in
about 20 turbulent metres, however, as I
passed 1000ft the bumps mellowed and
the hot air cooled .
After 10 minutes the Garmin gave
me the all clear to ascend to 3500ft
which was what was needed to clear
the approaching mountain range. To
my right was the Kinglake National Park
still bearing the scars of the devastation
earlier in the year.
At 3500ft there wasn't a ripple in the
cool air and I felt disappointed Mitch
didn't join me for the trip over the hill.
It was hard to imagine only 10nm away
there was a hot thermic gale howling
across the ground . Never having been to
Gary's property before,1 had spent a few
minutes gazing at Google Earth before
leaving home to get an image of what I
was looking for. Sure enough, a few minutes later, as an approaching hill passed
beneath me, it revealed a view just as the
satellite image had appeared: the horseshoe shaped Yea-Flowerdale Road beneath
me and just above it, the unmistakable
freshly cut runways of Gary's airstrip.
It was so pleasant cruising around
the surrounding hills as I commenced my
descent. I was tempted to go a bit further
to see what else lay slightly beyond, but
looking below, cars were pulling into the
paddock for the wing maintenance session
and so, after a low circuit to check the
lay of the land, I touched down on Gary's
grass strip, with the aid of a generous
serve of disc brakes to prevent a closer
than necessary look at the shrubbery at
the end of the strip.
Gary has done a great job with a
spacious hangar open at one end with
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ample height for the kingpost and aerials
to get in without hassle, and four 12m
shipping containers hold the structure in
place, providing lots of storage space for
trikes, wings, tractors and anything else
that needs to be locked up.
It was a most relaxed atmosphere in
the shade of the hangar with everyone
sipping tea and munching bikkies.
While we raved with Murray, who
hangars his Wizard 582 Edge Outback
there, and his son Dillan about how
fantastic it would be to be hangared here
permanently, Kel Glare needed no more
convincing, declaring it would be home
to Old Man Emu in the near future .
With the group assembled, except for
Mitch, whose Harley was taking the scenic
route to Flowerdale, Mark Howard (our
esteemed President) began an informal
but very thorough step by step session on
how to cover a two-yearly wing inspection,
very ably assisted by Ian Reece who contributed many valuable insights learned
over his many years experience in wearing
out hang gliding wings.
The session ended with Gary providing a welcome sausage sizzle lunch and
cool drinks (no, not booze!), followed by
a few scenic flights for whoever wanted
to climb into the back seat.
The day had heated up into a hot presummer day with the associated thermic
activity and some may have got a wilder
ride than they expected. Reg Thaggard
entertained the crowd with the sizzling
speed of his take-offs and landings in his
new XT 912 Tundra SST strutted topless
wing, which also has excellent brakes,
which he made good use of to prevent
overusing the length of the grass strip.
We were also entertained by young Adam
who arrived at breakneck speed from Landscape launch in his hang glider, some 15nm
away in the hills overlooking Seymour.
The day was advancing, and we began
to depart after thanking Gary for his hospitality. Reg had invited me for a look and
quick stopover at his home strip at Dixons
Creek on my way back to the Latrobe
Valley and so we departed through violent thermals at 3pm and rose to 3500ft
where the air was smooth and cool. I followed Reg with Chris Bullen navigating
from behind, the 20 minutes or so to

Over Coldstream airport with balloons rising

Photos: Ken Jelleff
Whilst going around, I decided to visit
Reg another day rather than risk a bad
end to a great day on an unfamiliar strip
in trying conditions with an as yet unseen
low powerline at one end waiting ...
Vowing to Reg to return one calm morning soon, I headed off over Coldstream
airport again, gaining some height to
cross the Bunyip ridge . A glance down
at the Garmin revealed an 85kt ground
speed which was maintained all the
way back to the valley in one hour five
minutes - a great way to end a fantastic
day of flying and fellowship.

Mark and Ian demonstrate the setting up procedure

Dixons Creek where Reg negotiated the
gusty cross downwind landing with ease.
I, however, approached immediately after
with slight trepidation, copped a side gust
before touchdown which prompted a
go-around.
Gary Wheeler prepares to commit aviation
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HGFA President's Report··········· • •

~

we near the end of the 09/10 summer
flying season it is pleasing to see that
pilots have been getting into the air
without too many incidents - well
done to you all!
The endless round of paperwork
continues unabated at the HGFA Board
level and indeed in the office as well.
It may come as a surprise to many of
you the level of demands placed on each
level of our sports adm inistration. From
the informal collection of pilots at a site,
to the club, regional & State organisation
to your National body, the amount
of time that is and can be expended
just to keep us in the air is sometimes
overwhelming.
Whilst we employ some staff at the
National level (the GM and office staff)
much of this time is contributed across
38 Soaring Australia

Australia on a voluntary basis. Our
organisation does not have sufficient
resources to pay for all the work that
is done on a voluntary basis.
To that end in my mind, each pilot
needs to contribute in whatever way
to help themselves stay in the air and
keep the costs of membership to an
affordable level.
Don't think you're not contributing
if all you ever do is look after your own
sites or help a new pilot, that is the very
essence of our most powerful asset - our
ability to encourage positive attitudes
amongst pilots by showing positive
examples and peer assistance .
The Board change-over meeting is
scheduled for 24/2S April on the Gold
Coast and this will be the opportunity
for the incoming Board members that

you have voted for to get together
for the first t ime to decide on what
important issues are to be dealt with
for the next 12 months and beyond.
The members present at this meeting
will also decide on the make-up of the
Board Executive for the next two years.
The current (interim) Board, whilst
taking the helm post the Special General
Meeting has largely been in 'caretaker
mode' acutely aware that we did not
have a mandate for any more than the
principles espoused in the SGM prelude.
I thank members for their understanding in that some items may not have
progressed as fast as they would have
liked, but I urge any pilot with specific
issues to contact the Board member in
their State/Region.
Regards, Rob Woodward
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HGFA General Manager's Report · · ·
ith the aim of raising
and maintaining our
operational and safety
standards, I have spent
a fair slice of the last month dealing with
complaints regarding the irresponsible
operations of some members and
instructors. The assistance I receive from
members in dealing with these issues
is greatly appreciated . Any members
reporting any incidents to me can be
assured that their identities will be kept
strictly confidential.

Comment:
An expensive touch and go . Obviously salt
lakes are not to be trusted.

W

HGFA Management Board Handover
A Management Board meeting will be
held on the Gold Coast over the Anzac
Day long weekend, with the new board
members joining the majority of the
current board. Members wishing to have
any issues raised at the meeting should
contact either the HGFA Secretary or me
so they can be added to the agenda .

Membership Renewal Problem
Some members have paid the ir membership renewal fees by direct bank deposit
without any identification details attached . Obviously this means the office girls
cannot identify the member and can't
issue the renewal. Members paying by
direct debit should forward the bank deposit receipt along with their member details
to enable the renewal to be processed .

Mandatory ELls for 95.32 Microlights
CASA advises that from 1 July 2010 it will
be mandatory for microlights to carry
an electronic locator beacon of a type
which is CASA approved, as defined in
regulation 252A. This requirement will
apply to all two seat 95 .32 microlights
operated more than 50 nautical miles
from their take-off point.
Pilots flying less than the 50nm may
wish to carry an ELT in the interests of
safety. There have been instances of aircraft coming to grief in close proximity to
their take-off point and still taking a long

Report 3
Pilot skill level:

ML pilot with 34 hrs
flight experience
nil
Injury:
Aircraft:
weightshift ML
Aircraft damage: bent outer leading
Situation :
recovered and a strong forward surge led
to a second collapse . The pilot deployed
his reserve chute which became entangled
in the lines of the main before opening .
Pilot partially opened the main wing and
with the unopened/tangled reserve spiralled into the ridge from about 200ft above.
Comment:
Strong thermal turbulence led to the
initial collapse. Failing to quickly halt
the surge was a likely factor. Deploying
the reserve was appropriate, though
it tangling in the main lines greatly
contributed to the subsequent spiral.
When thermal ling in strong lift, full
concentration and safe margins must be
maintained .
Report 2
Pilot skill level:
ML pilot with 112 hrs
flight experience
nil
Injury:
Aircraft:
weightshift ML
Aircraft damage: wing and propeller
totally wrecked
Situation :
inland flying in
a light breeze
Incident:
The pilot was attempting a touch and go
landing on what appeared to be a dry salt
lake. After a roll of about 20m, the front
wheel broke through the lake's surface
and the trike came to an abrupt halt.
The nose of the wing impacted the lake
surface, the propeller struck the keel and
the trike fell sideways.

edge spar
early morning landing
on wet grass airstrip

Incident:
The pilot landed on the dew covered
grass, applied brake with high ground
speed, the wheels locked, the trike spun
180 degrees and the wing tip hit the
ground . The trike remained upright.
Comment:
Obviously excessive brake on wet grass
is a bad combination .
Report 4

Pilot skill level:
Injury:
Aircraft:
Aircraft damage:
Situation:

advanced HG pilot
nil
high performance HG
nil
coastal soaring
in light wind

Incident:
Pilot launched in a harness he had not
flown in before. On zipping up the
harness a shoe lace becomes entangled in
the harness zipper. After a lot of effort,
just before landing the pilot managed to
break the shoe lace and land safely.
Comment:
A minor incident, though stronger laces
may not have broken, leading to a
landing in prone. Laces should be tucked
away prior to launch .
Fly safely, Craig Worth
HGFA OPS/GENERAL MANAGER

Craig Worth
Phone/fax: 02 6559 2236
Mobile: 0417 766 356
Email : <general.manager@hgfa.asn.au>

time to be located .

Accident Reports
Report 1
Pilot skill level:
Injury:

advanced
fractured wrist,
sternum, vertebra

Aircraft:
advanced rated PG
Aircraft damage: nil
Situation:
competition - flying
cross-country
Accident:
Pilot was thermalling in strong lift at
500ft agl when one wing collapsed,
April 2010

Explorer LO
Why compromise?
Locally made, supported
and priced.
Improvements for safety,
comfort and simplicity.

A range of options for
your budget and needs.
Open up new flying
opportunities.
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XXX OSTIV-Congress 2010
Szeged, Hungary

General philosophy of competition classes
•

Documentation of badge and
record flights

•

Common interests with other air
sports like hang gliding, paragliding,
microlights and ultralights
Man-powered and solar-powered flight

[www.ostiv.fai.orgj
•

THE XXX CONGRESS OF THE "INTERNATIONAL SCI ENTIFlC AN D
TECHNICAL ORGANISATION FOR SOARING FLIGHT' - ORGAN ISATION
SCIENTIFIC ET TECHNIQ1JE INTERNATIONALE DU VOL

AVOILE

(OSTIV) - WILL BE HELD AT THE SITE OF THE 31ST WORLD GLI DING
CHAMPIONSHIPS IN THE OPEN . IBM AND 15M CLASS . SZEGED .
HUNGARY. FROM 28 JULY TO 4 AUGUST 2010.
e Congress addresses all scientific and
technical aspects of soaring flight including motorgliding, hang gliding, paragliding, ultralight sailplanes and aeromodeling .
Opportunity of presentation and discussion of papers is given in the following
categories:
Scientific Sessions:
Meteorology, Climatology and Atmospheric Physics as related to soaring flight.

and moving waves, short period cycles,
turbulence, boundary layer in complex terrain
Analytical techniques of delineating
thermal and mesoscale structures
from routine or experimental ground
or flight data, or from remote sensors

TE

Technical Sessions:
Aerodynamics, Structures, Materials,
Design, Maintenance.
Training and Safety Sessions:
Training and Safety, Coaching, Health,
Physiology.
Joint Sessions:
Scientific and technical topics, reviews
or news, presented in an informative
and entertaining way for the broader
interest of the World Gliding Championships and OSTIV.
Topics on instrumentation, electronics,
safety, statistics and other system technologies will be included in the sessions for
which the application of the technology
is most relevant.

Typical and Suggested Topics are:
Scientific Sessions:
Meteorology
•

Meteorological data acquisition
and service for gliding operations

• Weather forecasting for soaring flight
Climatology
Climate-change and soaring
Atmospheric Physics
• Mesoscale and small convective, baroclinic
or orographically induced phenomena
New observations; measurements or
analysis of convergence lines, cellular
patterns, shear structures, standing
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•

Modelling of thermals, mesoscale or
microscale structures
Technical Sessions
The technical sessions will cover all aspects
of design, development, and operation of
sailplanes, motor gliders, ultralights and
solar- or man-powered aircraft. Topics
may include, but are not limited to:
• Airworthiness, structural concepts,
new materials, fatigue, crashworthiness, manufacturing processes
Aerodynamics
•
•
•
•

Stability and control
Airframe vibration and flutter
Propulsion systems
Design integration and optimisation

•
•
•

New developments in flight testing
Airworthiness requirements
Cockpit instruments, including
navigation instruments (GPS etc.)

Training and Safety Sessions
Training and Safety sessions will be held
on subjects covering disciplines such as:
• Flight training, theory and analysis of
techniques and results, psychology,
objectives, training facilities and material
• Safety, health, human physiology and
psychology in connection with soaring
•

Human and medical factors in aircraft
design and operation
Piloting techniques

•

Flight operation in controlled airspace

• Safety devices
Joint Sessions:
Joint Sessions are collecting topics of
general interest in the field of gliding as:

Deadline for Abstracts and
Final Paper
The deadline for the Abstracts - maximum two A4 pages including figuresis 1 May 2010.
Letters of acceptance together with
instructions for paper preparation will be
mailed by 15 May 2010.
Deadline for the paper - maximum
about 10 pages including figures - is 1
July 2010, guidelines at [www.ostiv.fai .
org] (editor).
Oral presentations at the Congress
will be limited to 30 minutes and should
consist of highlights of the written paper.
The paper will be published in
OSTIV's refereed International Journal of
Technical Soaring (lSSN 0744-8996) after
the Congress.
There is no registration fee for the
Congress!
If you would like further information
about OSTIV or the Congress, or if you
wish to attend the Congress, please go to
the OSTIV website.

Call for nominations OSTIV
Plaque/Klemperer Award
At OSTIV Congresses an OSTIV Plaque
and Klemperer Award is presented to the
person who has made a most noteworthy
scientific or technical contribution to
soaring flight.
The prize for the year 2010 will be
presented during the Opening Ceremony
of the XXXth OSTIV Congress.
All active and individual OSTIV members can send in nominations. In making
such nominations, particular attention
should be given to recent contributions to
soaring flight by the nominee, although
earlier outstanding work will also be
taken into account. Nominations should
include details of the nominee's contributions and a short biography.
All nominations for the OSTIV Plaque!
Klemperer Award must be received by L
L M Boermans, the President of OSTIV,
clo TU Delft, Fac. Aerospace Engineering,
Kluyverweg 1, NL-2629 HS Delft, The
Netherlands by 1 May 2010.
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Letter to the Editor---_
We All Play The Game,
"Don'tWe?
Well, most of us do, and most of us hold
the notion of fair play to be precious,
much more precious than any result
that might be obtained by 'bending the
rules'. Over the years I've been impressed
at how fiercely some of my gliding
colleagues hold that principle to be, and
how fiercely they have reacted when it
has become an issue .
In our competitions we are governed
by complex rules, necessary to achieve
certain objectives like safety, fairness
and a level playing field . All of the
rules have been arrived at after years of
experience, argument and discussion, and
all are aimed at providing a competition
environment that is rewarding to us as
competitors in our sport, and a good
result. They are designed to provide fair
and open competition at all levels and
they work very well. Our competition
scene is revived by these rules, it is alive
and flourishing .
Some of the rules have been difficult
to define and to gain acceptance by all
pilots; nevertheless they are embraced by
the strong majority.
Some of the rules have been seen
as difficult to enforce, due to the
technicalities involved in policing them .
And yet we overcame those difficulties by
accepting the notion that we collectively
abhor cheating . By embracing this value,
we have been able to enforce rules
that would otherwise be impossible to
enforce, and some of those rules have
been instrumental in the renewal of
enthusiasm for competition.
They are precious to most of us.
It is therefore incumbent on those
whom we depend on, the makers of
rules, the deciders of policy and the
administrators of it, namely the GFA
Sports Committee and those who take
on the running of contests, to ensure
that what has been achieved is not
undermined by the actions of those
very few who see things differently,
who would piss on an ideal to gain an
advantage . If we depend on a sentiment
to set a standard, if we hold a certain
form of behaviour to be 'cheating', then
it is important that the values of the fairplaying majority are protected against
the behaviour of the tiny element who
hold this in contempt. Cheats need to be
exposed, and to be seen in the glare of
public scrutiny. There is nothing that will
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Darling Downs Soaring Club
50th Anniversary

undermine our collective commitment to
an ideal faster than to see cheats prosper.
This can be achieved only if those we
depend upon, the Sports Committee and
the organisers of competitions, have the
gumption and, where possible, the means
to act. And they must act firmly and
forthrightly, so that the rest of us can feel
easy in our own commitment to fair play.
Over the past few years at Nationals
people have noticed instances of possible
cooperation between pilots, which is
forbidden under rules that are clear to
all competing pilots. In all but one, the
evidence was strong but inconclusive,
but the practice stopped once it was
commented upon by the contest director.
In the most recent case, whilst the
record was conclusive it was not noticed
until after the contest, and none of the
above could bring themselves to act.
Cheats appear to have prospered, on
the specious argument that a rule whose
intent is clear to the rest of us is not
specific enough to the case.
That is a sorry day, and no doubt the
Rules Committee will convulse themselves
in trying to write some legalese to close
the gate, whilst missing the point.
We don't cheat, we don't like
cheating, so expose it when it occurs.
That's all, just make it public. They never

On 4 September 2010,
Darling Downs Soaring Club will be
having a celebration to commemorate
50 years since the club's first flight
on 7 September 1960.
Fly-in or Drive-in - All are welcome to
attend our special day, especially if you
are a past member, or have flown with
us, or would like to catch up with past
and current members.
For planning purposes, please notify
the DDSC Secretary, Richard Armstrong,
of your interest in attending:
Post: ODSC 50th Anniversary
PO Box 584, Toowoomba QLD 4350
Email: info@ddsc.org.au
Check our website for updates and
more details [www.gogliding.org.au].

do it when everyone can see them at it.
Given this digital age, it can be
achieved quite openly and satisfactorily
by a scanning of the logger records,
which is how cooperation between pilots
has come to light in the past, but do it
routinely. It can be done automatically
during the scoring process. The necessary
cues and signatures are easy to define,
so the records can be run through a
scanning routine each day. Make public
those that show a high level of sameness.
That way the honest majority can
confidently continue to play the game,
and the contests will be enjoyed by all.
Paul Mander
Rob Moore, Chairman of
the GFA Sports' Committee:

The issue raised by Paul was noticed
and the sports' committee took action
by investigating the issue and seeking
a response from all pilots concerned.
The sports' committee has expressed its
concern about the actions and found
them unsportsmanlike; but found no
evidence of 'cheating' according to the
current rules. Each pilot involved has been
advised accordingly

Aviation Oxygen Systems

MOUNTAIN
HIGH
EqUipment & Supply Company

www.mhoxygen.com
Australian Dealers:
Composite Components
Ph: (03) 53392444
Email : comcom2@bigpond. net.au
Western A i rmotive
Ph : (08) 9332 7655
Email: jae@western air.com.au

Technical Representative:
(Bi-annual inspection service & advice)
M organ Sandercock
Ph : 0428 433 484
Email : oxygen@sandercock.com
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GFA Business Manager's Report -- • •

•

glider replica, ordered by the Australian
National Museum, to its new home in
Canberra, occupying the prime location
at the entrance foyer to the museum.

Professional Development

GFA Board Meeting
20 and 21 February 2010
February's Board meeting has been concluded with a very full two day agenda and
unfortunately began with the sad news
of Henk Meerten 's ill heath. The Board
was extremely saddened by the news of
Hen k's condition and wish to convey their
best wishes to Christine and Henk's family.
The full interim minutes will be available on the website after their confirmation by the Board .

Australian Gliding Museum
A submission was made to the Board for
funding to continue infrastructure development of the Bacchus Marsh, Australian
Gliding Museum site. These funds are to
complete earthworks, concreting, a hangar
build (donated from Locksley Aerodrome),
construction of toilet facilities and electrical works to connect all these facilities
and the existing Brockhoff annex.
The establishment of a National
Aviation Museum at Point Cook RAAF
base hinges on the outcome of the 'Point
Cook Heritage Plan' and until this has
been determined, gliding heritage will
continue to be preserved at the leased
Bacchus Marsh 'AGM ' site. The museum
is completely manned by volunteers,
who have the backing of patrons such
as Bruce Brockhoff, the GFA and various
individuals who see this endeavour as
an important component of their sport
and its preservation, in particular, its
retention of aircraft maintenance skills.
The AGM has just transported the 'Taylor'
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An invitation was extended to the business manager to attend Horsham for the
instructional and gliding championship
weeks. With the kind consent of the president, I attended the last day of the coaching session and first orientation/pilots
briefing day for the championship week.
Although run by volunteers, the professionalism of the two organising teams
showed that the training of aviators and
the regulated participation in structured
points series was comforting (even if a
number of the competing pilots were deficient in their mandatory competition documents, much to the consternation of the
Exchequer [treasurer Hancock]). Safety
in the classroom, adherence to safety in
the competition and adherence to VFR
processes, were all in evidence . My thanks
to those who had to endure the 'BM
inquisition of random questioning'.

museum opens to the pubic. The 'real
plane' sitting on the grass drew a lot of
interest, mainly from the younger visitors
who at times almost overwhelmed the crew
as they lined up for a sit in the cockpit.
Besides that, the club also had a significant number of grown up visitors who
appeared to be genuinely interested in
gliding . They were thankful for the information provided, in words and in print,
both from the GFA and VMFG's own promotional material. The very informative
banners provided by the GFA were unfortunately unsuitable for the windy conditions encountered on the two days.
The conclusion is that it is well
worth the effort to put planes into
public spaces, be it shopping centres or
museums, to place gliding/soaring into
people's minds. Comments like "I was not
aware that one could fly a glider around
Melbourne" were not uncommon. Now
at least a few more know and some may
show up one day at the airfield to take a
flight. And even more people now know
that not much happens to a glider if the
wind stops!

VMFG Gliding Promotion

Insurance Issues

Victoria Motorless Flight Group (VMFG)
contributed to this year's school holiday
program at Museum Victoria Scienceworks
by displaying their Hornet over a weekend .

Two queries have been received from
members that may be of use to other
clubs and individuals. The first being from
South Australia :
"Many gliding clubs conduct gliding
operations at locations remote from
the 'home base ', such as wave camps,
passenger carrying (AEFs), safaris etc.
How does GFA liability insurance cover
this situation? It arises due to the change
of ownership of land used by several
clubs in the Flinders Ranges area of
South Australia, where the new owner
has shutdown the airfield previously
used. While an alternative is available
(it's too far away from the ridges for
winch launched gliders), there is also a
significant cost associated with the use
of the alternative airfield and winch
launching is not an option. It seems there
are two main drivers for this action - the

The club was made aware of the program in December through the museum's
regular newsletter, which stated : "Explore
the wonders of flight this summer at
Science works. Learn all about how we
lift ourselves off the ground in ' Winging
It', a live science show all about flight.
then make your own flying object to take
home in the 'Designer Glider' activity. "
It was felt that displaying a glider
would be a good opportunity for the club
and GFA to promote gliding/soaring, as
well as being an additional attraction for
the museum .
The person in charge of the program
at Museum Victoria was happy about
VMFG's offer when contacted and GFA
promised to supply promotional material.
But as Christmas got in the way and
some issues with the necessary proof of
sufficient public liability cover arose, it
was almost the last day when the final go
ahead was given.
Thanks to the willing helpers from
the club who put in their time, the setup
of the display was straightforward :
de-rigging at Bacchus Marsh on Friday
evening, driving into town early on
Saturday morning to rig before the

cost of maintaining the second airfield
(grading, etc) and the cost of third
party liability insurance. We are looking
at the SA clubs doing the necessary
maintenance. The question is whether
the existing GFA third party policy covers
gliding operations at remote sites. The
need to comply with MOSP requirements,
etc, are appreciated.
If the policy does not extend to
remote sites, is it possible for groups (ie
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SA clubs) to pay an additional premium
to allow coverage to be provided. "
Chris Agnew from OAMPS has supplied the following:

"All clubs should have their own
third party liability cover for operating
an airfield as the GFA policies are there
as a 'top up'. If they have this cover in
place, the insurer will generally extend
the policy to cover remote airfields.
The club should advise their insurance
company/broker so any remote location
can be noted. There may be an additional
premium depending on the level of
activity at the secondary site, but if it is
only used a couple of times a year for
camps etc, they may be able to get away
without an additional premium. "
The second item concerned GFA's
public liability insurance's maximum
cover. This has been increased from $5
million to $10 million (this excludes the
BBL and Contingent Liability cover which

are treated separately), own club public
liability cover being 'first call' policy.

CASA
A new draft of the Deed of Agreement
has been received and signed. It will be
posted on the GFA web site once signed
off from Jim Coyne, manager, Future
Technology & Sport Aviation has taken
place. Mr Coyne and members of his
team are to attend a meeting at the GFA
Somerton offices for discussions on the
outcomes of the recent CASA safety audit
conducted on the GFA and the schedules
pertaining to the Deed of Agreement.
A project team addressing the creation of an SMS system has had its first
webinar (web-based seminar) with Aerosafe (consultants contracted to CASAl.
Participants felt that it was a positive
experience, where new members of the
team received background information
on progress for a common or standard
incident reporting system, risk assessment
governance and compliance. Jenny
Thompson has drafted a comprehensive
set of documents for review by the team.

GFA Housekeeping
The GFA office database first staged
upgrade and migration has been
completed . The database is now hosted
and maintained off-site at our software
provider's ASI. Impact was minimal on
the secretariat functionality and was
completed in a timely fashion, where
the project timeline produced by Edwin
Grech Cumbo was achieved. Next stage
enhancements are now staged, ready
April 2010

to take place. The secretariat staff have
undergone a three hour training session
with IServices who performed the database migration.
The president provided a newsletter
concerning the use of oxygen above
10000ft amsl and reported airspace
breaches. The response was positive as a
form of communication but did highlight
that some of our members' details may
not be up to date. If your email address
has changed or you have created a new
address for yourself, please contact the
secretariat for inclusion to your member
record . This ability to update your own
records will be available to each member
once the database enhancements have
been completed.
For those members who are renewing
their membership and have paid their
subs but have not yet returned completed
documents, please note that you may be
flying illegally as the medical declaration
has not been made . It is also worth noting
that without this documentation your
ability to claim on GFA public liability
policies may be affected. This could also
carryover to club insurances if you are
found to be operating as pilot-incommand without the mandatory com pleted documentation.

Horsham Flying Club's Grab G103

Both vacancies are detailed on the
GFA website and for further information
please contact Dave Boulter <daveboulter
@informgroup.com.au> or mobile 0417
705997 .
Vacancies also exist in Queensland
and Victoria . A Regional Development
Officer is required for Queensland
plus candidates for RTO/A. If you are
interested please contact Ian Perkins,
email <adslllej@tpg .com .au>.
A Regional Development Officer is
also required for the Victorian Soaring
Association . Please contact Maurice Little,
email <mauricel@internode .on.net>.

GFA BUSINESS MANAGER

Peter Hopkins
Mobile: 0451055316
Email <BM@sec.gfa.org.au>

TOCUMWAL

GFA Volunteer Vacancies
As a way of alerting members to roles
that need to be filled from the volunteer
pool this section of the BM's Report will
list current vacancies. This is not only
to fill these important roles within the
organisation but to also hopeful secure
succession planning for those members
who wish to become more involved.
Interest in these positions can
be made to State officers or through
the secretariat.
NSW Gliding has a vacancy for a GFA
Regional Development Officer to assist
with sport and club development. There
is a program of materials and guidelines
with an interstate team of other support.
This is very much a hands-on member
retention and recruitment role with club
and sport development.
Also in NSW there is a requirement
for a Member Protection Information
Officer. In the MPIO role, you will be
trained to be the first point of contact
for a person reporting a complaint under
the GFA's Member Protection Policy. The
MPIO provides confidential information
and moral support to the person with
the concern.

Go Gliding with the friendly

team
SportA viation Tocumwal
Operates 7 days a week

World renowned X-Country conditions
4 times World Champion
Ingo Renner available for
X-Country training
Basic Ab-lnitlo to advanced training
Standard & Racing Class
Aircraft for hire

(03) 58 742734
Flying@SportAviation.com.au

www.SportAviation.com
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Contact Addresses
• • • • • • • • • •
GFA

Australian Gliding Museum
2 Bicton St, Mt Waverley VIC 3149,
03 98021098.
Gliding Queensland
C/- Treasurer, 67 Glenora St, Wynnum QLD
4178,0738348311,0417762621 .
NSW Gliding Association
The Secretary, 44 Yanko Ave, Wentworth
Falls NSW 2782, 02 68892733, 02
68891250, Trs: 0407 459581 .
South Australian Gliding Association
PO Box 65, Millicent SA 5280, 08 8733421 ,
0427 977218.
Victorian Soaring Association
4/139 Roberts St, Essendon VIC 3040,
03 83835340, 03 93355364.
Vintage Gliders Australia
22 Eyre St, Balwyn VIC 3103, 03 98175362 .
WA Gliding Association Inc.
59 Wellington Pde, Yokine WA 6060,
08 93282511, 08 94449505.
NSW Gliding Association (NSWGA)
327 (Gliding) Flight, Australia
C/- RSheehan, 176 Macquarie Grove Rd, Camden
NSW 2570, 0427 977127, 02 46553171 .
Bathurst Soaring Club
PO Box 1682, Bathurst NSW 2795,
02 63371180 (weekend), 0427 470001 .
Byron Gliding Club Incorporated
PO Box 815, Byron Bay NSW 2481 ,
0266847627.
Canberra Gliding Club
GPO Box 1130, Canberra ACT 2601 ,
02 64523994, 0428 523994.
Central Coast Soaring Club
PO Box 1323, Gosford South NSW 2250,
0243639111,0243844074,0412844074.
Cudgegong Soaring Pty Ltd
C/- Matthews Folbigg, Level 7, 10-4 Smith
St, Parramatta NSW 2150, 02 96357966,
0296357966.
Grafton Gliding Club
16 Fuller St, Mullaway NSW 2456,
0266541638, 0403088551 .
Hunter Valley Gliding Club Co-op Ltd
PO Box 794, Singleton NSW 2330.
Lake Keepit Soaring Club
234 Keepit Dam Rd, Lake Keepit NSW 2340,
0267697514.
Leeton Gliding Club
PO Box 607, Leeton NSW 2705, 02 69533825.
Narromine Gliding Club Inc.
PO Box 240, Narromine NSW 2821,
02 68892733, 0418 270182 .
Orana Soaring Club Inc.
PO Box 240, Narromine NSW 2821 ,
0268897373, 0418270182 .
RAAF Richmond Gliding Club
RAAF Base, Richmond NSW 2755,
02 45873214.
RAAF Williamtown Gliding Club
C/O Mr G R Lee, 10 Federation Dr. Medowie
NSW 2318, 0249829334.
Scout Association NSW Gliding
C/- Bob G Balfour, 80 Malvern St, Panania
NSW 2213, 02 96951100.
Soar Narromine Pty Ltd
PO Box 56, Narromine NSW 2821,
02 68891856, 0419 992396.

Southern Cross Gliding Club
PO Box 132, Camden NSW 2570,
0246558882,0417705997 (emergency).
Southern Tablelands Gliding Club
57 Munro Rd, Queanbeyan NSW 2620,
02 62973504.
South West Slope Soaring Pll
181 Fishers La, Bendick Murrell NSW 2803,
0488531216.
Sydney Gliding Incorporated
PO Box 633, Camden NSW 2570, 0412145144.
Temora Gliding Club
PO Box 206, Temora NSW 2666, 02 69772733.
Gliding Queensland
2 Wing AAFC School of Aviation Inc.
201 Squadron Air Force Cadets, PO Box 647
Archerfield QLD 4108, 07 38791980, 0415
150965.
Barambah District Gliding Club
2 Yellow Gully Rd, Wolvi QLD 4570,
0754867247,0412 719797.
Boonah Gliding Club Incorporated
164 Depot Rd, Boonah QLD 4310,
07 54632630, 0408 016164.
Bundaberg Gliding Incorporated
PO Box 211 , Bundaberg QLD 4670,
0741579558, 0417071157.
Caboolture Gliding Club
PO Box 920, Caboolture QLD 4510,
0418713903 .
Central Queensland Gliding Club
PO Box 953, Rockhampton QLD 4700,
07 49331178.
Darling Downs Soaring Club
Levell, 1 Swann Rd, Taringa QLD 4068,
0746637140,0409507847.
Gympie Gliding Club
PO Box 722, Cooroy QLD 4563, 07 54835380.
Kingaroy Soaring Club
PO Box 91, Kingaroy QLD 4610, 07 41622191 ,
0438 179163.
Moura Gliding Club
PO Box 92, Moura QLD 4718, 07 49973265,
0428 360144.
North Queensland Soaring Centre
PO Box 3835, Hermit Park QLD 4812 .
Pacific Soaring
PO Box 259, Caboolture QLD 4510,
07 54994997, 07 54994805.
Southern Downs Aero & Soaring
PO Box 144, Warwick QLD 4370, 07 38348311.
SA Gliding Association (SAGA)
Adelaide Soaring Club Inc.
PO Box 94, Gawler SA 5118, 08 85221877.
Adelaide Uni Gliding Club Incorporated
Adelaide Uni Sports Assoc, The University of
Adelaide SA 5005, 08 88262203, 0412 870963.
Air Cadet Gliding Club
PO Box 2000, Salisbury SA 5108,
0883805137, 0429805137.
Alice Springs Gliding Club
PO Box 356, Alice Springs NT 0871,
0889526384,0417 530345.
Australian Junior Gliding Club
67 A Balfour St, Nailsworth SA 5083,
0417421650.
Balaklava Gliding Club
PO Box 257, Balaklava SA 5461,0888645062.
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GFA MEMBERSHIP FEES 2009 - 2010

Membership:
NSW
Victoria
South Australia
Queensland
Western Australia

Normal
5205
5210
$212
$210
$210

Family
5164
$169
5171
5169
5169

Student membership:
NSW
Victoria
South Australia
Queensland
Western Australia

Full
$125.50
$130.50
$132 .50
5130.50
$130.50

Family
$84.50
589.50
591.50
$89.50
589.50

44 Soaring Austra lia

Short-term membership:1 Month' 3 Month'
QueenslandNictoria
$57
$72
$62
$77
New South Wales
South Australia
$69
$84
$82
Western Australia
567
' Note: Once only purchase to Australian residents,
thereafter 12 months membership to be purchased.
International postage for Soaring Australia
to be added to membership fees:
Zone
1
2
3
4
5

Country
New Zealand
Singapore
Japan, Hong Kong, India
USA, Canada, Middle East
UK, Europe, South
America, South Africa

Price
$51
$51
$51
$74
$74
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Barossa Valley Gliding Club
PO Box 123, Stonefield via Truro SA 5356,
0885640240, 0488841373 .
Bordertown Keith Gliding Club
PO Box 377, Bordertown SA 5268,
08 87521321, 0409 693027.
Millicent Gliding Club
PO Box 194, Millicent SA 5280,
0887333421,0427 977218.
Murray Bridge Gliding Club
PO Box 1509, Victor Harbor SA 5211,
08 85543543, 0409 677677.
Northern Australian Gliding Club
PO Box 38889, Winnellie NT 0821 ,
0889412512 .
Renmark Gliding Club
PO Box 450, Renmark SA 5341,
0885951422 , 0417890215 .
Scout Gliding Club
22 Burford Crescent, Redwood Park SA
5097, 08 82895085, 0418 815618.
Waikerie Gliding Club
PO Box 320, Waikerie SA 5330, 08 85412644.
Whyalla Gliding Club
PO Box 556, Whyalla SA 5600,
0886452619, 0413 127825.
Victorian Soaring Association (VSA)
Albury Corowa Gliding Club
PO Box 620, Wodonga VIC 3689 .
Beaufort Gliding Club
41 Ruby St, Essendon VIC 3040,
0431 702175.
Bendigo Gliding Club
PO Box 846, Bendigo VIC 3550, 03 54423459.
Bothwell Gliding Club
PO Box 288, Sandy BayTAS 7005, 03 62267615.
Cloud Riders Pty Ltd
C/- 18 Wyndham St, Werribee VIC 3030,
0397413142, 0429351234.
Corangamite Soaring Club
Kurweeton, Kurweeton Rd, Derrinallum
VIC 3325, 03 55939277.
Geelong Gliding Club
PO Box 197, Bacchus Marsh VIC 3340,
0393385925, 0409212527.
Gliding Club Of Victoria
PO Box 46, Benalla VIC 3671 , 03 57621058,
0429 950580.
Grampians Soaring Club
PO Box 468, Ararat VIC 3377, 03 53525710,
0417514438.
Horsham Flying Club
PO Box 158, Horsham VIC 3402, 03 53823491 ,
0427 315845.
latrobe Valley Gliding Club
PO Box 625, Morwell VIC 3840,
0351221081 , 0407839238.
Mangalore Gliding Club
PO Box 208 Nagambie VIC 3608,
0357985512,0428635717.
Melbourne Motor Gliding Club
PO Box 278, Dingley Village VIC 3172,
0418511557.
Mount Beauty Gliding Club
Box 486, Mt Beauty VIC 3699,
0260591417,0402075131.
Murray Valley Soaring Club Ltd
PO Box 403, Corowa NSW 2646, 02 60335036,
0400244578.
Soaring Club Of Tasmania
34 Clinton Rd, Geilston Bay TAS 7015,
03 62437508.
South Gippsland Gliding Club
PO Box 475, Leongatha VIC 3953, 0437 454986.
Southern Riverina Gliding Club
PO Box 32, Tocumwal, NSW 2714,
0358743052, 0358742914.
SportAviation Pty Ltd
Gate 10, Babingtons Rd, Tocumwal Airport,
Tocumwal NSW 2714, 03 58742734,
0427 534122.
Sunraysia Gliding Club
PO Box 647, Mildura VIC 3500,
03 50257335,0448293927.
Swan Hill Gliding Club
PO Box 160, Nyah VIC 3594, 03 50376688.
Tumbarumba Gliding Club
C/- Judds Engineering PIL, PO Box 5283,
Wagga NSW 2650, 02 69251642, 0428 251642.

VMFG
GPO Box 1096, Melbourne VIC 3001 ,
0402 281928 or 03 98486473 (h) .
Wagga Wagga Soaring Club Inc.
PO Box 613, Wagga Marketplace, Wagga
Wagga NSW 2650, 0427 205624.
WA Gliding Association (WAGA)
716 Flight Australia Air Force Cadets
7 Wing HQ, RAAF Base Pearce Bullsbrook
WA 6084,0895717800.
Beverley Soaring Society
PO Box 136, Beverley WA 6304,
0894595719,0437377744.
Gliding Club of Western Australia
PO Box 6231 , East Perth WA 6892,
08 92212164, 0417 992806 (weekends).
Morawa Gliding Club
PO Box 276, Morawa WA 6623, 08 99723022 .
Narrogin Gliding Club
PO Box 232, Narrogin WA 6312,
0898811795 (weekends), 0407 088314.
Stirlings Gliding Club
C/- Peter Hardy-Atkins, 8 Parker St, Lockyer,
Albany WA 6330, 08 98428816, 0408 842616.
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HGFA

All correspondence, including changes
of address, membership renewals, short
term memberships, rating forms and
other administrative matters should
be sent to:
HGFA National Office
4a-60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor Park VIC
3042, ph : 03 93367155, fax: 03 93367177,
<office@hgfa.asn.au>, [www.hgfa.asn.auj.
HGFA Operations/General Manager
Craig Worth 02 65592236, 0417 766356
<general.manager@hgfa.asn .au>,
PO Box 5071 , Hallidays Point NSW 2430.
Information about site ratings, sites and
other local matters, contact the appropriate
State associations, region or club.
Board Members 2008 to 2010
Pres: Rob Woodward 0408 808436 <Presi
dent@hgfa.asn.au >, 38 Addison Rd, Black
Forest SA 5035.
V-Pres: Alex Jones 08 97344531 <Vice.
President@hgfa.asn.au>, 1 McAvoy Rd,
Allanson WA 6225.
Sec: John Twomey <Secretary@hgfa.asn.
au>, 108 Osborne St, Williamtown VIC 3016.
Trs: Raef Mackay 0408 894104
<Treasurer@hgfa.asn.au>, 1/20 Junction
Rd, West Burleigh QLD 4219.
Board Members:
Ray Firth 02 99854600 <ray.!irth@hgfa.
asn.au>, 17 Noonbinna Cres, Northbridge
NSW 2036.
Chris Drake 0466 005967 <chris.drake@
hgfa.asn.au>, PO Box 988, Noosa QLD 4567.
States, Regions

8r Special Interest Groups
ACTHPA
LPO Box 8339, ANU, Acton ACT 0200;
[www.acthpa.orgj. Pres: Matthew Smith
<matt.taet@gmail.com> 0402 905554;
V-Pres: Nic Wei bourn <nic@corinbank.
com> 0422 783763; Trs: Kristina Smith
<kdsmith71@gmail.com> 0407 905554;
Sec: Nic Siefken <Nicolas.5iefken@ausport.
gov.au> 0418 421683; Committee: Miguel
Cruz <pyro_gest@hotmail.com> 0432
987819, Andrew Luton <andrewluton@
hotmail.com> 0404 254922; Public Officer:
Barry Oliver <Barry.Oliver@anu.edu .au>
0407825819; Meetings: 1stThu/month
7.30pm Yamba Sports Club.
Hang Gliding Association of WA Inc.
PO Box 146, Midland, WA 6936
<hgawa@hgfa.asn.au>. Pres: Peter South
<ronwaysouth@yahoo.com.au >; V-Pres:
Alex Jones <aa.jones@bigpond.net.au>;
Trs: Greg Lowry <g.lowry@iinet.net.au>;
Sec: Mirek Generowicz <mgenerow@
optusnet.com.au>; Trs: Colin Brown 0407
700378, <cobrown@bigpond.com>.
NSW HG and PG Association
PO Box 3106, Bateau Bay NSW 2261,
[www.nswhpa.orgj. Pres: Bruce Wynne
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0417 467695, <bwynne@bigpond.net.
au>; V-Pres: Nir Eshed 0423 422494, <vicepresident@nswhpa.org>; Sec: Paul Cox 0421
072897, <coxy@ccparagliding.com.au>;Trs:
Graeme Cran 0414 668424, <gicran@gmail.
com>.
North Queensland HG Association
PO Box 608, Kuranda QLD 4881. Pres: Bob
Hayes 0438 710882 <rohayes@optusnet.com.
au>; V-Pres: John Creswell 0400 122261; secJ
Trs: Tracey Hayes, PO Box 608, Kuranda QLD
4881,0418963796 dnfo@azurephotography.
com.au>.
Queensland HG Association
Pres: Greg Hollands <greg.s.hollands@
transport.qld.gov.au>, PO Box 61, Canungra
QLD 4275 07 38448566.
South Australian HG/PG/ML Association
sAHGA Inc, cJO PO Box 6260, Hallifax st,
Adelaide SA. All email: <sahga.exec@gmail.
com>. Pres: Stuart McClure 0428 100796;
secfTrs: Rob Woodward 0408 808436.
Tasmanian HG & PG Association
[www.thpa.net[. Pres: Stephen Clark 0419
997550, <stephenmclark@iprimus.com.au>;
V-Pres: Pete steane 0407 887310 <psteane@
vtown.com.au>; secfTrs: Simon Allen 0438
086322, <simon.al len@csiro.au>. Northern
TAs info: Richard Long (Burn ie PG pilot), 0438
593998, <northern@thpa.net>.
Victorian HG and PG Association
PO Box 157, Northcote VIC 3070, [www.vhpa.
org.au]. Pres: Martin Halford <president@
vhpa.org.au> 0434 427500; Trs: Rob Parker
<treasurer@vhpa.org.au> 0415 316861; Sec:
Steve Poole <secretary@vhpa.org.au> 0419
573321; SO: Hamish Barker <hamish.barker@
gmail.com > 0437 137893; Site Dev: Mark Pike
<mark.pike@baesystems.com>; Committee:
Glenn Bachelor <hangliding@netspace.net.
au>, Stephen Leak <sleak75@gmail.com>,
Julie Sheard <jsheard@ihug.com.au>, Jan
Bennewitz <jan.bennewitz@gmail.com>.
The Pico Club (National Paramotor Club)
62 Anderson Street, East Geelong VIC 32 19
Pres: Andrew Shipley; V-Pres: Grant Cassar;
Sec: Jos Weemaes 02 60265658 or 0488
693788; Trs: Chris Drake.
NEW SOUTH WALES
Blue Mountains HG Club Inc.
[www.bmhgc.org.au]. Pres: Andy McMurray
(PG SO) <andyonalaya@yahoo.com.
au>, 0428 866737; V-Pres: Gregor Forbes
(HG SO) dorbesy@virginbroadband.com.
au >, 0421 376680; secJEd: Alex Drew
(PG SO) <dalexander@med.usyd.edu.
au >, 0423 696677; Trs: Al lan Bush (HG
550) <bethandallan@bigpond.com>, 0407
814524; Comp Dir: Mark Stewart (PG SO)
<artik_mark@yahoo.com.au>, 0421 596345,
Comp: 2nd and last Sunday of each month.
Meetings: Contact committee.
Central Coast Sky Surfers
PO Box 3106, Bateau Bay NsW 2261, [www.
centralcoastskysurfers.com]. Pres: Glen
McFarlane 0414 451050 <glenbuilt@bigpond.
com>; V-Pres: Jeff Terry 0416 291545 <jeff@
survivalsolutions.com.au>; Sec: Julie Terry 0411
567825, <julie@survivalsolutions.com.au>;
Trs: Paul Cox 0417 355897, <coxy@ccpara
gliding.com.au>, 5505: Paul Cox 0417
355897, Javier Alvarez 0418 116681.
Meetings: 1st Thu/month, 7:30pm, Erina
Leagues Club, Ilya Ave, Erina.
Dusty Demons Hang Gliding Club
6 Miago Court, Ngunnawal, ACT 2913. Pres:
Trent Brown 0427 557486, <Trent.Brown@
anu.edu.au>; Sec: Peter Dall 0428 813746,
<peter.dall@casa.com.au>; Trs: Michael Porter
0415920444; 550: Peter Dall 0428 813746.
Hunter Skysailors Paragliding Club
Pres/ssO: James Thompson 0418 686199,
<jamesflys@gmail.com>; V-Pres: Brent
Leggett 0408 826455, <brent@flashme.
co.au>; Sec: Albert Hart 0421 647013,
<albert. hart@bigpond.com>; Meetings: Last
Tue/month, 7pm, Hexham Bowling Club.
Illawarra Hang Gliding Club Inc.
27a Paterson Rd, Coalcliff NsW 2508. Pres:
Frank Chetcuti 0418 252221 <chetcuti 1@
bigpond.com>; Sec: John Parsons; 550: Tim
Causer 0418 433665 <timcau@ozemail.com.au>.
Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club
[www.homestead.com/kapc]; Pres: Michael
Porter 0415 920444 <MichaeI.Porter@jllrld.
com.au>; V-Pres: James Ryrie 02 61610225
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<James@Micalago.com>; Sec: Mark Mourant
02 48464144 <tully@ispdr.net.au>.
Manilla SkySailors Club Inc.
PO Box 1, Manilla NsW 2346, [www.mss.
org.au]. Pres/ssO (PG): Godfrey Wenness
02 67856545, <skygodfrey@aol. com>, V-Pres:
Matt Morton < Matt.Morton@defence.gov.
au>, Sec: Suzi Smith <suzismith@hotmail.com>,
Trs: Bob Smith <bobskisan@hotmail.com>, 550
(HG) Patrick Lenders 02 67783484 <patrick.
lenders@gmail.com>, 550 (WM): Willi Ewig
02 67697771 <skyranch@gmx.net>.
Mid North Coast HG and PG Club
Pres: Nigel Lelean 0419442597; 550: Lee
Scott 0429 844961.
Newcastle Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 64 Broadmeadow NsW 2292; [www.
nhgc.asn.au]. Pres: Stuart Coad <president@
nhgc.asn.au> 0408 524862; V-Pres: Dawson
Brown 0429 675475; Sec: Simon Plint 0407
613701, <simonPlint@newcastle.edu.au>;
Trs: Allan McMillan 0400 637070; 50s:
Coastal- Tony Barton 0412 607815, InlandScott Barrett 0425 847208, John O'Donohue
02 49549084, PG - James Thompson 02
49468680; Newsletter: David Stafford 02
49215832 <editor@nhgc.asn.au>. Meetings:
Last Wed/month 7:30pm South Newcastle
RLC, Llewellyn st, Merewether.
Northern Beaches HG Club
PO Box 840, Mona Vale NsW 2103. Pres:
Peter Rundle <sf27mz@gmail.com>;
V-Pres: Brett Coupland 0409 162616,
<nbf@whirlwind.com.au>; Sec: Alexander
Drew 0423 696677, <dalexander@med.
usyd.edu.au>; CEO: Jude Ho <heyjudeho@
bigpond.com>; Trs: Steve Nagle <steve.
nagle@gmail.com >; Committee: Rohan
Taylor <rohantaylor@yahoo.com>, Graeme
Cran <crannie@ccparagliding.com.au>.
Northern Rivers HG and PG Club
PO Box 126, Byron Bay NsW 2481; [WWw.
nrghpgc.net]. Pres: Cedar Anderson 0429
070380 <cedar@poliglide.com>;V-Pres: Brian
Rushton 0427 615950 <byronair@optusnet.
com. au>; Sec: Maureen McEneaney 0413
166548 <maureen_mceneaney@yahoo.com>;
Trs: Paul Gray <paraluap@hotmail.com>;
550 (PG): Lindsay Wooten <Iindsaywootten@
bigpond.com> 0427 210993; 550 (HG):
Andrew Polidano. Meetings: 2nd Wed/month,
7pm, Byron Services Club.
Stanwell Park HG and PG Club
PO Box 258 Helensburgh NSW 2508; Pres:
Chris Clements 0414 777853 <president@fly
stanwell.com>; V-Pres: Tony sandeberg 0413
593054 <vice-president@flystanwell.com>;
Sec: Jorj Lowrey 0400 937234 <secretary@fly
stanwell.com>; Trs: Peter Ffrench 0403 076149
<treasurer@flystanwell.com>; M/ship: Nir Eshed
0423 422494 <nir@fiystanwell.com>; 550: Mark
Mitsos 0408 864083, <SsO@flystanwell.com>.
Sydney Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Dean Tooker <capebanks@unwired.com.
au>; V-Pres: Brett O'Neil <b0307@westnet.
com.au>; Trs: John Selby 02 93447932
<johnselby@idx.com.au>; Sec: Bruce Wynne
0417 467695 <bwynne@bigpond.net.au> or
<sydneyhanggl idingclub@y7mail.com>;
DevlTrain: Owen Wormald 02 94667963
<owen_wormald@nab.com.au>; SO: Bruce
Wynne, Doug Sole; 550: Ken stothard.
Meetings: 3rd Wed/month, 7:30pm Botany
RsL, Botany.
NORTHERN TERRITORY
Alice Springs HG and PG Club
Pres: Ricky Jones 0406 098354, <redcentre
paragliding@yahoo.com>, contact for paramotoring, PG ridge soaring and thermal flying.
QUEENSLAND
Caboolture Microlight Club
50 Oak Place, Mackenzie QLD 4156. Pres:
Derek Tremain 07 33957563, <derekjo@gil.
com.au>; Sec: John Cresswell 07 34203254,
<crezzi@lineone.net>; SO: Graham Roberts
07 32676662, <trike@tpg.com.au>
Cairns Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 6468, Cairns QLD 4870. Pres: Bob
Hayes 0438 710882 <rohayes@optusnet.com.
au>; V-Pres/SO: Brett Collier 0431 151150
<brettcollier@bigpond.com>; Sec: Lance
Keough, 31 Holm st, Atherton QLD 4883,
0740912117; Trs: Nev Akers 07 40532586.
Canungra Hang Gliding Club Inc.
PO Box 41, Canungra QLD 4275; [www.chgc.
asn.au]. Pres: Phil Mcintyre <president@chgc.
asn.au>; V-Pres: Lee Patterson <vicepresident

ALL CLUBS PLEASE CHECK DETAILS IN THIS SECTION CAREFULLY
Could all Clubs please ensure they maintain the correct and current details of their Executive
Committees and contads here in the magazine. Specific attention is direded to the listing of
5505 and 50s for the Clubs. Please ALL CLUBS and nominated Senior 50s and 50s confirm
ALL 550 and SO appointments with the HGFA Office <office@hgfa.asn.au> to ensure that
those holding these appointments have it listed on the Membership Database and can receive
notices and correspondence as required. Appointment of these officers is required to be
endorsed by Clubs in writing on the appropriate forms. Sometime in the future if confirmation
is not received, those listed in the Database where no current forms or confirmation is held
the appointment wil l be taken as having expired.
General Manager, HGFA
@chgc.asn.au>; Sec: Mark Kropp <secretary@
chgc.asn.au>; Trs: Brandon O'Donnell
<treasurer@chgc.asn.au>; Ed: Cameron
McNeill 0419 706326; Gen-Exec: Greg
Hollands <gem@chgc.asn.au>; 550 PG:Phil
Hystek 07 55434000 (h), 0418 155317 <550
@chgc.asn.au>; 550 HG: Lee Patterson
0417 025732 <sso@chgc.asn.au>.
Central Queensland Skyriders Club Inc.
'The Lagoons' Comet River Rd, Comet QLD
4702. Pres: Alister Dixon (instructor) 0438
845119, <apdixon@bigpond.com>; Sec:
James Lowe 0418 963315, <j.lowe@cqu.
edu.au>; Trs: Adrienne Wall 07 49362699
<jaw12@bigpond.com>; Events: Jon Wali
0427177237, <jonathon.a.wall@team.
telstra.com>; 550: Bob Pizzey 0439 740187,
0749387607. Towing Biloela: Paul Barry
07 49922865, <prbarry@tpg.com.au>.
Conondale Cross-Country Club
[www.conondaleflyers.asn.au/] Pres:
Lewis Nott 0488 082937 <president@
conondalexcflyers.asn.au>; Sec: Michael
Strong 0414 845785 <secretary@
conondalexcflyers.asn.au>; Trs: Steve Stocker
0411 226733 <steve_stocker@optusnet.
com.au >.
Dalby Hang Gliding Club
J7 Mizzen st, Manly West QLD 4179. Pres:
Daron 'Boot' Hodder 0431 240610, <daron@
aclad.com.au>; seclTrs: Annie Crerar 0418
711821, <annie.bruce@bigpond .com>; 550:
Jason 'Yoda' Reid 0424 293922, <jasonr@
gleda.com.au>.
Fly Killarney Inc.
Pres/ssO: Lindsay Wootten 0427 210993,
<l indsaywootten@bigpond.com>; V-Pres:
Alistair Gibb 0414 577232, <11thhour@iinet.
net.au>; SecfTrs: Sonya Fardel l 0415 156256,
<s.fardell@uq.edu.au>.
Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 227, Rainbow Beach QLD 4581;
<intheair@ozemail.com.au>. Pres: Geoffrey
Cole 0408 420808, 07 5455 4661; V-Pres
& 550 (HG): David Cookman 0427 498753;
V-Pres (PG): Tex Beck 0407 238017; Trs:
Gary Allen 0417 756878; Sec: Janine Krauchi
0438 701220; (HG): David Cookman 0427
498573,0754498573; 550 (PG): Jean-Luc
Lejaille 0418 754157, 07 54863048.
Wicked Wings Club
Toowoomba & District PG/HG Club Inc, 190
Drayton st, Laidley QLD 4341. Pres: Peter
schwenderling 0427 461347 <swend01@big
pond.net.au>; Trs: Richard Cook 0427 805960
<richardtc@aapt.net.au>; Sec: Troy Litzow
0448456607 <troylitzow@optusnet.com.au>.
Whitsundays HG Club
secfTrs: Ron Huxhagen 07 49552913, fax:
0749555122, <sitework@bigpond.net.au>.
TASMANIA
Tasmanian HG&PG Ass. (see States & Regions)
VICTORIA
Dynasoarers Hang Gliding Club
<dynasoarers@gmail.com>; Pres: Dale
Appleton 0408 382635; 550: Rob van der
Klooster 0408 335559. Meetings: 1st Fri/
month, venue see [www.dynasoarers.vhpa.
org.au].
Melbourne Hang Gliding Club Inc.
PO Box 5278, South Melbourne VIC 3205
[www.melbourne.vhpa.org.au]. Pres: Gabriel
Toniolo 0407544511, <gabriel.toniolo@
hotmail.com>; Sec: Peter Davies 0400 883155
<pd33725@hotmail.com>;Trs: Greg Stroot '
0402 473113, <greg.stroot@ozonline.com.au>;
550: Peter Holloway 0408 526805, dnfo@
freedomairsports.com.au>. Meetings: 3rd
Wed/month, Tower Hotel, 686 Burwood Road,
Hawthorn East VIC 3123.
North East Victorian Hang Gliding Club
Pres: John Chapman 0412 159472 <chappo
252@hotmail.com>; Sec: Bill Oates 0466 440
049 <secretary@nevhgc.ne1>;Trs/M/sh ip:
Greg Jarvisy 0407 047797; ssONHPA Rep: Joe
Rainczuk 0419 875367; Committee: Barb Scott
0408844224, Bill Brooks 0409 411791; 550:

Karl Texler 0428 385144; Meetings: [WWw.
hgfa.asn.au/- nevhgcJ].
Sky High Paragliding Club
[www.skyhighparagliding.org]; Pres: Steve
Leak <pres@skyhighparagliding.org.au>,
0409 553401; V-Pres: Martin Halford <vp@
skyhighparagliding.org.au>, 0434 427500;
Trs: Julie Sheard <1res@skyhighparagliding.
org.au>, 0425 717944; Sec: Phil Lyng
<sec@skyhighparagliding.org.au>, 0421
135894; M'ship: Loz Pozzani <mem@
skyhighparagliding.org.au>, 0421 389839;
Nov Rep: Mike Armstrong 0412 329442
<nov@skyhighparagliding.org.au>;Web:
Pete Condick <wm@skyhighparagliding.org.
au>, 0400 560653; Safety: Carolyn Dennis
<safety@skyhighparagliding.org.au>, 0427
555063; Committee: Steve Poole 0419 573 321 .
Meetings: 1st Wed/month 8pm Retreat Hotel,
226 Nicholson st, Abbotsford.
Southern Microlight Club
[http://home.vicnet.net.au/- stclub/]. Pres:
Mark Howard 0419 855850 <mark.howard@
auspost.com.au>; V-Pres: Ken Jelleff <kenj@
jelfor.com.au>; secJEd: Kelvin Glare 0421
060706 <kalkat@optusnet.com.au>;Trs: Dean
Marriott <dean@ultimate.net.au>. Meetings:
2nd Tue/month 8pm Manning-ham Club, 1
Thompsons Rd, Bulleen.
Western Victorian Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 92, Beaufort VIC 3373, [www.wvhgc.
com]. Pres: Phillip Campbell 0419 302850,
<campbell.p@giant.net.au>; V-Pres: Anthony
Meechan 0407 163796, <meeks65@yahoo.
com.au>; Sec: Rachelle Guy 0438 368528,
<rachelle.guy@cgu.com.au>;Trs: Richard
Carstairs 0409 066860, <rcarstairs@
optushome.com.au>; 550: Rohan Holtkamp
0408678734 <Rohan@dynamicflight.com.
au>. Meetings: Last Sat/month, The Golden
Age Hotel, Beaufort, 7pm.
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Albany HG & PG Club
550: Simon Shuttleworth 0427 950556; Sec: John
Middleweek 08 98412096, fax: 08 98412096.
Cloud base Paragliding Club Inc.
Secretary, 12 Hillside Crs, Maylands WA 6051.
Pres: Mike Annear 0400 775173 <mike@
mikeannear.com>; V-Pres: Eric Metrot 0407
003059<tromes@bigpond.com>;Trs: Colin
Brown 0407 700378 <cobrown@bigpond.
com>; Committee: Shelly Heinrich 0428
935462 <shellheinrich@hotmail.com>, Rod
Merigan 0439 967971 <rmerigan@q-net.net.
au>, Clive salvidge 0402 240038 <clive@iinet.
net.au>, Julien Menager 0423 829346 <Julien.
me@gmail.com>; 50s: John Carman, Nigel
sparg, Colin Brown, Mark Wild. Meetings: Last
Tues/month, 7:30pm, Osborne Park Bowling
Club, Park st, Tuart Hill.
Goldfields Dust Devils Inc.
[www.dustdevils.itaustralia.org]. Kalgoorlie:
Pres: Toby Houldsworth <drogue@bigpond.
com>, 0428 739956; Trs/ssO: Murray Wood
<muzeI71@bigpond.net.au>, 08 90215771;
secJsO: Richard Breyley <richard.breyley@
matsa.com.au>, 0417 986896. Perth: 550:
Mark Stokoe <Mark.stokoe@health.wa.gov.
au>, 0414 932461.
Hill Flyers Club Inc.
<hillflyers@tpg.com.au>. Pres/ssO: Rick
Williams 0427 057961; secJssO: Gary Bennet
0412611680; 550: Gavin Nicholls 0417
690386, Mike Ipkendanz 08 92551397, Dave
Longman 08 93859469. Meetings held on site
during club fly-ins at York, Toodyay.
Western Microlight Club Inc.
Pres: Brian Watts 0407 552362; V-Pres: Keith
Mell 0897971269; Sec: Paul Coffey 0428
504285; CFI: Brendan Watts: 0408 949004.
Western Soarers
<wshgc@hgfa.asn.au>, PO Box 483, Mt
Hawthorn WA 6915. Pres: Michael Duffy
<lehanggliding@gmail.com>;V-Pres: Jason
Kath <jason.kath@yahoo.com.au>; secfTrs:
Mirek Generowicz 0427 778280, <mgenerow@
optusnet.com.au>; ssOs: shaun Wallace, Gavin
Nicholls, Matty Coull, Rick Williams, Michael
Duffy. Meetings: See [http://au.groups.yahoo.
com/group/western_soarers/].
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GFA

NOTICE TO ALL GFA ADVERTISERS
All advertisements and payment can be sent to:
The Gliding Federation of Australia Inc/Advertising
Level 1/34 Somerton Road, Somerton VIC 3062.
Ph: 03 9303 7805, Fax: 03 9303 7960
Email: <Advertising@sec.gfa.org.au>
Advertisements may be emailed in high resolution
(300dpi at 100% size) using TIF or EPS formats.
Photographs may be provided in either photo print
or slides. Low resolution digitals are not suitable.
Photographs, slides or disks may be returned. Please
include a self-addressed and stamped envelope
for the return of any promotional material.
All GFA advertisements must be paid for prior to
publication. (Payment by cheque, money order or
credit card). Don't forget Classifieds deadline is the
25th of the month, for publication five weeks hence.
For current advertising fees, go to [www.gfa.org.au].

Single-seater Sailplanes

Equ
gear
ng
fast & high, Filser LX SOOO large screen
colour nay system, EDS oxygen, Becker
ATC4401 transponder, Digital SSG71 M radio,
Ediatec Flarm, tinted canopy, tow-out gear,
parachute, GEBU trailer, 121 .SMhz ELT fitted,
low 1193 hrs & in superb condition, based at
Omarama, NZ. Photos at [www.soaring.co.nz].
A$120000. Ph: Mark King 04SS 9390SS for
more info & estimated costs to ship to Oz.
Astir CS, low hrs, for sa le, swap or trade. All ADs
done, new Microair radio & harness. Wings have
gelcoat cracking. Sell $10000 or trade up to twoseater trainer, other offers considered. Enclosed
trailer & winch available separate. Bundaberg
Gliding . Ph: John 07 41280259, 0417 071157.
ASW 17 VH-YKL. Complete enclosed trailer &
instruments now in Australia, $35000. Ph : Brad
Edwards 0427 202535 or 02 67711733.
Hall Cherokee II VH-GQV Historic sailplane has
been tediously restored & is ready to be covered
with Oratex UL 600. Has passed all inspections &
has current CofA. Has trailer. Will sell as is or willing
to sell a 1/2 share (based in Camden, NSW, current
owner does not have a licence to fly) . Perfect for
a collector or first owner. Expressions of interest.
Ph: James 0413 007917 or <james@jf-x.com>.
Hornet, top condition, ferro gelcoat, basic instruments, water bags, new tyre & wheel, Sapre canopy,
dust covers, ground handling gear, currently in
storage, requires Form 2. Ph: Jim 0419 562213 .
Jantar Std VH-IZT. 1750 hrs, 1000 landings. Good
clean condition. Microair radio, Borgelt instrumentation, canopy hinge. Well thought out trailer & all towout gear. Competitive Standard Class performance
at $30K. Also available: Hangar Lake Keepit $1 OK.
Ph: Paul 0404851876.
Jantar Std 2 VH-UKP, $30000 ono, 2060 hrs, landings 850, registered 12/1981, custom -made trailer,
ground handling gear, Borgelt basic instruments,
vario, speed to fly & final glide computers. Turn &
bank, Becker radio, oxygen (diluter demand system).
parachute. Ph: Rob 08 93062241, 0428 270153 or
<rvduffy@bigpond.net.au>.
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Junior 51-1 VH-XOJ, 2688 hrs. Cambridge electric
& PZL mechanical vario. Geneva 100ch radio, 2688
hrs, 2284 launches, inspection. Very good condition,
$18500. Ph: 03 95214942.
LS4b ZS-GVY, Year of manufacture: 1993 Serial No:
4889, 1620 hrs flown, 470 landings. LS1 is valid
until 10/10, instruments: Filser LX 5000 IGC. Flarm,
Winter instruments (va rio, alt & speed), new Filser
ATR 500 radio with 10 programmable channels
(04/09), oxygen bottle & Mountain High regulator,
auto connection on wings. Equipped with : Cobra
trailer, dolly, wing runner, tow bar, new ATL parachute
88190 (12/09). The glider is in very good condition, has
only been privately flown. Price on request. Ph: Walter
Burki +27 82 4947231 or <wburki@global.co.za>.
LSS-1S + hangarlland package. Rare opportunity,
best LS8 with everything & hangar spot at Kingaroy
&Ior block of land at Narromine Skypark. Miles
Gore-Brown : <mgbsia@pacific.net.sg>.
LSS-1S XGG Altir, Vega, Microair radio. Holmes PU
refinish. All tow-out gear. Wing & elevator covers.
Form 2 2/2011, $130000. Ph: 0414 747201 or
<gregschmidt@optusnet.com.au>.
Std Cirrus $23000. Factory winglets, new canopy
basic instruments as well as a B50 vario. Trailer in
good condition. Parachute. Ph: Matt 0421 382990 or
<matt@knightschallenge.com>.
Std Cirrus VH-GYZ with blended wing lets, well
equipped, blue tint canopy, two pack paint, wing
covers, nose & belly hooks parachute, tandem trailer.
$24000 ono. Email for photos <dougcoac@bigpond.
net.au> or ph: 0418777480.
Std Cirrus B-75 VH-IUZ, good condition, certificated winglets plus factory 16m extensions, Flarm,
Cambridge 10, Parachute, Borgelt inst (dated),
current Form 2, ideal Club Class a/c. 2700 hrs 1531
landings. Home-made trailer in good condition, with
tow-out gear. NSW rego. Price includes a hangar
space at LKSC. Will consider separating. $28500
ono. Need to sell. Ph: 0412217557 or <allbutts@
bigpond.com>.

Two-seater Sailplanes
MUST SELL - IS2S B2. Good condition, IT 4300
hrs, 3D-year survey completed 2006; current C of A
to 10/2010; offers considered. Ph: 02 60254436.

Self Launching/Motor Gliders
Dimona H36 with Limbach L2400 motor. Hoffmann
prop with latest mods. Folding wings, transponder.
All in excellent condition. Glide @ 28:1 or cruise @
96kt. for 15 IIhr. $90000. Ph : John 03 52366290.
Grob Twin III 103 Self-launcher. Very low hrs, refinished; delight to fly. $125000 flyaway. $135000
with trailer tow away. Ph: 02 68897254; 0428 716
807; <davidburrell@sctelco.net.au>.
PRICE DROP Owners want this sold so have priced
accordingly. You wi ll not find a better alc for the
money! HK36ITC Nosewheel version 115hp turbo
Rotax. Absolutely immaculate. AH, DG, lIec vario,
Winter VSI. Winter alt. KLX35 Nav/Com. Transponder
& encoder. Aluminium Grove u/c. Constant speed
prop (zero timed) . An honest 11 Okt cruise at 20 Ilhr
ITAE approx. 220 hrs since new. Built 1998. [http://
picasaweb.google.com.au/biggreencod/Katana#)
$149000, no GST an absolute steal at this price.
Serious enquiries only. Ph: Mark 0427 127128.
PIK 20E VH-PIK, IT 1207 hrs, 127m, 7 since o-haul.
30 yrly. Form 2 done 2010. New prop 05, new paint
09. Basic instr. Fl arm, B50. Volkslogger PDA boom
mic, compass, clock, Becker radio, CHT, eng inst.
VNE 150kt, 40:1 glide, $6/Iaunch. Aerobatic. Trailer,
original PIK, overhauled & perfect. Possibly the best
PIK in Australia. Complete package, ready to fly
$70000 ono. Ph: 0417 287284 for info & photos.
Silent 2 Targa (VH-SIW) www.alisport.com has
all the technical details. Self launcher. Steerable tail
wheel. Cobra Trailer. Single man riglderig in 20 min.
Flaperons. Very low air & motor hrs. Price neg. Ph:
Greg Doyle 0400 114747 or <gregdoyle1@me.com>.
SF25 B Scheibe Jabiru 2200 Motor Falke VH-HNO,
IT 2275 hrs engine, 215 before top overhaul, 321tr

tank plus 1Oltr long range tank. Basic instruments,
Microair radio, new tyres, spare prop, etc. 187kg cockpit load. A$38000. Ph: 03 95510965 or <info@
melbourneglidingadventures.com.au>.
SUPER XIMANGO Plus. A true touring motor glider. Excellent condition. Just completed 600 hrly &
Form 2. $165K. Fully equipped & tooled. Details &
photographs: Paul <energy@whitsunday.net.au>.

Wanted
Discus A or B. No preferences regards instruments,
oxygen, chute or trailer. Ph: Paul Rose 08 94674241 .
or <paulrose_frankfurt@hotmail.com >.

Instruments & Equipment
Pacific Cable Tensiometer excellent cond, in
original case with instruction book. New $1000
will sel l for $525, offers considered. Ph: Jim 0401
179081 or <jcoIl12@tpg.com.au>.

Gliding Publications
Airborne Magazine: Covering all facets of
Australian & New Zealand modelling. The best value
modelling magazine. Now $60pa for six issues.
Plans & other special books available. PO Box 3D,
Tullamarine, VIC 3043.
Free Flight: Quarterly journal of the Soaring Association of Canada. A lively record of the Canadian
soaring scene & relevant international news &
articles. $US26 for one year, $47 for two years, $65
for three years. 107-1025 Richmond Rd Ottawa,
Ontario K2B 8G8 Canada, email: <sac@sac.ca>.
Gliding International: The new international
gliding magazine edited by John Roake. Specialising
in being first with news from every corner of the
soaring globe. A$60 p.a. Personal cheques or credit
cards accepted. Contact: Gliding International,
79 Fifth Avenue, Tauranga, New Zealand. Email:
<office@glidinginternational.com>.
Sailplane & Gliding: The only authoritative
British magazine devoted entirely to gliding. 52 A4
pages of fascinating material & pictures with colour.
Available from the British Gliding Association,
Kimberley House, Vaughan Way, Leicester, England .
Annual subscription for six copies £17.50.
Sailplane Builder: Monthly magazine of the Sail plane Homebuilders Association. $US29 (airma il
$US46) to SHA, c/o Murry Rozansky, 23165 Smith
Road, Chatsworth, CA 91311 USA.
Soaring: Official monthly journal of the Soaring
Society of America Inc. PO Box 21 ~O, Hobbs,nm
88241 USA. Foreign subscription rates (annually) :
$US43 surface delivery; $US68 premium delivery.
Technical Soaring/OSTlV: Quarterly publicationof
SSA containing OSTIV & other technical papers. clo
T U Delft, Fac Aerospace engineering, Kluyerweg 1,
NL-2629 HS DELFT, The Netherlands.
Vintage Times: Official newsletter of Vintage Gliders
Australia, edited by David & Jenne Goldsmith, PO Box
577, Gisborne VIC 3437, Membership $20 pa.
April 2010
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HGFA Schools
VICTORIA

VICTORIA

HGFA
Classifieds are free of charge to HGFA members
up to a maximum of 40 words. One classified
per person per issue will be accepted.
Classifieds are to be delivered to the HGFA office
for membership verification/payment by email
<office@hgfa.asn.au>, fax: 03 93362177 or post:
4a/60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor Park VIC 3042.
The deadline is 25th of the month, for publication
five weeks hence. Submitted classifieds will run for
one issue. For consecutive publication, re-submission
of the classified must be made, no advance bookings.
When submitting a classified remember to include
your contact details (for prospective buyers),
your HGFA membership number (for verification)
and the State under which you would like the
classified placed. (Note that the above does not
apply to commercial operators. Instructors may
place multiple classified entries, but will be
charged at usual advertising rates.)
All aircraft should be suitable for the intended use; this includes the skill level required
for the specific aircraft being reflective of
the pilot's actual rating & experience. All
members must adhere to the maintenance
requirements as contained in Section 9 of
the Operations Manual & as provided by
manufacturers. Secondhand equipment
should always be inspected by an independent person, an Instructor wherever possible.
Advice should be sought as to the condition,
airworthiness & suitability of the aircraft.
It should include examination of maintenance logs for the aircraft. It is unethical &
a legally volatile situation for individuals to
provide aircraft which are unsuitable for the
skill level of the pilot, or aircraft that are
unairworthy in any way.

Hang Gliders & Equipment
NEW SOUTH WALES
Sting 1S4. Great condition, low hrs. $1200 ono.
Ph: 0414 816634.

Microlights & Equipment
NEW SOUTH WALES
Airborne Edge, 190 hrs, excellent condition, low
hrs, always garaged & serviced . $9000, reasonable
offers considered. Ph: 0414 816634 for more details,
can email photos.
Airborne Edge 582, incl. Edge & Wiza rd wings,
helmets, headsets, intercom, new tires. Electric &
pull start, IVO prop, 230 hrs on refurbished engine
at Bert Flood, $9000 ono. Ph: Grant 0419 485681 .
QUEENSLAND
Red Airborne XT912 Streak 3, '07 Model. TT 322
hrs, factory fitted rea r disc brakes, Microa ir 760 VHF
radio, headsets, helmets & intercom incl. Fitted with
landing light, stobe, electri c fu el pump with pressure
gauge & airhog carry sack, always hangared. $45000,
Mareeba North Qld. Ph: 07 40933284, 07 40933368.

Dynamic Flight School
Specialising in:
PARAGLIDING CENTRE
We are based in Bright, NE Victoria, widely
renowned as Austra lia's best flying region .
Bright has been host to numerous Australian &
international competitions.
Feel confident that you are learning with the
best, our CFI Fred Gungl (six times Australian
Paragliding Champion) has been involved in
paragliding since 1990 & instructing for over
10 years.
Courses
• Introductory & HGFA licence course
• Therma l & XC clinics for all levels
• SIV courses
• Tow cou rses
• XC tandem flights
• Equipment Sales
We are now conducting SIV courses.
See website for details.
Dealer for all major glider manufacturers. Charly reserves,
Insider helmets & various accessories.

Bright
Victoria

~urses

.. ~

~

17 Tansey Court, Trawalla33i3
Phone - 03 5349 2845

Email - Rohan@dynamict1ight.com.au
Web - www.dynamicflight.com.au

EAGLE SCHOOL OF MICROLIGHTING
established 1988

In tro and Full
Lice nsing Courses

Why come to Northeast Victoria
to learn with Eagle School?

Tandem Ins truct io nal
FI ights

• Apart from being fortunate enough to have the
most consistently reliable weather for training
in Austra lia ...
• Australia's longest running Microlight school.
• Our person centred approach means that we
va lue feedback and individually tailor our training
methods to suit the student's needs.
• We specialise in remedial training when you get
stuck in your present learning environment.
• We are interested in seeing you achieve your
goals and make your dreams a reality.
• You will receive ongoing support after
your licence
• We aim to shape you into a safe and confident
pilot by encouraging you to cha llenge yourself
in a safe and supportive environment.
• If you are already a Hang Glider, Paraglider or
Glider pilot you' ll learn for half price!

New & Used Glid e rs
Har nesses
BIOS Hel mets
Radios
Varios
Garm in GPS
Rese rv es
Fl igh t Su its
Fly ing Boots
Myst ic Membe rs hi p

We look forward to assisting you to master
a new set of skills which will take you
to new heights in every respect.
NO PRESSURE SALES !!! BUY IN YOUR OWN TIME
Feel free to contact us, we are happy to chat with you.
STEPHEN RUFFELS CFI
Mail address: 16 Hargreaves Road, Bright, 3741

Paragliders & Equipment

POLlGLlDE
The best quality multifunc tional gloves on the
market. Three in one gives you 4 variations
adapted especially for Paraglider &
Hang glider pilots.
Contact: POUGlIDEat
www.pollgllde.com
April 2010

Hang Gliding & Microlighting

Active Flight
Fred Gungl, ph: 0428 854455
www.activeflight.com.au

VICTORIA
Airborne Edge X 503 Wizard wing, 295 hrs TT.
Engine, base & wing in exce llent condition, 4-blade
prop, electric start, ALT, HR, CHT, ASI, 2 headsets &
intercom system, Icom A20 rad io, Rego T2-2865.
$12000. Ph: Chris 0438 599611 .
KANGOOK
The latest range of Kangook paramotors,
Dudek Reflex parag li ders, trikes, flight decks, spares
& your reserve parachute equipment all on our
webs ite for your inspection with prices. Ph :
Ben 0418 753220.

• • • • • • • • • • • • •

(03) 5750 1174 or (0428) 570 168
email dly@eagleschool.com.au>

100 Gavan 8t Bright Vic 3741
0357551753 - 0428 352048

www .alpineparagliding .com

Look up our website:
[www.eagleschool.com.auJ
download our'Learn to Fly' brochure
for what's involved, plus costs.

CONCERTINA BAG

PRESS TO TALK SYSTEM

PARA SUPPLY I Cocoon3 concertina bag,
PARA SUPPLY I Cocoon3 concertina bag,
PARA SUPPLY I Cocoon3 concertina bag,
PARA SUPPLY I Cocoon3 concertina bag,
www.parasupply.com

PARA SUPPLY I PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY I PTT sys,
PARA SUPPLY I PTT sys, PARA SU PPLY I PTT sys,
PARA SUPPLY I PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY I PTT sys,
www.parasupply.com
Soaring Australia
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NEW SOUTH WALES

NEW SOUTH WALES
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HIGH ADVENTURE

Paragliding
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RAINBOW PARAGLIDING
APCO AUSTRALIA
Offering the full range
of APCO equipment
APca Aviation three yearsl250 hours warranty
for porosity. Gliders that are made to last unique
in the industry. Customer service and
100% satisfaction guarantee.
Test centre for APca gliders {www.apcoaviation.comj.

APCO Australia and PWC winner
of the Serial Class 2000
Established since 1996, Rainbow Paragliding is based on
the Sunshine Coast and Hinterland. The school has access
to 25 sites and holds a permit to operate in the Cooloola
National Park including Teewah and world famous Rainbow Beach . In the Sunshine State, we fly all year round,
60km cross-country flights have been achieved in winter!
FULL LICENCE COURSE - Strictly only four students per
instructor, for quality personalised tuition at your own
pace, between eight to 10 days.
REFRESHER COURSE - Groundhandling, top landing or asymmetric recovery techniques: Come learn with the experts.
INTERMEDIATE, ADVANCED, TANDEM OR PARAMOTOR
ENDORSEMENT - We have the sites, the weather and the
knowledge.
SALES AND SERVICES - New and second-hand, trade-i n,
maintenance and repairs.
YOUR IN STRUCTORS: Jean-Luc Lejaille, CFI and senior
safety officer, paramotor pioneer (first licence issue
in Australia), over 2,500 student days' experience,
instructing since 1995.

Jean-Luc Lejaille CFI 45192
Rainbow Paragliding - APCO Australia
PO BOX 227, Rainbow Beach 4581
Ph: 07 5486 3048 - 0418 754 157
Email: <info@paraglidingrainbow.com>

• MT BORAH, MANILLA is the one of the top 10
flying sites in the world & has more flyable days
than anywhere else in Australia. It has 4 large
launches for nearly all wind directions & easy, safe
top & bottom landings all around. Great ridge
soaring & XC all in one place. HOST of the 2007
PARAGLIDING WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS!
• YOUR CFIIS GODFREY WEN NESS: The most
experienced paraglider pilot in Australia. Over 7000
hours airtime since 1988, World Record Holder
- 335km (1998-2002), Longest Tandem Flight in
the World - 223km (2000-03), Multiple National
Records, National XC League Winner (inaugural
2001 & 2002), CFI, Instructor Examiner, Australian
Team Member, Prototype Test Pilot, HGFA Safety
& Ops Committee (PG), International Comps
Organiser, & Owner of World Famous Mt Borah.
• NOVICE LICENCE COURSES: Our famous 9 day,
live in, Novice Licence Courses, with genuine small
class sizes «6), go well beyond the minimum
requirements & include thermalling, ridge soaring, safety manoeuvres & more. Over a week of
the highest quality tuition by highly experienced
pilotslinstructors, using the latest techniques
& equipment costs only $1720 (including
accommodation and $400 equipment discount).
• THERMALLlNG, XC & OTHER TUITION : We specialise in PG & offer personal one-on-one & group
tuition in areas such as basic skills refresher, thermailing, cross-country, SIV safety clinics, & Intermediate, Advanced, Tandem, Motor & other ratings.
• HG TO PG ENDORSEMENTS: its easier than
you think!
• ONLY QUALITY PRODUCTS FROM THE BEST
BRANDS: Importer of Advance, Flytec, Hanwag
and JDe. Stockist & service of all equipment,
new & secondhand.
• CABINS & CAMPING ONSITE: Stay at Mt Borah
- its nice & quiet! Cabins for just $15p/n ($ 100
p/w) & camping $6 ($35 p/w).
So come flying with Manilla Paragliding, where the person who shows you the mountain, owns the mountain!

Phone Godfrey Wenness on:

Australia's biggest distributor of
Paragliding and Paramotoring
products, all online at the best prices
See our website for more details

-

www.highadventure.com.au

(0429) 844961

www.highadventure.com.au

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Australia Wide Services
HGFA Approved Paraglider
Testing & Repairs

02 6785 6545 or fax: 02 6785 6546
email: <SkyGodfrey@aol.com>
'The Mountain', Manilla, NSW 2346.

[www.paraglidingrainbow.com]
NEW SOUTH WALES

Professional Paragliding
Tandem Introductory Flights
Paragliding Courses and Certifications
Pilot Development Clinics
Free Introduction course
Tandem Endorsements
Sales and service

Dealer for Advance Charly Flytec Icom
Adventure Plus Paragliding Pty Ltd
Stanwell Park, Sydney Ph: 0412271404
<fly@adventureplusparagliding.com.au>
[www.adventureplusparagliding.com.au]
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Lake Keepit Gliding Club
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Mountain High
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SportAviation
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• Comprehensive testing and repairs
to all paragliders
• Fully equipped service and repair
agents for:
Advance, Aerodyne, Airwave, Bio-Air, Gin,
Gradient, Mac Para, Niviuk, Nova, Ozone,
Paratech, Sky, Swing, UP
• Full written report
• Harness repair and modifications
• Certified Australasian Gradient Repair Centre
• Parachute repacking
• Orders taken from anywhere in Australia,
New Zealand and Asia
• Prompt turnaround

Paragliding Repair Centre
93 Princess Ave, Torndirrup, Albany WA 6330
Mob: 0417 776550
Email: dly@waparagliding.com>
Web: [www.waparagliding.com]
April 2010

Peak Caps

Slouch Hats

Stickers/Badges

SALE ITEMS
E: office@hgfa.asn.au W: www.hgfa.asn.au P: 0393367155

Designed by LS, finished by DG

LS 10

- Top performance in 18m & 15m classes

- Spring mounted main landing gear with 5 inch wheel

- Renowned LS handling

- 2 independent water ballast systems

- LS 10-st Turbo version available

- Prepared for integrated bug wipers

- All LS 10's factory prepared for engine retrofit

- Roger hook & Piggott hook are standard equipment

- Low rain and bug sensitivity

- NOAH emergency rescue aid optional

ker Street Temora NSW 2666 PH : (02) 69 78 1559 :: Mobile: 0409 557079 : Fax: (02) 69 78 0505
IlS Website:: http://www.dg-flugzeugbau.com: · Maintenance, Repairs, Spares

~~~~~~~~~ :: OG

FLY TIES
THE BEST TIES YOU CAN GET FOR YOUR
EXPENSIVE HANG GLIDER OR TRIKE WING

HIGH QUALITY. LONG LASTING.
TOUGH AND DURABLE.
Made from 'Loadbinder' webbing. 4500 kg breaking strain
3 metres X 50mm . Soft edges.
End loop with industrial grade stitching .

You will not find ties of this quality in a
hardware store that are suitable for
hang glider and trike wings

$22 per Fly Tie OR three ties for $60
(plus $8 postage anywhere in Australia)

Call: 0431662089

